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Abstract

The utilisation of the information resource is a key requirement of an effective 
information system within the organisation. With computing technology generating 
increasingly complex applications but with an increasing spread of computing 
contactability through the organisation, an inherent conflict is presented which can 
only worsen as hypermedia and multimedia applications are brought to the 
organisation. This work identified user participation as the key ingredient in 
improving information resource utilisation. A two pronged approach was taken: 
initially a field based investigation of the utilisation of a complex information system 
within a large organisation and secondly the development of a user interface 
environment to tackle the issues raised.

The fieldwork provided evidence to suggest the level of accessibility to Health Service 
information left wide scope for development. Several variables were identified as 
having a key relationship with information resource utilisation. Of these complexity 
predominated, both in terms of the database structures in the application and the 
functionality provided through the interface itself.

The prototype focused on this complexity issue directly, providing a user driven 
interpretative environment in which both user and organisation based information can 
be combined to form a dynamic, user based semantic model. Such a graphical 
representation evolves in paralell with user requirements, enabling the user to 
manipulate his/her own view of the application for the expression of database 
queries. The basis for this interpretation is the generalised conceptual model which 
is captured from the data modeller during the initial application data modelling 
process. This view forms the basis for user accessibility, acting as an initial 
interpretation which the user tailors towards a personal interpretation using 
'concerns'. The provision of such an environment promotes user accessibility and 
hence utilisation, being personalised by the individual to the task at hand.



Thesis Overview

The role of computing within the organisation has changed dramatically in the 

past decade, moving away from the backroom technical support function 

towards front line management decision support. As computer technology has 

filtered up through the organisation towards senior management decision 

support, information systems that were previously perceived as a necessary 

but undesirable bureaucratic overhead have now been reassessed in terms of 

a new economic asset on a par with more traditional assets such as stock, 

debtors and goodwill. In recent years organisations have invested 

considerable resources in pursuit of perhaps an unquantifiable benefit - 

improved decision making through utilisation of this information resource.

The convergence of increasing processing power, mass storage technology and 

accessibility to diversified sources of information through integrated networks 

has facilitated generation of increasingly large and detailed organisationwide 

applications, for example the capture of increasing semantic information for 

database construction. A related effect due to the falling cost of computing 

technology, has been a diversification in the range of staff coming into contact 

with computer based applications, now encompassing non computer specialist 

personnel.

This conflict is growing rapidly. Swift advances have been made in the 

development of hypermedia and multimedia systems, building progressively 

larger more complete sources of information which include high resolution 

pictures, graphics and sound. Ultimately these approaches will encounter



problems of falling utilisation as an increasing wider non computer specialist 

user population wrestles with these increasingly complex applications.

This thesis has focused through an applied perspective on this widening gap 

between non computer literate specialist personnel and the increasingly 

complex computer based applications which they are required to manipulate. 

This work has taken a two pronged approach to this issue: initially a field 

based investigation into the utilisation of a complex information system was 

carried out and secondly building on the gained experience, a user interface 

environment was developed to tackle this issue directly.

The fieldwork investigated utilisation of a conceptually complex information 

system set in a large organisation. The Health Service has undergone 

significant change, particularly in terms of information provision to decision 

makers, moving from paper based to computerised patient administration 

systems(PAS). With the continuing investment in development and 

implementation of such technology based information systems, the question 

of system utilisation takes on an increasing practical significance. This is 

especially true of the Health Service whose competing demands for patient 

care and administration detail under cost containment pressure can only 

increase in the coming years.

Trice & Treacy have identified utilisation as an intervening variable between 

user performance and the information technology. This work has identified 

a second intervening variable - that of accessibility to the information resource.



Supporting evidence is provided, suggesting the level of accessibility to Health 

Service information left wide scope for development. In particular the issue 

of user participation in determining the level of accessibility is identified as a 

combination of

• user awareness and practical interaction issues

• complexity of interface provision

• complexity of data model structure

It is only in recent years that the important role of the user interface and 

provision of human computer interaction have been recognised as fundamental 

ingredients in successful application development. Previously such concerns 

were an additional burden for the systems programmer and were consequently 

downgraded to an afterthought, once the 'core' processing routines had been 

established. The exponential increase in contactability with computing 

through the organisation has forced a reassessment of the role of the user and 

subsequently interface design in software development, for example increasing 

use is being made of rapid screen prototyping tools for system specification.

The success of the graphical user interface recognises this shift in emphasis - 

the user should not conform to the machine - rather the machine should 

conform to the user. However the role of the user interface can only go so far 

in tackling the issue of user accessibility. With any form of HCI, the user is 

still required to labour at the interpretation, that is the gulf of evaluation. This 

is especially true of database applications where to gain maximum benefit, the 

user is required to develop ad hoc requests for information. However in



doing so the user is still required to manipulate the defined structure of the 

database directly.

From the fieldwork, such a requirement was identified as the key source of 

poor application utilisation. Such database structures are constructed by a 

systems modeller, that is someone other than the final end user. Consequently 

they are a logical, fixed past interpretation of the application domain. The 

user is therefore required to convert their interpretation of the information 

request into the formal interpretation required of the application and express 

this within a formal query syntax.

This work has tackled these interlocking aspects of application utilisation: 

database structural and interfacing complexity, by promoting user 

participation. The basis of this has been to involve the user, providing a 

graphical interpretative environment which can be manipulated to form a 

personal interpretation of the semantic structure of the database application. 

A key vehicle in achieving this is the concept of a concern: a graphically 

confined environment in which the user builds an interpretation of the 

semantic structure of the database application based on personal interpretation 

relating to the issue at hand. The basis for this graphical environment is the 

generalised conceptual model from the data modelling process.

Introduced is the prototype Query By Concern (QBC) which illustrates this 

approach. Both organisational and individual interpretative information can 

be combined with the base conceptual model into user concerns. Comprised



of two components, the prototype enables graphical definition of the 

generalised and specific conceptual models by the systems modeller from 

which additional semantic information is captured during the mapping 

process.

This graphical representation then forms the basis for a dynamic end user 

interpretation of the information resource, evolving in paralell with user 

requirements. The provision of such an environment promotes user 

accessibility and hence utilisation, being personalised by the individual to the 

task in hand.

The thesis is presented in seven chapters. Chapter One discusses the changing 

role of information in the organisation, identifying the importance of 

accessibility in achieving the effectiveness and efficiency of this organisation 

asset. Chapters Two and Three present the fieldwork conducted with the 

Health Service investigating utilisation of the information resource. Several 

key variables were identified: of these complexity predominated in terms both 

of the database structure implicit in the application and the functionality 

provided through the interface itself. These issues are discussed in a 

theoretical context in Chapter Four and a prototype environment to address 

these issues is introduced and discussed in detail in chapters Five and Six. 

The final chapter, chapter Seven, provides a summary of the work achieved, 

possible enhancements and the future directions in which the work can be

carried forward.
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Presently a bell rang in the signal box and a man came running, "James is of the line 

- the breakdown train quickly", he shouted. So Thomas was coupled on, the 

workmen jumped into their coach, and off they went.

Thomas worked his hardest. "Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!" he puffed, and this time he 

wasn't pretending to be Gordon, he really meant it.

"Bother those trucks and their tricks" he thought, "I hope poor James isn't hurt. 

They found James and the trucks at a bend in the line. The brake van and the last 

few trucks were on the rails, but the front ones were pilled in a heap; James was in a 

field with a cow looking at him, and his driver and fireman were feeling him all 

over to see if he was hurt.

They left the broken trucks and mended the line. Then with two cranes they put 

James back on the rails. He tried to move but couldn't, so Thomas helped him back 

to the shed.

The Fat Director was waiting anxiously for them.

"Well Thomas", he said kindly, "I've heard all about it, and I'm very pleased with 

you. You're a Really Useful Engine."

"James shall have proper brakes and a new coat of paint, and you--------shall have a

branch line all to yourself."

"Oh Sir!", said Thomas , happily.

Thomas The Tank Engine

The Rev W Awdry, Heinemann Press 1957
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1.0 The Changing Role Of Information

The role of computing in society is changing. This chapter presents the 

development of a telematic or information society1, tracing the development 

of computing technology from the shop floor into routine office functions and 

now further into executive decision support. This chapter focuses on the 

development of information as a corporate resource, standing alongside more 

traditional assets such as goodwill or stock. In particular, effectiveness of this 

information resource within the organisation and the surrogate measure of 

utilisation as a success indicator are considered. Related work in the field is 

discussed and the importance of accessibility to the information resource 

identified.

1.1 Introduction: Organisational Impact 
and Computing Technology

The application of computing technology as a vehicle to transmit information 

can be traced from typed print using the first manual and electric typewriters, 

and for numeric information into desktop adding machines and subsequently 

hand held calculators. The technology progressed through two stages. 

Initially each form of information was treated separately as an extension of the 

manual operation, for example through the provision of wordprocessors for 

textual communications and spreadsheet/numerical applications for numeric 

information. Towards the end of the 1980's, with increasing mass storage 

capacity and communication accessibility through local and wide area

~  2 -



networks(LAN/WAN), computing technology progressed to providing the 

integration of information through distributed databases and desktop 

publishing systems, providing accessibility to organisation wide information 

in a way never before possible.

At each stage in this development cycle computing technology has brought 

both explicit and implicit organisational and social consequences23. For 

example the office environment of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was 

based on quill technology, remaining a highly skilled male preserve similar to 

the accounting offices of the 1960's. With a change in the technology towards 

electronic typewriter or calculator/computer, the job was deskilled and 

restructured, predominantly employing female labour, for example into typing 

pools or data entry sections. The technology itself can be regarded as 

neutral3 * *; it is the implementation process that is value loaded, reflecting the 

goals and aspirations of those commissioning the technology43. Computer 

technology is unique in this respect providing an environment that can 

explicitly monitor and control, for example conveyor belt or numeric 

controlled lathe technology can improve the pace of work output but remains 

unable to directly monitor the operative. Computer technology, for example 

in the form of accounting transaction/data entry functions can effectively 

monitor, pace and evaluate the worker explicitly6.

3 This is an 'optimistic7 approach, see Land F, The Impact Of Information
Technology on The Work Place which is set against the pessimistic approach of
Braverman, Labour & Monopoly Capital, the Degradation of Work in the Twentieth
Century, where technology is a surrogate for management domination.

~  3 ~



The first effects of computerisation on the organisation occurred at the shop 

floor level, targeting the mechanisation of routine tasks, aiming at increasing 

productivity. Prior to World War II the shop floor was dominated by 'hard' 

technologies requiring a highly skilled labour force. During the war, 'soft' 

technologies were developed, particularly the development of computer 

machine control. These soft technologies were rapidly introduced after the war, 

through the provision of numeric controlled processing, for example computer 

numeric controlled(CNC) milling and lathing machinery. Such technology 

represented a significant investment, providing increased flexibility and 

management choice in the control and management of the production process. 

In particular design and programming for production could now be 

transferred away from the shop floor to an office based function promoting 

management control, effectively deskilling the shop floor labour force.

This level of accessibility provided to the technology was a conscious 

management decision over centralisation or decentralisation of control7, as 

equal programming facilities were available on the shop floor as well as 

remotely in the design office8. Communications across the user-office divide 

were then constrained to a formalised procedure of control tape transfers. By 

the end of the 1980's, accessibility to the technology returned to the final end 

user as increasing emphasis was placed on job or small batch production, 

requiring frequent local control for retooling and reprogramming9.

~  4 ~



This turnaround in end user participation closely parallelled implementation 

of computer technology in the office environment. Here the aim of 

implementing the technology was the same - to mechanise routine activity 

justified on the same belief that savings on labour costs coupled with increased 

throughput would exceed capital and implementation costs10. These systems 

were again technically complex and physically large, representing substantial 

capital investment for the organisation. Similar questions of control and 

accessibility arose with final user departments, for example accounting, losing 

control of information processing to a newly created central Data 

Processing(DP) department in a shroud of technology and jargon. Requests 

for information were directed via this department (for example via systems 

designed, installed and located within the DP Department) instead of simply 

accessing previously locally held paper files. Communications across the user- 

DP department divide were constrained to batching details, for example 

control totals and error reports.

For the office environment the tumround in end user participation came 

through the late 1970's and early 1980's as computer technology developed 

into real time/interactive processing, opening the door for direct user- 

application communications without the direct intervention of the DP 

department. Such installations remained a significant capital outlay and were 

therefore centralised in the DP department, with end users sharing resources 

via networked direct access. The DP department still had a tight reign on 

service provision both in terms of hardware provision and support, and the

~  5 ~



generation and maintenance of application software.

The late 1980's saw a phenomenal growth in the demand for the now renamed 

information technology(IT) from all sectors of society, particularly from 

commerce and industry. Increasing public exposure to IT, for example 

through bank automatic teller machines(ATM) and point of sale(POS) systems, 

broadened public awareness of the technology. This was then popularised 

through films such as 'War Games' and in general through the popular press, 

for example the issue of computer hacking and crime. Internal to the 

organisation user awareness of the availability of IT paralleled this dramatic 

increase. This was compounded with management facing a comparatively 

dynamic external environment, but constrained to computer based information 

systems fixed by the DP department and structured towards routine, usually 

financial based information. Managers began to require more than simply 

computerised information systems that gave little more information than its 

paper driven equivalent, demanding instead complete interrogative analysis 

and reporting systems11 which supported rather than replaced their own 

judgement12.

Demand for application development and maintenance within the organisation 

increased exponentially, leading to significant backlogs and delays of 

application development and software maintenance with the DP 

department13. Managers under increasing external pressure (for example 

usually in response to crisis management) began to search for effective

-  6 -



solutions to their unmet data processing demands. The falling capital cost of 

personal computing hardware to well within line management operating 

budget constraints, provided a direct solution that usually did not require DP 

Department participation or authorization. Turnkey solutions were available 

using this PC technology providing line management with localised access to 

computerised information support via 'friendly', integrated packages on a 

small scale, for example Lotusl23b and Dbaselir.

These tools enabled line management to circumvent the DP department, 

obtaining solutions more suitable to their localised requirements. Such 

freedom however entailed no organisation wide direction for IT, generating a 

patchwork of incompatible systems, file formats and maintenance agreements. 

The achievement of short run problem solving was often made at the expense 

of long run effectiveness, for example problems of staff turnover, inadequate 

documentation and failure to make adequate backups or maintenance 

agreements. Questions of data validity and data integrity began to arise as 

users stored and manipulated private copies of data, each aiming at providing 

an individual DP department 'in the small'. Many DP departments ignored 

these developments, concentrating on main stream corporate wide 

applications. Those which did identify these problems combined both implicit 

and explicit measures to regain some measure of control over the user 

population.

b Lotusl23 is a trademark for the Lotus Development Corporation.

c Dbasein is a trademark of Ashton Tate Corporation.

~  7 ~



Explicit measures took on the form of corporate strengthening of the DP 

department through organisation wide controls or standards often backed up 

by refusal to support hardware and software products not authorised by them. 

Implicit approaches took on the form of end user computing(EUC) and 

information support centres that actively provide support and guidance for 

end user departments and individuals14'15. An example of a hybrid 

approach was the 'Shell shop' operated by Shell PLC offering for sale heavily 

subsidised computer technology to internal departments and users. Users 

were able to choose external suppliers and products but these did not attract 

organisational subsidy and were subsequently more expensive. This 

effectively limited user choice to certain products supported internally, 

ensuring hardware maintenance and software support within an organisational 

framework.

With the continuing fall in hardware cost and increasing availability of 

processing power, the organisation has increasingly focused on improving 

productivity in the less routine tasks to be performed - those performed by 

decision makers or information workers16. Such Executive Information(EIS) 

or Decision Support Systems(DSS) for 'executive mind support'17 began to 

appear in the late 1980's exploiting the full colour high resolution screen 

graphics technology coupled with increasingly large processing and storage 

devices. Targeted at management with non routine, ad hoc decision making, 

drawing on multiple sources of information, this technology aimed at 

improving productivity in decision making and the management of

~  8 -



resources18. In this manner the base of staff coming into contact with 

computerised applications is diversifying rapidly as new application areas are 

exploited. This situation is intensifying as information technology filters up 

through the organisation hierarchy, progressing away from routine information 

provision, (or MIS) towards ad hoc information processing or DSS/EIS for 

senior management.

Information technology has moved from handling compartmentalised data to 

handling knowledge work derived from the overall organisation. The key 

now is to achieve the benefits of EUC, that is localised, direct accessibility and 

manipulation, without losing the data consistency and integrity achieved 

through exclusive use of a DP Department19,20.

1.2 Information as a Resource

In a matter of two decades the available computing technology has progressed 

from expensive and clumsy to cheap, reliable and physically accessible21. 

This has brought great change into the organisation, what was once seen as a 

necessary bureaucratic overhead has now been reassessed as a new type of 

asset - that of 'information'. Rigid systems of reporting and control have been 

overtaken by the emergence of an information economy22.

Many traditional resources available to the organisation are tangible, they can 

be bought, sold and transferred as required. The accessibility and value of 

such assets passes with transfer, diminishes with use and can only be

~  9 ~



revitalised through replacement. Information on the other hand is intangible, 

is difficult to quantify and remains abstract. Information can be bought and 

sold as required but its value may remain even though its property may be 

transferred. It cannot therefore wear out, but may become lost, obsolete or 

crowded out by other data. The value of such an asset in economic terms is 

based on interpretation or capability of use in decision making, it is therefore 

contextual, subjective and unquantifiable in nature23,24.

During the late 1970's it became increasingly evident that the manipulation 

and control of information could provide distinct economic advantage. For 

example the airline flight reservation information systems of that time 

provided effective barriers to competition entry, providing a rich source of 

market research information and provided a mechanism to tie customers to a 

single carrier25. These developments marked the beginning of a shift away 

from managing the computer technology itself, towards the explicit 

management of the information stored within the technology26. Such 

concentration on information as a resource to be managed separately in its 

own right has been made possible through the convergence of database and 

communication technologies, providing a single rich information repository.

The focus of management and control of this resource has been derived from 

an aggregation of three previously independent disciplines: database 

' administration, librarianship and data processing27. Database management 

provides tools for database validity and integrity control expressed through
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storage management schemes. Record management/librarianship provide 

methodologies for indexing and information husbandry tools such as sorting 

and searching. Data processing management provides methodology for 

structured processing of large volumes of data for example through structured 

systems analysis and design methodologies(SSADM) and general management 

of the data resource function, for example Nolan's staged maturity cycle28. 

These developments have enabled a movement away from the notion of a 

single technology serving a single user via a single access path, towards a 

convergence of technology and data into a single information resource with 

multiple distributed access throughout the organisation.

The philosophy behind this approach is to maximise value from the 

technology through the use of information, rather than minimising cost. 

However the value and use of information is difficult to determine, partly 

because there is no economic market, often being acquired by the end user for 

personal use. From the users perspective, value is contingent upon human 

interpretation and both capability and application of use. The resource is 

based therefore on human capacity for adding value - information resource 

management(IRM) is therefore managing the human potential for adding 

value29. Further detailed definitions for IRM are common place. Lewis30 

provides a succinct definition:

'the integrated utilisation of three basic resources in the pursuit of 
higher productivity: people, information and systems (whether paper 
or computer based)'.
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King and Kraemer31 suggest that the management of this information 

resource is based on two fundamental beliefs: that information systems are 

amenable to systematic formal control and that information is an economic 

resource, therefore open to rational economic management. With such an 

approach the task of designing, implementing and monitoring such 

information systems is assumed to be not only possible but fully exercised by 

management. This model draws closely from the rational comprehensive 

model(RCM) in that information systems are specified, implemented and 

monitored in an economic, rational manner. In reality such a task becomes 

enormous as information systems evolve and replicate, cutting across 

departmental and organisational constructions. Information is also intangible, 

providing little audit trail, being mostly transmitted along informal networks 

with little regard for organisation structure. The second basis suggests that 

information is an economic resource open to rational management. 

Information is by its inherent nature positional and therefore open to widely 

differing interpretation and manipulation. The organisation as a unit is 

however often restricted in its ability to capitalise on this available knowledge 

for reasons of politics32, communication or organisational dysfunction3?. It 

remains questionable therefore whether 'rational' management and systematic 

control of such an unquantifiable asset is practically possible to the degree
i

suggested by the definitional requirements of IRM.

The overall aim of information resource management is simply put by Best28: 

'to stop knowledge being lost to information'.
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It is therefore the information and the technology that need to be managed to 

the benefit of the user, not just the information or the technology itself in 

isolation. One is contingent upon the other. Information and computing 

technology therefore provides a new organisational asset whose evaluation and 

control, presents management with many new challenges.

1.3 Information as a Successful Organisation 
Resource

Like any other asset within the organisation, if information is to be regarded 

as worth maintaining it has to be evaluated both in terms of efficiency and 

effectiveness, both in production and delivery within the organisation34. For 

example the efficiency of a lathe can be measured in terms of cost input, for 

example power consumed, with productive output measured in terms of 

quantity and quality of finished goods produced. Efficiency can be established 

by monitoring scrap levels incurred in the production process. Applying the 

same rationality to information or knowledge provision is more problematic. 

The input side to the efficiency equation can be established: the number of 

staff hours and capital required can be objectively measured as these remain 

physical quantities. Defining and subsequently determining the output of such 

systems is more problematic to achieve. Example problems include What 

constitutes a unit of information? How is the usefulness or value of this unit 

to be determined? and how is the effectiveness of such an asset to be 

measured?
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Several authors have tackled this question of which Swanson35 provides an 

overview. Raymond36 evaluates several possible surrogate operational 

measures as a means to evaluating the success of the information resource. 

One approach would be to measure the incremental change in decision making 

performance of either the individual or the organisation in consequence of an 

increased information provision. However it is difficult to specify acceptable 

measures of the differential performance or to control for other external 

factors, for example changes in environment or market. Measuring change in 

system usage provides for a more objective unit of measurement with the 

machine itself recording usage statistics, commands issued and functions 

performed in an unobtrusive manner. On its own, increased machine usage 

is however not a guarantee that the system is being successfully used, it may 

for example, be that increased usage statistics are a symptom of users 

struggling to come to terms with an inadequate user interface. Raymond 

follows Ives et al37 and others38,39, concluding for user satisfaction as a 

surrogate measure for system success, measuring in particular user attitude 

toward information services within the organisation. Such an approach 

however remains subjective and unquantifiable, giving problematic 

comparability across different users. For example all users are totally different 

with differing levels of organisation experience, computing skill40 and 

personality traits41.

Zmud42 introduces a model of system utilisation based on individual 

differences as an indicator of system success. Two paths to information
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system success are presented: cognitive and attitudal. The cognitive path is 

based on user cognitive behaviour and associated effects of information 

systems design, for example how information systems are perceived, organised 

and acted upon. The attitudal path is built around attitudal variables of the 

information systems user, for example personality, demographic and 

situational variables. Throughout the model the implicit assumption behind 

each available route is that increased utilisation leads to information system 

success. Mykytyn43 and Bailey and Pearson44 approach this directly, 

drawing a direct link between information system utilisation and information 

systems success.

Focusing in this manner on increased system utilisation as a determinant of 

success of the information resource has several associated conceptual 

problems. The use of a computer system can be characterised in many ways, 

from low level models measuring the number of keystrokes, time on the 

machine or the number of functions performed (which are further discussed 

in chapter four), to a higher level measuring the number of reports or letters 

produced in any given session. Given these multiple characteristics, the choice 

of measurement device must reflect which aspect of utilisation is to be 

measured.
I

Trice and Treacy45 provide a conceptual framework for utilisation research 

with 'categorising reference theories'. Four general classes of independent 

variable emerge: firstly design and implementation process variables that
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include training and implementation processes used to install the information 

system46. Here organisation practices have to be unfrozen, examined and 

refrozen to provide a change mechanism. Secondly information system 

characteristics. With this group the efficiency and effectiveness of the user 

physical interaction are considered with an ergonomic orientation, or the 

development of interface performance and evaluation measures47,48. Thirdly 

task characteristics, the least common area investigated. This area involves 

looking at the nature of the task to be performed as a measurement of fit to 

user need. Lastly individual differences based on attitudes, age and education 

based on theories of reasoned action49. The approach taken with this work 

falls within the characteristics of information systems boundary, focusing on 

accessibility to the information resource as the link to utilisation and 

subsequent success of the information resource.
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1.4 The Importance of Accessibility

Accessibility to information can be analyised over two levels. Accessing the 

physical terminal hardware to reach the available machine resources is the first 

level of accessibility that each user must accomplish. Rice and Shook50 

considered this level of accessibility, particularly with physical terminal 

location forming a determinant relationship with machine usage patterns. In 

this context accessibility is based on the physical accessibility to the hardware 

rather than to the information resource itself.

With increasing availability of hardware through the proliferation of personal 

computing coupled to networking technology there has been a shift of 

emphasis away from this hardware accessibility towards what actively 

mediates between the user and the application. This second aspect of 

accessibility is increasing in importance as the size and complexity of 

applications made available to the user community continually increases. 

Waguespack51 identifies two layers of complexity: intrinsic and extrinsic.

Intrinsic complexity refers to complexity inherent in the application itself, for
/

example a project management application will be inherently more complex 

than a word processing application. Extrinsic complexity is concerned with 

the application interface itself, for example the form of dialogue and interface 

environment provided. With continuing advances in processing power and 

storage capacity, increasingly large and detailed applications will be generated, 

for example enabling database modellers to capture growing semantic 

structures in database applications. Such advances fuel the rising levels of
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intrinsic complexity to which interfacing software must provide access to a 

widely diversifying audience. Hence extrinsic complexity is likely to increase, 

especially in the area of end user database interfacing, ultimately affecting 

systems and information resource utilisation in the longer term.

O'Reilly52 investigated the impact of accessibility and perceived information 

quality on utilisation of the information resource, focusing particularly on why 

such resources were often left under utilised. O'Reilly argued that the 

ambiguity of information requested combined with the social and economic 

costs involved in seeking out optimal information may dominate perceived 

information quality in determining preferred sources of information. 

Accessibility to the information resource was established as a key motivation 

for resource utilisation, those sources of information perceived as difficult to 

access were left under utilised. However with this study all the available 

information sources were paper based, none were automated or computerised 

in any way. With the increasing spread of computer based information 

resources and diversification of computer staff who come into contact, the 

question of accessibility has broadened considerably, now including ' the 

question of user interface design.

Bozeman and Shangraw53 examined cost and accessibility issues over a range 

of both paper and computer based resources for public sector based decision 

management. Accessibility and cost considerations of information bundles 

were intertwined in laboratory experiments on volunteer students. Their work
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established that increasing the 'cost' of any information resource negated 

accessibility, with subjects tending towards cheaper and more diverse sources 

of information. On the question of access difficulty, this was found to have 

only a modest effect: more information resources were consulted as a 

compensatory measure.

This section has presented the conceptual framework of utilisation, addressing 

in particular accessibility as an information system characteristic. From the 

practical viewpoint, accessibility has tended to be mechanistic, an afterthought 

of the software developer. In practical terms, this question of accessibility in 

past information systems has been tackled by providing hierarchies of 

standard reports, forms or menus which were all set up at implementation 

time, supplemented by a catch all command line query generator. The 

methodology in providing such a library of reports presupposes all possible 

decision inquiries are predictable and can be explicitly defined. The real world 

is rarely this simple, often being composed of rapid unpredictable 

opportunities demanding by definition unpredictable information requests. 

With the increasingly diverse user community coming into contact with 

computer applications and advancing complexity of application design, 

particularly in the database domain, the role of the interface becomes vital in 

ensuring accessibility and subsequent utilisation of the application.

1.5 Summary and Research Direction

The role of computer technology within the organisation has filtered up from
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the shop floor into routine office functions, and now most recently into front 

line management decision support. Through the process of routinisation and 

centralisation, computing technology has attempted to maximise performance 

of both these functions, incurring significant social and organisational change. 

For both the shop floor and the office, control of accessibility to the technology 

became a focal point of conflict. This was ultimately resolved by returning 

accessibility to the end user, for example control of the lathe to the shop floor 

and control of information processing to the manager's desk.

As computer technology has reached senior management decision support, 

information systems that were previously perceived as a necessary but 

undesirable bureaucratic overhead, have now been reassessed in terms of a 

new economic asset. In recent years, organisations have invested considerable 

resources in pursuit of perhaps an unquantifiable benefit - improved decision 

making through increased utilisation of this information resource.

Like any other asset in the organisation, the maintenance and provision of the 

information resource has to be justified in terms of its effectiveness and 

efficiency. Using these criteria as a means to judging the success of the 

information resource is problematic, especially the determination of value 

based output, for example improved decision making. Several authors have 

suggested the surrogate measure of utilisation, but this remains a complex 

variable to evaluate. This work has concentrated on one aspect of information 

system utilisation that is increasing in importance: user accessibility.
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The convergence of increased processing power, mass storage technology and 

physical accessibility to diversified sources of information has facilitated 

generation of increasingly large and detailed organisationwide applications. 

A concurrent effect as the price of this technology has fallen into individual 

line management budgeting, has been the type of staff that are coming into 

contact with these computer based applications has diversified, rapidly 

encompassing non computer literate personnel. These opposing components 

of utilisation can only intensify as the technology progresses, meeting through 

the process of user accessibility.
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Figure 2 The Accessibility Gap

This research will focus in an applied perspective on this widening gap 

between non-computer literate personnel and the increasingly complex 

computer based applications that they are required to manipulate. In 

particular focusing on the factors that effect utilisation of large information
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systems in a management setting. For the fieldwork, this management setting 

was provided in one of the largest organisations in the UK: the National 

Health ServicefNHS). Each component District of the NHS employs an 

information resource of patient details providing information for local and 

Regional level decision support. This organisation and particularly this 

information resource, provided the field study basis to investigate this issue 

of accessibility and utilisation. To support the field work with some 

background detail, the next chapter charts the historical development of 

information within the Service. This can be seen to parallel closely the 

developments discussed in this chapter, moving from a routinised bureaucratic 

overhead to the local level information resource of the 1990's. Building on this 

background perspective, the management study is then presented in chapter 

three.
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2.0 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to introduce the background to the work described 

in Chapter Three. The history of information provision is traced from the 

creation of the health service through the 1974 and 1982 reorganisations, to the 

late 1980's and the various information resource management initiatives. The 

pace of change has been slow, with the National Health Service(NHS) 

'evolving7 an information system out of multiple independent initiatives. This 

has mirrored what has been described in general terms in Chapter One: The 

application of computing technology has progressed from the mechanisation 

of routine tasks, for example storing patient records through into ad hoc 

decision support for senior unit level management.

2.1 Background

The NHS in providing medical treatment remains a unique social arrangement 

in the western world, celebrating its fortieth birthday on 5th July 1988. During 

this period it has undergone both radical and minor changes primarily brought 

about via parliamentary intervention. The central pillars of its creation, 

established by Bevan in 1946: access to comprehensive health care, free of 

charge on the basis of need, have remained almost intact throughout this 

period of change, but is questionable whether they will survive so well to its 

bicentennial anniversary. It is very easy to consider the NHS as a monopoly 

provider of health care. Although by far the largest, this is not so with other 

providers including military hospitals, the Public Health Laboratory Service,
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the Employment Medical Advisory Service, environmental health performed 

by local government, Home Office Prison Medical Service, the school hospital 

service, nursing and retirement homes besides the more apparent private 

health service run solely on the profit motive.

The NHS is a truly massive undertaking, maintaining acute hospital sites, 

ranging from cottage (although few remain) to extensive district general 

hospitals(DGH) and the Family Practioner Committees(FPC) overseeing 31,500 

(in 1989) general practioners(GPs)54. Through this two component system, 

the NHS provides extensive medical care ranging from maternity, major 

surgery and Accident and Emergency(A&E) in the acute sector to family 

medicine and general advice through the local GP. The NHS is funded mainly 

from direct taxation (97% in 1989), directly employing approximately one 

million staff55 making it the second largest, single employer in the Western 

World (behind the Red Army).

This size of UK health provision has evolved in response to a burgeoning 

increase in health care demand, based on a zero cost function moulded by 

social and environmental factors. Examples of some of these factors include 

social pressure for breast screening, A&E requiring immediate access, location 

of hospital site - a DGH in the M4 corridor will have a different demand 

intake to that of Dover DGH, population characteristics - a Southern England 

coastal DGH will have a markedly different patient age and therefore health 

care demand when compared to Milton Keynes. Finally new technology not
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only enables more 'efficient7 patient care, but also generates its own demand, 

for example laser technology has opened up a new outpatient demand for 

health care previously only available through major surgery.
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Such a diversity of function, location and patients provide significant problems
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of control and co-ordination for which the NHS has often been criticised. This 

is complicated further by the underlying triparate structure of service 

provision: the integration of government, administration and clinician. 

Through the life of the Health Service the key problem of any form of 

management has been one of control. In any commercial organisation this is 

achieved through the evaluation of input resources compared to productive 

output. The provision of health care suffers the same problem as education - 

the measurement of productive output. Input is tangible and readily 

measured (in total terms however) in monetary units, for example staffing and 

hotel costs. Output measurement has proved more problematic and has thus 

tended to be analyised in overall terms for the population as a whole, for 

example through the use of standardised mortality rates. Limited success has 

been made with a more theoretical approach of quality adjusted life years, but 

is difficult to quantify and hence subjective to apply.

Through the 1980s and into the 1990s with an increasing demand for health 

care, but also with increasing pressure on cost containment, the evaluation of 

activity as a surrogate for health care effectiveness has been extensively used. 

As part of this process, the health service has evolved like most other 

organisations towards a stage of recognising the value of information
I

previously collected on a routine basis. This evolution is described in the 

remainder of the chapter in four stages of recognition: Health Service 

beginnings, the first twenty five years, functional management and finally 

resource management.
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2.2 Health Service Beginnings

The establishment of the NHS in 1948 came exactly one hundred years after 

the amendment to the first Public Health Act and about two hundred years 

after the inception of the voluntary hospital movement.

As early as 1920 in the Dawson Report56 produced by the Health Consultative

Council on Medical and Allied Services asserted:

'the best means of maintaining health and curing disease should be made 
available to all citizens'.(Para 2.13)

In 1926 the Royal Commission on National Health Insurance concluded,

'the ultimate solution will lie, we think, in the direction of divorcing the 
medical service entirely from the insurance systems and recognising it with 
all other public health activities as a service to be supported from general 
public funds' (Para 5.4)

Government participation in health care was extended in 1939 through the 

Emergency Medical Service reporting to a Minster for Health in Parliament. 

The principal role of this 'service' was to provide support and centralisation 

of day to day activities of the various medical facilities available for casualties 

during the war effort.

In 1942 the Beveridge Report57 made far reaching recommendations for the
/ /

comprehensive provision of health care to all citizens These assertions formed 

the basis of postwar health care in the UK. The coalition government of 1943 

agreed to the concept of a national unified comprehensive health scheme, 

raising health care to a universal right to all citizens.
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Considerable debate continued culminating with publication of the White 

Paper entitled 'A National Health Service'58 in 1944 presenting the notion of 

a unified service. Subsequently Aneurin Be van's 'The NHS Bill'59 in 1946 was 

published, with the appointed day set to 5th July 1948. The 1946 Act provided 

for:

'the establishment in England and Wales of a comprehensive health service 
designed to secure improvement in the physical and mental health of the 
people of England and Wales and the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of 
illness' (Part 1 Section 1)

The primary concentration was on the establishment of a unified service giving 

a universal right to health care,

'the biggest single advance ever made in this country in the sphere of public 
health'60

The NHS of July 1948 came about as an amalgamation of three previously 

distinct areas of health care provision:

• the voluntary hospital service

• the public health service

• the mental institutions

The voluntary health service provided 1143 hospitals with 90,000 beds in old 

prestigious hospitals with heavy administration and accelerating costs. The 

public health service as established from the Local Government Act 192361 

and the Poor Law Act (Amendment) 193462 varied considerably in quality 

and scale of sites, providing 1545 municipal hospitals with 390,000 beds. 

Mental health under local authority control from the Lunacy Act 189063 

provided another 190,000 beds, totalling 670,000 beds.
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To manage this spread of health care, the Act provided for a triparate 

management structure:

• Hospital, Specialist and Ancillary Services

• Family Practioner Services and

• Local Health Services.

For Hospital, Specialist and Ancillary Services, the country was split into 

fourteen regional health boards(RHB) each centred around a University 

medical institution. Hospital management committees were appointed to run 

non teaching hospitals - 388 in total, and Boards of Governors to run the 36 

teaching hospitals directly. Family Practioner Committees were established as 

a semi-autonomous body to oversee GP medical provision. The Local Health 

Services were maintained by local authorities which through their Health 

Committees provided environmental health and community services, for 

example maternity aftercare and health centre maintenance.

2.3 The First Years:

Information reporting during the first stages of Health Service development 

was patchy in quality, concentrating in particular on expenditure inputs. Basic 

resource monitoring was carried out under Statutory Instrument 1414 issued 

in 1906, built around 'subjective costing' returns to the Ministry of Health as 

part of the annual Treasury costing cycle. Subjective costing entailed the 

allocation of resources to broad cost categories, with spending within these 

limits delegated to the management concerned. The Treasury only monitored
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total spending with any savings clawed back to fund other overspending 

departments.

The evaluation of 'output from the Health Service was limited to ad hoc 

reporting directly to parliament. These were normally contracted to agencies 

external to the NHS, such as the General Register Office, subsequently the 

Office of Population, Census and Surveys(OPCS) and later the World Health 

Organisation (WHO). These comprised generalised indicators of how the 

overall health of the nation was changing. Parliament had therefore very little 

control or feedback over the activities of the health service, acting only as a 

financier with no real resource utilisation data.

Demand for health care continued to rise rapidly, constantly outstripping 

supply. The total cost (in 1948/49 prices) had risen by £73.2 million to £406.4 

million by 1953/54. Beveridge's white paper 'A National Health Service' 

estimated £130 million for the first year, falling past a peak into cost savings 

as the total health of the nation improved. This was never realised, with 

expenditure growth on the Health Service increasing ever since.

The election of February 1950 returned a Labour government with a mandate 

to investigate this increasing cost. By April 1951 the NHS Amendment Bill64 

was passed, which for the first time involved limited resource allocation, 

pegged at £392 million. In addition fees were introduced, covering such items 

as dentures, wigs, glasses and drugs supplied to outpatients, and the supply,
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repair or replacement of surgical supports. Such movement ended the concept 

of a comprehensive, free Health Service at the point of access. With this action 

there was an attempt to restrain expenditure growth of the NHS, which 

remains to date a key annual process of Health Service finance.

From this period several ways were developed to increase accountability of the

growing Service to Parliament. In 1953 a Committee of Enquiry into the Cost

of the NHS (the Guillebaud Committee)65 was set up recommending in

November 1955 three approaches to better management of the cost function.

Principally each hospital authority was to send a monthly return (called a

Monthly Hospital Return) to the Ministry of Health

'showing how expenditure to end of the proceeding month compared with 
due proportion of apportioned estimates'(Para 367)
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In addition expenditure was brought under budgeting heads with 

underspends reallocated to overspending heads. To provide a direct reporting 

mechanism, a Regional Officer was established to observe key health area 

meetings, reporting directly to the Ministry.

Essentially a movement away from subjective costing towards a system of 

functional budgetary control at hospital and department levels was 

recommended, 'setting standards of efficiency each year7(Para 365) against 

which actual spending was to be compared through the Service. At this time 

there was no central form of statistical or information function. Resulting from 

the severe criticism made by this committee:

'it is a matter of regret that for the first seven years of the Service, the
Ministry should have been without the services of a qualified statistician'
(Para 364)

in July 1955 the first Ministry Statistician was appointed. During this same 

period the Ministry had established a Hospital Organisation and Methods 

Service(HOMS) providing advice and consultation in general management to 

any department. This focused however on working practices rather than 

information generation. Through this report, the Ministry established a 

Research and Statistics Department (HM(54)64) to compliment the HOMS 

department, devoting all of its time to generation of statistical information. 

This report was the first to identify the importance of information and the 

clinicians role in control of resources and information provision. For example 

'doctors should be aware of the cost of what they are doing and have 

responsibility' (Para 699)
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This Research and Statistics department was kept purposefully small, targeting

only overall health statistics, for example bed occupancy measured at

midnight. External NHS agencies were still contracted for ad hoc

parliamentary reporting. From these routinised statistics, OPCS generated the

Hospital Input Enquiry(HIPE), running from 1957 to replacement by Komer

returns in 1982. Based on a simple one in ten sample of all acute patients, this

provided overall statistical planning information for service provision to the

Ministry, for example hospital load and throughput. It was not until 1967 and

the First Report of the Joint Working Board on Medical Work in Hospitals (the

Cogwheel Reports)66 that information and local level planning needs were

fully appreciated. The centralised system of data collection specifically for

centralised use was identified as inadequate:

'statistical and other sources of information now delineate the community's 
need for indepth and detail never possible before. This sharper perception of 
the problems of planning and of evaluation of medical care services demands 
a higher level of efficiency than that of which existing machinery is capable'
(Para 73)

The report recommended setting up Hospital Activity Returns based upon the 

1955 Hospital Statistical Returns but targeted at local level or 'unit' 

management. These were first published in 1969, with data grouped around 

'specialities' standardised for comparability. This reporting structure remained 

intact until replacement by Komer returns in 1982.

During this initial rapid period of growth, concern was repeatedly expressed 

for the manageability of such a diverse organisation. Parliament had focused 

on the budgetary measure as a resource allocation mechanism, with only
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limited reporting on the effectiveness of the health care delivery. It was not 

until 1956 that the statistical function was recognised, providing the beginning 

of standardised data reporting. The Guillebaud report identified the need for 

local level information provision, which was reaffirmed by the Cogwheel 

reports, identifying a 'unit' level need for information provision. This formed 

the beginnings of a shift away from centralised, towards local level 

information provision.

2.4 Functional Management

In 1974 the Health Service underwent its first significant reorganisation. The

triparate structure of hospital services, local health services and executive

councils had remained unchanged since the inception of the health service in

1948. This was increasingly questioned towards the end of the 1960s, for

example by the Doctors themselves through the Porrit report67. This

culminated in a statement to the House Of Commons by Kenneth Robinson,

Labour Health Minister announcing a

'full and careful examination of the administrative structure of the Health 
Service'68.

Two green papers, 'The Administration Structure of Medical and Related 

Services in England and Wales'69 and 'The Future Structure of the National 

Health Service70' together with a White Paper on local government in 

England71 were published, reflecting the depth and differences in discussion 

over possible restructuring. There was for example, a strong lobby for
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returning administration to the local authority level. The final stages to 

reorganisation were laid by the White Paper 'National Health Service: 

Reorganisation in England'72 in August 1972 and the 'National Health Service 

Reorganisation Bill' in November 1972, arriving finally at the 'National Health 

Service Reorganisation Act'73 in 1972. This received royal assent exactly 

twenty five years after the 'appointed day7 on 5th July 1972.

The management arrangements for the reorganisation, known as the Grey 

Book74 appeared towards the end of 1972. This provided the skeleton 

structure of the new organisation, in particular specification of Regional Health 

Authority, Area Health Authority, and District Management Teams(DMT).

Secretary of State for Social Services
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The aim was to couple clear responsibility with maximum decentralisation.
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The definition of accountability was recognised as problematic because 

consultants and GP's are

'primarily accountable to their patients'(Para 1.18)

This conflict of interest was tackled through the development of plans for each 

level of the organisation as a

'yardstick against which to measure performance and which will contain 
targets as incentives' (Para 2.32)

It was recognised that information is available at all levels in the organisation,

forming the basis of these plans, but is

'sometimes unreliable, of doubtful relevance and out of date, and there are 
gaps in what is available'(Para 2.34)

To address this problem, a systematic assessment of what information is 

needed at each management level and the establishment of an expert 

information consultancy function at Area Level was recommended. The role 

of the clinician in determining the demand for resources was identified but 

taken no further.

This was the first attempt at an explicit formalised planning system that 

recognised the importance of information at all levels of the Health Service. 

Monitoring of the Service by Parliament was again left on a cost input basis - 

the expenditure budget. The role of the clinician in the management process 

was likewise identified but left unaddressed.

On the very day the reorganised health service came into effect (5th July 1974), 

plans were being made for further change. In February 1974 a Labour
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government was elected with Barbara Castle as Health Minister. The inherited 

structure devised by Sir Keith Josepth continued to be implemented, but in 

May 1976 Barbara Castle invited Sir Alex Merrison, Vice Chancellor of Bristol 

University, to chair an investigating Royal Commission75 with the following 

terms of reference:

'To consider in the interests of both the patients and of those who work in the 
NHS the best use and management of the financial and manpower resources 
of the NHS'(Para 3).

This provided the widest and most comprehensive review of the Health 

Service since the Guillebaud Report in 1956. Three years and £918,000 were 

invested, generating a wide range of recommendations, concluding ultimately 

that

'we need not be ashamed of our Health Service and that there are many 
aspects of it which we can be justly proud' (Para 2.23)

The report in general was critical of consensus management, identifying for the

first time in a formal manner the need for clinicians involvement as 'explicit

resource managers'(Para 21.55) in the management of the health service. The

report recommended experiments and encouragement of clinical budgeting,

whilst also recognising the significant, associated practical difficulties.

Information was identified as a key ingredient, enabling management to make

the best use of available resources. However it was also recognised that

'Rational decisions on priorities are impossible with judgements of efficiency 
of service resting on insecure foundations' (para 21.57)
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The insecure foundations referred to the information systems found in the 

Service:

'information available to assist decision makers in the NHS leaves much to be 
desired. Relevant information may not be available at all, or in the wrong 
form. Information that is produced is often too late to assist decisions and 
may be of dubious accuracy.'(para 21.56)

Merrison, drawing on Perrin's report76 identified a total lack of costing 

information. No inventory of capital assets was available and subsequently no 

form of patient costing could be performed. The current system of financial 

management did not encourage efficient resource usage (para 22.76). The 

report identified a need for increased expenditure on administration to 

generate an expected increase in the quality of decision making (para 21.60). 

No attempt was made to quantify either.

Despite the problems identified in measuring efficiency in health care, the

report focused on making better use of the resources available to the Health

Service (para 22.11) through improved decision making. The report concluded:

'much of the information required for effective management was not 
produced or was inaccurate or too late to be of value' para 22.76

/'

Through the early 1970's, health service spending increased significantly, rising 

from £1705 millions in 1970 to £4095 millions in 1974. A Resource Allocation 

Working Party(RAWP) was set up, reporting in 197677 as part of the aim to 

redistribute resources between health authorities according to level of 

mortality. In effect this meant moving resources away from the bias towards 

London, inherited from the triparate structure in 1948 as reinforced through
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nearly three decades of incremental budgeting. Through the imposition of 

incremental processes of functional budgeting, the government extended lines 

of accountability, focusing on controlling resource input. Output 

measurements relied on top down HAA and HIPE returns, supplemented by 

outside reporting bodies. These measurements remained of little value to local 

level management.

Through this period there was growing awareness that information for 

resource allocation and health care output was lacking. Principally there was 

a realisation that the clinician should be brought into the budgeting process, 

as consumption of resources remained under the control of the clinician with 

primary responsibility to the patient. The budgetary responsibility of the 

clinicians actions remained separate, lying with the associated line 

management.

2.5 Resource Management

In May 1979 a Conservative government was elected, inheriting the Merrison 

report not of its own making, a situation similar to that encountered by the 

Labour government and the Guillebaud Report of 1956. In December 1979 the 

government's response, 'Patients First'78 was published and subsequently 

implemented through HC(80)8 'Health Service: Structure and Management'79. 

This provided for a second reorganisation, wary of the costs of the first, on a 

smaller, faster scale towards a deadline of 1st April 1982. As a starting point, 

Patients First noted
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'the organisation did not provide the best framework for the effective delivery 
of care to patients'(Forward Para 1).

The report concentrated on delegation of authority with decisions made closer 

to the patient. District Health Authorities were identified as the focus of 

management action, moving away from the functional organisation of the past 

thirty years. The Area tier of organisation was to be removed, streamlining 

management into Regional(RHA) and District(DHA) Health authorities.

With this change in structural emphasis, the information needs of the Service 

changed. Previously information systems were built around functional cost 

management, now with site or unit management autonomy, information 

systems were to integrate input (cost) and activity information, for example 

through the realigning of financial with activity reporting years.

HN(79)21 Information Requirements of the Health Service80 noted the 

concentration on input information and almost total disregard for detailed 

output information in the functional organisation. In particular the health 

notice was 'critical in tenor' (Para 7) of information provision in the Service. 

Data was provided top down, focused primarily on the needs of the

department(DHSS) rather than the NHS as a whole. (Para 4) Significant
/
amounts of information were collected and reported, but much was seen as 

unreliable, inaccurate or incomplete (Paras 8 and 9).
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Following this in February 1980, the DHSS announced the formation of a

DHSS/NHS Steering Group on Health Service Information81. This was

chaired by Mrs Edith Komer with the following terms of reference:

1 /  to agree, implement and keep under review principles and procedures to 
guide the future development of health services information systems 
2 /  to identify and resolve health services information issues requiring a 
coordinated approach
3 /  to review existing health services information systems and 
4 /  to consider proposals for changes to, or developments in, health services 
information systems arising elsewhere and if acceptable, to assess priorities 
for their development and implementation'fPara 1.1)

In more general terms the aim was to

'assist in the creation of an environment which will allow and encourage the 
efficient collection, processing and transmission of data. We therefore see it 
as part of our task to....promote the use of Information Technology and 
stimulate the development of computer systems to enable the integration, ease 
of transmission and distribution of access to data'(Para 1.13)

This was the first time that information provision within the Health Service 

was analyised in a practical overview of activity, for example covering patient 

related activities such as ambulance transport, financial services as well as 

patient information itself. The reports were by no means exhaustive however, 

ignoring areas such as theatre administration, epidemiology, purchasing and 

stores. Six reports were produced from May 1982 to May 1984 covering:

• Hospital and Diagnostic Activity

• Patient Transport Services

• Hospital Services Manpower

• Paramedical And Miscellaneous

• Community Services

• Finance
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The key contribution from these reports was the identification of minimum

data sets at critical moments through a patients interaction with the Health

Service. Such information was where possible, determined as a byproduct to

operational procedures focused at DHA level. The First Report recommends

the collection of a minimum set of data

'by a single patient information system on all patients who occupy a bed in 
a ward'(Para 3.17)

generating ward stay and patient episode data at the District level. In effect, 

Korner concentrated on clinical services carried out to patients, rather than on 

an exhaustive patient based statistics reporting system.

After initial discussions of the various methods of patient care analysis, for

example: patient costing, diagnostic related costing, clinical team costing and

client group costing, the Sixth Komer Report, followed the initial suggestions

from the Cogwheel Reports: cost statements were to be produced based on

speciality, that is on groupings of patient complaints:

'We believe that the absence of a uniform, generally available cost analysis of 
different kinds of patient care in hospital and community services by patient 
group characteristics (eg age, diagnosis, speciality) severely limits the ability 
of districts to manage, and adversely affects planning, monitoring and 
performance evaluation at all levels.' (Para 2.23) 'We therefore recommend 
that speciality costing be introduced.' (Para 2.27)

Speciality costing was to be viewed as an intermediary stage towards the more 

flexible but not yet attainable patient costing. The focus of information 

gathering and reporting remained as in all previous reports, built around input 

data, effectively replacing HAA and HIPE.(SM(85)2/14) No guidance was 

given for the collection or generation of output information.
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All six reports were accepted and implemented through HC(84)10. These 

Korner reports provided the basis of information flows within the NHS. The 

beginnings of an information culture was established, upon which all 

subsequent information developments have been built. Development of the 

Corporate NHS Data Model, launched in 1989 and revised May 1991, and the 

Computer Policy Committee, flowed directly from the first Korner report on 

Health Service Information.

Through increasing government insistence on efficiency, autonomy of unit 

management was strengthened with budgetary and accounting review process 

implementation. As part of this, the government looked to the Service itself 

to provide individual output indicators, rather than on behalf of the Service 

as a whole via changing population statistics. A revised planning system was 

introduced in 1982 (HC(82)6)82 and systems of annual accountability review 

established in HC(82)283. The aim of this notice was to provide better 

accountability of the NHS to government, through annual Regional Review 

Meetings. These would be led by the Minister responsible to parliament for 

the NHS, investigating long terms plans, objectives and the overall 

effectiveness of each Region. The Minister in particular would require each 

RHA to provide evidence that government policies were being followed and 

agree objectives for the coming year. This accounting review process was then 

extended through to District level (HC(82)14) and subsequently unit level in 

1983 to promote accountability into the lower structure levels. On this basis 

the planning systems for the NHS was revised to a more business like footing
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(HC(82)6) with each tier required to produce a ten year Strategic Plan on a five 

yearly basis. Other planning issues were tackled, for example Manpower (the 

primary NHS cost) information was provided more quickly and at quarterly 

intervals in an attempt to tighten manpower planning and control.

As a specific attempt to evaluate health care outcomes, an important step was 

made in linking cost input to service activity through the development of 

approximately 145 performance indicators(PI)(P!N(83)2584, HC(85)2385 and 

HN(85)32)86. In July 1983 the Joint Group on Performance Indicators was 

established to consider future development and use of performance indicators. 

This formed the basis of HN(86)36 requiring all Districts to produce the 

required Pi's. Based on a BBC B micro computer, this computer package 

brought together for the first time data from finance, activity analysis 

(principally from HAA and HIPE but later standardised Korner returns) and 

manpower in a form not previously possible.

It was widely recognised, especially by critics of the DHSS, that the 

information derived from these initiatives was only as good as the feeder input 

systems employed through each District. During this period these feeder

systems were in a considerable state of turmoil, either in the process of
/

original implementation or in a state of transition to standardised Komer 

returns. Information for measuring performance from Pi's was widely 

recognised therefore as crude and of little practical use. This was however not 

the key objective. The key aim of these initiatives was to build on the
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information culture of Korner, introducing clinicians to the idea that their 

decisions translate directly into resource consumption considerations. For the 

first time an attempt was made to bridge this gap.

The government was pursuing the drive for efficiency in other ways, in 

particular by opening up health care provision to market forces. This took the 

form of competitive tendering introduced by HC(83)14 NHS Support Services: 

Contracting Out87, HC(83)18 'Competitive Tendering In The Provision of 

Domestic, Catering and Laundry Services'88 and DA(83)40 Competitive 

Tendering In The Provision of Domestic and Laundry Services (Specimen 

Contracts)89 on the cost side and tax incentives for private medicine aiming 

to increase consumer choice.

As part of this drive, Mr Roy Griffiths Chairman of Sainsbury's was appointed

to Chair a Committee of Inquiry Into The Management of the NHS that

reported in October 198290. Griffiths identified a lack of drive, primarily

residual from the DMT structure of decision making with no one person

responsible for activity. Consensus management had led to delays, often

resulting in lowest common denominator management:

'In short, if Florence Nightingale were carrying her lamp through the 
corridors of the NHS today, she would almost certainly be searching for the 
people in charge' (Para 5) 1

Griffiths made far reaching recommendations targeted at initiating major 

changes in NHS management culture. An Executive Committee was installed
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at national and Regional levels (NHS Management Board and Health Service 

Supervisory Board) and executive members at both District and Unit level as 

focal points for authority (HC(84)1391). Lines of accountability were 

strengthened, providing a leadership function at all levels. Both management 

by consensus and functional management were finally replaced with 'general 

management'(para 7). The aim was to provide unit management with 'strictly 

relevant management information'(para 8.2), determined at the local level(para 

6) in the development of unit level management budgets. In particular they 

were to involve clinicians in this process, relating workload and service 

objectives to financial and manpower allocations.

Griffiths tried to integrate the service provider (clinician) and budget holder,

thereby bringing control of resource consumption into the budgeting process

and hence indirect parliamentary control. The doctor is the natural manager

of the economic resources available to the NHS (para 19), and so should be the

budget holder. The Griffiths proposals, together with other government

initiatives that followed, for example the White Paper 'Working For Patients'

rest upon the provision of integrated, up to date information. As a report

from the Nuffield Institute92 recognised:

'for a variety of reasons including lack of manpower, lack of skills, lack of 
investment, lack of properly designed administration pathways and 
capabilities, most of our information services were established piecemeal and 
directed towards particular problems rather than of components of a well 
thought out general strategy' (p3)

To provide a basis for these government initiatives, some form of integration 

of the diverse information systems to be found in the Service was required.
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HC(86)3493 announced the beginning of a Resource Management 

Initiative(RMI). This recognised the problems of diverse sources of 

information required for unit level budgeting and eventually patient care and 

cost planning. Six pilot studies were, set up based on those Districts that 

showed a 'progressive attitude', for example Newcastle's Freeman Hospital for 

the development of case mix management information system(CMMIS). These 

systems were structured to draw information from several sources, for 

example PAS, radiology, X Ray and pathology into an integrated case mix 

database, containing records of individual episodes of care and provision of 

means to attach costs to them. The success of these initiatives is difficult to 

quantify, as the report by Brunei Health Economic Research Group94 

identified:

'the quality of available data on the overall performance of the six sites 
relative to the national picture is not good enough to make firm 
comparisons'(Para 6.8)

The 'rolling out7 of the RMI towards the marginal 'progressive' computer 

driven Districts will intensify this evaluation problem, giving rise to further 

allegations of inappropriate resource allocation within the Service.

2.6 Information Management and The Future

The basis for measuring activity associated with each patient or 'critical 

moments' was established through the Komer Reports, with the provision of 

computerised patient administration systems at District level. The integration 

of this patient activity information into a wider information system of financial 

and manpower allocations provides scope for the development of patient cost
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profiles or patient 'care plans' and subsequent inter-District charging

mechanisms. The potential arises in the future therefore, for charging of cross

boundary patients and the development of Trusts Status for those Districts

who wish to opt out of Regional supervision. This was the theme of the White

Paper 'Working For Patients'95 which is to instal a buyer/provider split

between units, hospitals and the District. To effect such a relationship, the

focus of information provision has shifted from historical analysis to timely up

to date information for current interpretation, for example contract negotiation

and particularly outcome evaluation. Such a change in emphasis for

information provision is forcing Districts to reassess their information systems

towards a more commercial perspective. In particular

'Interaction and communication between information systems are not just 
becoming desirable, they are becoming indispensable if new management 
systems, process and functions are too reach the levels of sophistication and 
efficiency which the NHS must achieve in a modem world.'(Para 31.1)96

Information in the Health Service has evolved, paralleling the organisation of 

the Service itself. Parliament has principally been concerned with costing and 

resource information based around subjective costing principles, continuing 

through to formal budgeting and lines of accountability in the 1974 re

organisation. As the cost of health care provision has increased in all 

industrial countries, various governments have demanded better 'value for 

money7 health care provision. The UK was well placed with the 1982 

reorganisation moving the budgeting process closer to the patient - to hospital 

and unit level. Despite these various initiatives, control of resource 

consumption remained divorced from budgetary control. Griffiths began a
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process of bringing the clinician directly into this budgeting process as a key 

mechanism to control cost activity.

The focus of each initiative has been towards developing systems to monitor 

activity. Little work has been directed towards outcome measurement, that is 

activity is taken as a proxy for effective treatment. Through the early 

1950/60's it was comparatively simple to measure Service overall effectiveness 

via changes in the overall population health, for example through a falling 

mortality rate. This approach provides little evaluation through time, being 

complicated by social and environmental factors, for example new technology. 

In particular governments have sought ways of evaluating individual activity 

within the service as a means of cost containment. One approach suggested 

in the late 1960's addressing this issue was the use of quality adjusted life 

years(QALY) of a patient after treatment. This approach has many moral and 

conceptual problems much discussed in the damages and compensation sphere 

of the legal profession, for example in cases such as Kelly et al vs Dawes97 and 

Burke vs London Borough of Tower Hamlets98.

In practical terms the initial point of contact for most patients, and all follow 

up treatments is via a family doctor(GP). However because of the relatively 

small costs involved, 90% of contacts amounting to only 10% of overall NHS 

budgeted expenditure, parliament has concentrated on the acute medical sector 

of health provision. In recent years both GP's themselves and the Family 

Practioner Committee(FPC) have developed their own computer systems.
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These remain in isolation of hospital information systems even though they are 

intrinsically linked, storing information about the same patient. With 

increasing integration of acute information systems and the falling cost of 

networking hardware, there exists great potential to provide GP's with direct 

access to hospital based information. This will undoubtedly include patient 

based information, but with the integration of financial and activity 

information, treatment cost profiles will be available. This will enable GP's to 

refer patients to the 'cheapest' or 'fastest' service provider, especially as GP's 

are coming under budgetary control themselves. This integration of 

information systems within the Health Service is recognised as having great 

potential both in terms of integration as a whole but also as a tool enabling 

cost efficiencies to be applied, measured regardless of political model. This 

cannot be avoided as the NHS has concerned Parliament since its very 

inception in the 1940's and is likely to remain so, commanding as it does 

4.9%GDP (1990) of national resource consumption.

This chapter has followed the National Health Service through an information 

evolution, from uncultivated information provision, arriving in the 1990's with 

information as a corporate resource, requiring effective management and local 

level delivery. As the Service comes under increasing resource constraint, key 

resource questions are raised with each new capital investment that could 

otherwise be channelled into 'improved patient care'. The benefits of such 

information technology investment remain intangible and difficult to define in 

real terms. The key indicator of information system success, as discussed in



Chapter One is that of utilisation as a surrogate measure for effectiveness. The 

next chapter will present field work research into this area concentrating on 

the provision of patient based information for local level ad hoc decision 

making.
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3.1 Introduction

The role of computing within the organisation is changing. Information 

systems have often evolved in a piecemeal fashion, in response to localised 

need and direction. With falling cost, increasing capacity of processing power, 

and networking technology, information and its provision has been reassessed 

as a new form of organisational asset.

Chapter Two traced information provision through the historical development 

of health care provision in the UK, moving from a centralised bureaucratic 

overhead to a local level management tool. Significant resources have been 

invested in this on going transition. To make the transition complete however, 

further resources will be required, the value of which are becoming 

increasingly difficult to justify. For example the Service was founded in 1948 

on criteria such as equality of access, comprehensive service delivery and free 

of expense at point of access. Through the workings of time and successive 

governments, additional criteria have been added - those of efficiency and 

effectiveness. Chapter One identified and discussed the problems of such an 

analysis with regard to information systems.

For the Health Service in particular, there is an additional problem: as a 

government and therefore politically funded service functioning at zero cost, 

demand is effectively infinite but resource allocation finite. Many observers 

both within and outside the Health Service see investment in IT as a diversion 

of funds away from patient services and ultimately 'patient care'. Such
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allegations are often expressed in the media. It is rarely possible to identify 

an immediate payoff for such investment, but correspondingly simple to 

quantify the increased costs involved, for example a short term increase in 

staffing (the key cost of the NHS). This whole issue of questioning the success 

of information technology investment or success of the information resource, 

is often raised. For the future though, this can only recur more frequently as 

the NHS comes under increasing cost constraint.

Chapter One identified utilisation as a surrogate measure for information 

systems success. The Health Service has many information systems, both 

manual and computerised. This study has aimed to concentrate on one key 

system which forms the cornerstone to all other information systems: the 

patient administration system(PAS). The aim of this study has been to 

investigate in practical terms those factors which affect its utilisation and hence 

organisational 'success'.

As a result of the Korner initiative during the early 1980's, a patient 

administration system was to be installed in each District Health Authority 

(HC(84)10). The aim of such a system was to capture all patient related 

activity through critical moments of patient/Health Service interaction. PAS 

was to be a standardised information resource against which users from 

different aspects of the Health Service could draw information: consultants for 

patient based information, line or unit management for local level service load 

and throughput information, and senior management/Region for strategy and
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planning issues. The Korner committee only provided specification of the 

input function to such an information system, output specification was left 

unaddressed, leaving Districts to develop individual patterns of utilisation.

Through Inter Regional Collaboration(IRC) several Regions took on 

standardised hard and software from a single supplier. Participating Regions 

then imposed this standardised approach on each constituent District. By 

focusing on a Region which participated in this IRC initiative, many external 

variables which would otherwise account for significant variation in utilisation 

are standardised or controlled out of the study. For example hardware 

provision, data modelling structures used, querying language and interface 

design were all standardised across participating Districts.

The Region chosen in this study was a member of the IRC, providing a Region 

wide implementation based on ICL hard and software. ICL provided a 

product called DIS(District Information System) based on a networked IDMS 

database implementation of the standardised NHS Data Model for inpatient 

enquiry. This is coupled to PAS via a daily update mounted on the same 

hardware1. All Districts were directed by Region, that by Spring 1987 this 

product should be installed and operational in time to meet the Korner returns 

deadline of April 1987. By Summer 1987, the last District had a DIS 

implementation operational. This study was conducted through the summer

1 Further background description of PAS and DIS and their interrelationship is 
provided in Appendix One.
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of 1989, investigating differing patterns of resource utilisation which have 

matured over the two years the systems have been operational.

3.2 Research Design

This work has comprised of two stages: a pilot and a main study.

3.2.1 Stage One: The Pilot Study

The initial stage of the project was to carry out a pilot study. This had two 

aims. Firstly an assessment was required of those factors relating to utilisation 

which required further investigation. Secondly on completion of the first aim, 

both interview format and questionnaire construction were to be finalised. 

Two pilot studies were completed, one with a local District Health Authority, 

the other with the county Social Services Department. The Social Services 

Department used the same ICL hardware and ICL IDMS networked database 

construction in a similar application domain to the health authority pilot. 

Interviews were carried out in the health authority with the District 

Information Manager and IT management in general, supplemented with on

site observations at all levels, from machine room to senior management. The 

Social Services study provided an opportunity to observe a different 

organisation using a similar information infrastructure. Interviews and 

discussion were carried out with IT management, programming and 

information support staff which were again supplemented by on-site 

observations. These initial studies provided a valuable insight into areas to be
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addressed in more detail in the main study, particularly interview topics to be 

covered and questionnaire design.

3.2.2 Stage Two: Main Study

3.2.2.1 Coverage

The host Region had fifteen Districts, two of which contain London teaching 

hospitals. A sample was chosen based on these variables as selection criteria: 

District size (including two greater London sites), progress with Komer returns 

(as established from the pilot study) and Resource Allocation Working Party 

(RAWP) formula allocation. Nine out of the fifteen were approached of which 

seven accepted, giving a District coverage of 46% or 53% of Regional 

population. Of these seven, four were RAWP gainers, one was relatively static 

and two were losers (the London sites).

District Profile larision
(Source: Regional Information Profile 1887-1093)
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Figure 7 Inter District Comparison within Region
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Each Information Manager was approached via an informal interview and an 

individually tailored programme drawn up based on interviewing key staff 

who come into contact with PAS or DIS. The work has involved a 

combination of structured open discussions, observation work and each 

member of staff completing a confidential questionnaire.

For the purpose of this thesis, each District will be referred to by letter 

(allocated at random) to maintain confidentiality which was assured to all 

participants in the study. A summary of each District characteristics is 

provided here, further detailed profiles are provided in Appendix Two.

3.2.2.2 Study Area Profiles

The Region is composed of 125 sites covering 1474 hectares of notional value 

greater than £1300 million. The land area is split into fifteen Districts with half 

of all hospital sites constructed before 1914 and two thirds before 1939. The 

total population has been comparatively static since 1978 at 3.6 million, but has 

experienced a significant shift in age structure. This Region provides standard 

accounting and stock management systems, child health care systems and 

AGIS standard activity analysis for all constituent Districts.

District A: Single DGH serving 196,900 population. RAWP gainer
88.5% to 95% by 1993. Information function employs 5 
staff responsible to the Director of Information 
Services/Resource Management.

District B: Large London teaching DGH serving falling population of
162,800 but has national specialism catchment. RAWP 
loser 149.5% to 121.8% by 1993. Own home grown PAS
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District C:

District D:

District E:

District F:

District G

installed for some time. Good training facilities providing 
an Information shop plus regular Information Bulletins. 
Three staff are employed in the information function, 
reporting to the Director of Public Health.

Bi polar DGH District serving 303,000 population with 
population in the 85+ age group projected to increase by 
40% by 1993. RAWP gainer 88.5% to 95% in 1993. Two 
people provide the information function responsible to the 
Director of Planning and Information Management.

Bi polar DGH District serving 220,500 population. RAWP 
static at 100.7% Combined Information and Information 
Technology function employing four staff plus a Clinical 
Information Officer with direct responsibility to the 
Director of Finance and Information.

Single large modem DGH (which is being extended) 
serving 333,800 population. RAWP gainer 77.2% to 95% 
by 1993. Four staff employed in information function 
responsible to the Director of Public Health.

Bi polar DGH District serving 316,000 population plus 
national specialism catchment. RAWP loser 125.7% to 
109.8% by 1993. Organisation split into management units 
with information function attached to units as required. 
In addition maintain a central Information Department 
responsible to the Director of Public Health.

Bi polar DGH coastal District serving 265,000 base 
population which varies considerably through the year. 
RAWP gainer 87.2% to 95% in 1993. Small combined 
Information and Computing function employing two staff.

3.2.2.3 Interview Methodology

Research which involves interviewing is often based around a rigid question 

and answer model. The interviewee is normally only able to answer within 

a constrained manner. For this work a discussion format was chosen where 

both the interviewer and the interviewee worked through a series of prepared 

topics, with the interviewee being guided where necessary by direct questions.
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In this manner the interviewee tended to be more relaxed, less intimidated by 

the process and free to elaborate and develop the discussion around topics of 

importance. At the same time, the interviewee is constrained within certain 

core topics giving uniformity across interviews.

The transcript of each interview was annotated and written up as soon as 

practicable after each interview. A presentation copy was then returned to the 

interviewee the next day for correction and verification. Again from both 

parties viewpoint this ensured nothing was recorded that was invalid or 

misconstrued.

3.2.2.4 Observation Work Methodology

This was carried out in two stages. Firstly general observation of staff who 

managed the PAS was carried out, varying from operations level in District C 

to non-participant observation at Information Steering Committee meetings at 

Districts E and G. This provided useful background material of the 

practicalities of maintaining such a diverse system of information provision.

The second stage was completed by all Information Managers as part of the 

discussion interview. Each manager was asked to complete a detailed 

information request using a 'think aloud' approach. This information request 

was a 'real life' request, obtained from a consultant at District E2. This

2 This request is reproduced in Appendix Three.
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provided an insight into the processes carried out in transforming a verbal, 

often not completely thought out request, into a computer defined query. 

Such information formed a key part to the principles underlying the systems 

development work, discussed in chapters Five and Six of this thesis.

3.2.2.5 Questionnaire Methodology

At the end of a visit to a site, a questionnaire was distributed to all staff 

members who came into contact with PAS or DIS3. Topics covered were 

confidence in DIS derived information and individual NHS and training 

backgrounds, factual or personal information that is easier and more politely 

obtained in this manner rather than face to face. All questionnaire responses 

are completely confidential and were posted direct to the University.

3 . 2 . 2 . 6  Subjects

Within each District the aim was to interview at least the person charged with 

the production of information - usually the Information Manager and the 

person charged with the provision of the computing environment in which the 

information systems were based - the Information Technology Manager. In 

most cases however, it has been possible to go further than this and interview 

at least one specialist user of this computerised information, for example the 

Clinical Information Assistant in District D or the Director Of Public Health 

in District E. From the combination of these structured discussions,

3 This questionnaire is reproduced in Appendix Four.
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observations and completed questionnaires, an overall picture of patient 

related information has been built up for each District.

3.3 Observations

PAS provides the cornerstone to information provision within a District. PAS 

holds all the basic patient and District related information, for example patient 

name and address, hospital details and so on. This information forms the 

basic information resource for the practical administration of a hospital or 

ward, for example providing bed state information. PAS therefore provides 

the basic core feeder information for any other computer systems, for example 

case mix management or District Information System (DIS). Alongside PAS 

is mounted DIS. DIS provides a complex historical database of patient activity, 

principally for central statistical returns and local level information reporting. 

DIS is therefore dependent on PAS as a feeder system, holding aggregated 

historical records of all patient interaction with the District. DIS provides the 

function of a reference library, storing vast quantities of information entered

in a standard format by someone other than the final information user. In a
/

reference library, the information although in a predefined format, for example 

split into chapters and indexes, is directly accessible from the open shelf.

/

DIS by comparison provides no direct access or methods for either browsing 

or searching via indexes. Vast amounts of information are held but the user 

has no direct means of access. Instead each District has evolved some form 

of Information Department which acts as an intermediary or 'gatekeeper7
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between the final user and the information itself. To access information, the 

user is required to go via this librarian.

In all of the Districts visited, requests for information are routed via this 

department, regardless of organisation or infrastructure employed. For 

example District F had a markedly different structure when compared to other 

Districts in the sample, with a decentralised information function, attached to 

individual 'units' through the District. Requests for DIS based information are 

still routed via a central Information Department. Similarly District B even 

with ward based terminals, restricts information requests of DIS to a central 

Information Department. Such a structure provides only one repository of 

information and usually one point of access.

The demand for information from DIS was established as the number of 

information requests made of DIS in a 'usual' working week. Note this does 

not mean the number of queries made of DIS, as a single request for 

information is often decomposed into several DIS queries. The number of 

requests for DIS based information recorded is presented in Table 1. It is the 

role of the Information Department to translate these information requests into 

information responses for the final user. The information manager becomes 

the interface itself between the final end user and the information structure.
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Number
Of

Queries

Districts In Study
A B C D E F G

< 3 • • •

3-5 • •

> 5 • •

Table I Requests for DIS Based Information 

The role of the information function as an intermediary can be disaggregated 

into two stages of interaction, firstly between the final end user and 

information management, and secondly between the information manager and 

the system itself (DIS).

3.3.1 Final User-Manager Relationship

For the user, accessibility to the information resource is provided via internal 

communications within the District, for example via telephone or memo 

contact made with the Information Department. District F had a higher 

interaction profile than other Districts in the sample, providing an Information 

Shop. Potential 'customers' for example clinicians or Unit General 

Managers(UGM's), could browse shopping lists of standardised reports and 

general abstracts of information available within the Information Department. 

In this environment, a customer would then be able to discuss face to face 

their information requirements and even browse information off the shelf 

directly. Information could then be ordered or borrowed directly from the
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shop. For all other Districts in the sample, users had no hands on direct access 

to the information and so may remain unaware of what information is 

available. By comparison to the reference library model, the problem of user 

awareness is identified.

Awareness of what information is available may be derived from two sources: 

Firstly as a byproduct of the initial information implementation process, and 

secondly through subsequent ad hoc means of promoting the information 

function carried out by the Information Department themselves. These are 

discussed in the following sections.

3.3.2 Installation and User Awareness

Potential for raising user awareness of the information available from DIS lay 

principally in the initial implementation processes carried out at District level. 

All Districts followed the same general implementation strategy (as defined by 

the Region), however some were more successful at raising the level of user 

awareness of what is available.

3.3.2.1 Generalised Installation Process Followed:

The implementation process followed was based on the Inter Regional 

Collaboration (IRC) with ICL co-operation in systems design and hardware 

support. The basis of this approach was to develop a PAS on a 

'representative' District which would then be provided as a 'turn-key' package
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to other Districts who participated in the initiative. In whole or in part, over 

eighty ICL patient administration packages have been installed in the UK. 

Such an approach aimed to limit the disruptive effects of systems analysis and 

design to a single District, minimising the confusion and workload problems 

of parallel running. This was especially important as many Districts were in 

turmoil, only just establishing a computerised information function, for 

example Districts D and G. Providing a turn key approach enabled 

development work to be controlled from a central coordinated position, rather 

than over a piecemeal spread of Districts. It is unlikely that each individual 

District would have had enough resources or experience to embark 

successfully on such an extensive programme of software development.

However this approach rests on two key assumptions: all Districts have a 

similar internal organisation or infrastructure, and are of similar profile. In 

practical terms it was assumed that each District had a single District General 

Hospital(DGH) at which a centralised reporting function was provided. This 

is not the case for a number of Districts in the country, including Districts C, 

F and G in the sample taken for this study. These Districts have two or more 

acute sites, complicating further information provision. Similarly the District 

profile is intended to be similar for all Districts. This is also not the case, 

when comparing a London teaching hospital based District to a more 'rural' 

based District, for example District G where markedly different information 

infrastructures exist. A second example is found in District B, which contains 

split local authority wards but which the DIS datamodel assumes as whole.
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In addition, this approach locks each District into a single supplier, tieng to a 

single design structure, for example ICL asynchronous communications 

protocol when all other software installed in each District used synchronous 

communications. However contracting to purchase in bulk in this way offers 

economies of scale in terms of fee and user support for Region. This regional 

initiative generated significant protest at District level, especially from those 

Districts with established patient administration systems, for example the two 

London sites (Districts B and F).

All Districts had some form of PAS in operation prior to the implementation 

of a standardised, computer based PAS. For some (Districts A, C, G and E) 

this was a manual card index with associated problems of lost or misfiled 

cards, extensive duplication of information or poor handwriting. From the 

sample, Districts F and D were partway through computerisation, whilst 

District B (a teaching hospital site) had an extensively computerised PAS 

installed, operational and accessible from ward based terminals, supported by 

inhouse programming staff.

The implementation process reported from each District was less than smooth, 

with each reporting missed implementation targets and data entry backlogs. 

For example District D had an NCR PAS based system on which patient 

records were being entered at the time the ICL DIS and PAS products were to 

have taken over. The transfer of punched data to the ICL format was 

completed at Southampton DHA. Ten percent of records were lost in the
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conversion process. This was from an existing shortfall of approximately 40% 

of total. By the date of the study there were still trying to catch up, with an 

estimated 20% of patient records missing.

Having a previous computer information system installed did not appear to

directly affect user awareness of the information resource for ad hoc

management decision support. Prior to implementation, requests for

information were reported as minimal in all Districts, except for the London

teaching sites which generated research orientated queries. This can be

attributed to the relatively low profile given to management information until

the Korner initiative of the early 1980's. For example

'there has always been plenty of operational data about. Before anyone could 
have requested information simply by 1 /  asking for it, 2 /  pushing for it, and 
3 /  presenting a case of why it would be useful' (Information and Computing 
Manager District D)

However through the process of implementation there was opportunity to 

build on the high profile established by the Komer initiative. This could have 

been carried out by promoting the information function, involving as many 

people as possible through the District in its implementation. This was 

successfully carried out at District F, which mounted a complete public 

relations exercise, promoting the new systems and information available to

existing staff. This raised general computer awareness and appreciation,
/

resulting in a surprisingly smooth transition to the ICL based PAS and DIS.

The other London District, District B, has maintained an equally high 

computer awareness and appreciation through a combination of clinician
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training and involvement in computer application development, for example 

by having a Computer Advisory Committee chaired by a Professor of 

Medicine. This District had a more established PAS, installed in the late 

1970's, called a 'telefile' system. Ward based terminal access to patient 

information was provided, supported by inhouse programming staff who 

could tailor the programs close to District or even individual clinician 

specification. These specifications were arrived at by a high level of clinician 

involvement in the systems analysis and design of new applications. This 

interest is bolstered by extensive inhouse training: Each new Doctor or nurse 

receives a two day computer appreciation course in hospital information 

systems with training supplied inhouse by five full time trainers in dedicated 

premises. District B had rejected the IRC/ICL initiative and at the time of the 

study, several alternative suppliers for the replacement for this telefile system 

were being considered. Here computer awareness was maintained principally 

through extensive clinician involvement in inhouse application development, 

supported by compulsory initial computer training.

In both of these Districts, increased user participation in subsequent computing 

projects plus a high level of interest in information within the District is 

maintained.
i

The Region identified training as a key component of the implementation 

process. Due to resource constraints, Region advocated 'cascade' training. 

This approach removed staff from the work setting and intensively trained
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them offsite. On completion, these staff were returned to the workplace to 

train up co-workers and new workers as and when they arrived. Such an 

approach however assumes that the trained worker stays with the 

organisation, that is staff turnover is low. As an example, in recent years, 

District D has experienced 50-60% staff turnover per annum in the medical 

records function.

All Districts identified other practical problems with this approach. On return 

after training, the trainee will be under pressure to resume job function, often 

having to catch up the backlog accumulated whilst away. In addition there 

is often not sufficient time to pass on acquired knowledge to new or existing 

members of staff. Often a trainee will only absorb that training which directly 

related to his/her own job function or personal interest, usually picking up 

bad habits along the way. Trainees found difficulty in recalling information, 

but especially if information not directly related to their own need. Ultimately 

the trainee is unlikely to have any experience or qualifications in training 

others. Personal and political problems are therefore likely to compound this 

filtration of knowledge, for example a younger woman may possibly alienate 

an older woman during training, an example which occurred in District D. In

summary, all Districts reported this approach as unsuccessful.
/

This study identified that those Districts which had gone further than the 

standardised Regional implementation and involved information users directly 

in implementation and strongly publicised the changes in information
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provision, had a higher demand for information and hence utilisation of the 

DIS resource. Essentially clinicians were more aware of what information was 

available in these Districts, and thus had more opportunity to utilise what was 

available.

3.3.3 Post Implementation User Awareness

The placement of the information function within the structure of the District 

can affect the development and emphasis of the information function itself.

For example in Districts A, B, C and E whose line management were Public 

or Community Medicine, the provision and use of information relating to 

applied health matters was disproportionately stronger, for example 

information was distributed via the production of health reports and 

information compendiums. Where the provision of information is merged 

with the computing/IT function (District G) or the treasury function (District 

D) information provision was comparatively weaker, lacking in application 

drive. The provision of information to manage health matters was therefore 

better provided where the information function is responsible to a health 

function, rather than to an administration function.

This placement reflected also the level of information promotion maintained 

within the District. Most Districts provided an initial mail shot of 

standardised reports available to clinicians and UGM's, which often tapered 

off into non-response and inactivity. District A was one of the minority which 

provided a regular shopping list of standardised reports which was mail shot
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to consultants and UGM's. A compendium of information available in the 

District was also generated, containing example information applications which 

was made available to those who expressed an interest. District E provided 

the same approach, but went further generating a full glossy analysis of 

patient health within the District for external publication.

Mechanisms to promote user awareness varied considerably between Districts, 

from no promotion mechanism at all (Districts C and G) to those districts that 

provided inhouse computer initiation for all medical staff taken on (District F) 

and inhouse training and advice centres(District B), health reports and 

information compendiums. What came through strongly from the study was 

those Districts which actively promoted the information function to potential 

users, met with a higher level of interest and subsequent higher utilisation of 

the information resource. Following the library model, user awareness was 

identified as a key factor in user accessibility, fostering user participation and 

utilisation of the available information resource.

3.3.4 Information Systems Manager and 
Department: Information Systems 
Relationship

!
This section concentrates on the relationship between the information manager 

and the system(DIS) itself, a relationship which is hidden from the information 

user. With DIS providing the information resource or library of information, 

the task of the information manager is to act as an intermediary, translating
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the end users textual request into an information report.

Four key areas of accessibility were identified, relating the Information 

Manager to the information resource:

• Practical accessibility problems,

• Staff training and awareness

• Data model complexity and

• Interface complexity.

3.3.4.1 Practical Accessibility Problems Identified:

Each District was provided with DIS and PAS software, mounted on the same 

ICL2960 hardware. This supported remote access over an asynchronous 

communications network for up to forty remote terminals. Due to resource 

constraints and potential organisational upheaval, the complete ICL Patient 

System was not implemented simultaneously, but rather in a staged manner. 

Districts were allowed to proceed at their own pace towards broadly set 

deadlines.

All of the components of the patient system were to be mounted upon this 

same processor in each District. All Districts in the sample had the Patient 

Master Index(PMI) and DIS modules installed and were in the process of 

implementing both the outpatient and waiting list modules. The exception 

was District F which had waiting list, PMI, and outpatients installed 

simultaneously to replace those functions already computerised. District B had
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its own PAS software, but had taken DIS from ERC/ICL.

The structure of the ICL/IRC patient administration application required two
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separate databases, PAS and DIS with DIS holding substantially the same data 

as PAS. PAS contained all the administrative data relating to patients, whilst 

DIS is the core components of this data plus clinical information, entered as 

clinical and diagnostic codes from International Classification of Diseases 

Number 9(ICD9)".

Several operational problems arise from this structure, for example modifying 

records in PAS had to be reflected in DIS and vice versa. However the key 

problem with this structure was that medical records and admissions staff use 

PAS whilst simultaneously Information Management use DIS. On patient 

arrival, PAS generates an IPREC4 form containing details of admission. On 

discharge, the diagnosis and operation codes derived from the clinicians notes 

are written on this same IPREC form, the patient is discharged from PAS and 

clinical codes entered directly onto DIS. This process is carried out weekdays, 

9 - 5pm by medical records clerks at hospital site level. Admissions staff 

require access to PAS during this same period. In the future when patients 

admitted via A&E are entered directly onto the system, admissions will be 

required 24 hours a day. During this period information management is likely 

to require access to run queries and generate information reports. Thereby 

three independent groups require access to the same patient information.
- I

The IDMS database application was equipped with read and lock integrity 

protection during query generation, prevented simultaneous access to entities

4 IPREC: An In-Patient Record form, an example is provided in Appendix Five.
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required in a query by another user. During the processing of a query, this 

had two seriously damaging side effects. Firstly this prevented access by 

Medical Records staff, entering diagnostic codes onto DIS. Secondly such 

action sufficiently slowed the machine to effectively prevent admissions 

generating IPREC forms, that is admitting patients to the hospital. It was 

envisaged that these problems would become more acute as more outpatient 

clinics were added. District G was the most advanced in outpatient module 

implementation in the Region, having half of the 200 clinics installed. They 

were already experiencing significant slow down problems. Additional 

operational pressures on the machine were becoming evident. For example, 

scheduling letter printing for output, and waiting list and clinic management 

routines were placing pressure on information management batched queries, 

as well as planned backups and maintenance.
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In operational terms, all Districts could not run queries of DIS during normal 

working hours. Query development was therefore confined to overnight batch 

processing. Complicated query development quickly drew out into long 

processing times and five day development cycles, which was graphically 

described by Districts D and G:

Day 0: Submit query into overnight batch queue.

Day 1: Errors in coding syntax are identified and corrected before

resubmission.

D a y  2 :  'There is no guarantee that the machine will work in the way you expect it
to, so usual to get a different answer to what thought was asking for' 
(Information and Computing manager District D)

Day 3: The final user is often not completely sure what is asking for.

Usually a vague request was specified. The information now 

presented to him/her is likely therefore to be not exactly what 

perceived as requested. The query is resubmitted.

Day 4: First valid answer available from the machine.

Day 5: Resubmit in an alternative format to verify information

/
generated. Check also with common sense and other informed 

people.

Several Districts were in the process of developing their own solutions to 

tackle this problem. These applications were fed from standard DIS overnight 

batched reports. District D rekeyed output (using a YTS trainee) into 

Lotusl23, whilst District E was developing a complete standalone Ingres
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database. District F used a training database (a subset of the main DIS 

database but mounted on the same processor) to develop correct query syntax 

before submitting to the main database in the overnight batch queue. This 

reduced the five day development cycle without interrupting medical coding, 

but still slowed admissions work, that is IPREC generation.

Such operational problems provided great disincentive to use, fuelling a 

feeling of overall lack of control over the 'phantom'(District B). This was 

reinforced further by the information function having responsibility for 

information output but having no control over either information input or 

intermediary processing operations. Input to the information function, that is 

medical record coding, is accountable to line management based at the hospital 

site level. Similarly processing this information cannot be tailored, being 

carried out within a turn key application. For example, Regional 

implementation of PAS was described by District D as

'a dog to bark at the man if he tries to touch the machine and a man to feed
the dog'

This feeling manifested itself in constant checking and rechecking of 

information output from the system with other colleagues, the requester of the 

information and in extreme cases, other Districts. Several Districts were 

attempting to bring medical coding into their line control, for example Districts 

D and G. The situation was most acute however, where an Information 

Manager had a non Health Service background, for example District D. In this 

situation such a manager had no effective 'common sense' test over the 

information generated.
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In summary, DIS information suffered from a substantial lack of credibility, 

culminating in an overall sense of a lack of control - 'an application running 

out of control' was cited by several District Information Technology Managers. 

This affected utilisation in two opposing ways. Firstly more requests for 

information were made to substantiate already derived information and 

secondly application utilisation fell as Information Managers 'actively 

discouraged' use in favour of paper based standardised information.

3.3.4.2 Staff Training and Awareness

For new staff entering the information function, the main route to an 

awareness of what the information systems(DIS) can provide is through 

training, either on formal courses or more realistically 'over the shoulder'. The 

formal training courses provided to the sample Districts concentrated on 

operational query development (Figure 5). Little contextual, information use 

or general computing skills training was provided (Figure 6). The training 

concentrated on query generation, tailored on the assumption that participants 

had an extensive knowledge of information provision in the Health Services 

setting. Based upon the questionnaire returns, the training was generally 

considered satisfactory by all Districts for query generation, but completely 

inadequate in the broader perspective of what to do with the information 

system as a whole.

The main observed path to training staff was over the shoulder, due to time 

pressures and need to get the job done. This was compounded by an overall
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lack of training facilities through all but the London Districts (Districts B and

F), which had their own dedicated training room plus training staff. A more

typical picture of the situation outside London was District D where, because 

of space constraints in Victorian buildings, the training room was used as a
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general computing office. Overall little contextual training was provided for 

information system users. A key problem, considering part of the brief for the 

information function is to generate interest in information, acting as a focal 

point for use of the given resource.

3.3.4.3 Data Model Complexity

Heath care is a complicated process of provision, a comprehensive model of 

health care information is therefore necessarily complex. The data model 

which forms the basis of DIS is provided as standard throughout the Region5. 

This was again developed through the IRC/ICL collaboration upon a single 

representative District - West Midlands DHA. This model attempts to build 

a historical perspective of patient activity both to enable various statutory 

returns to be produced by the District (for example Komer reports) and to 

enable local management and researchers to obtain information to support 

local decision making. The basis of this model is to disaggregate patient 

interaction into District Spells, Ward Stays and Consultant Episodes. From 

these individual interactions a detailed picture of patient activity is 

constructed. The size, structure and detail of this model is therefore 

substantial. In particular the complexity of the data structures leaves the 

model widely regarded as unmanageable, especially as included in the 

structure are elements relating only to Regional aggregation. Every District 

identified this as the most fundamental problem in query development and

5 This model is reproduced in Appendix Six
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information systems utilisation. For example:

'There is a lot of interlocking, so never really sure route a request is taking. 
A flat file would have been more appropriate...completed a two day training 
course but still horrified by the overall user diagram' (District D)

'Very complicated datamodel, in fact unnecessarily so. I doubt whether 
anyone in the country understands it!' (District F)

Each Information Manager identified the need to make use of DIS, but 

qualified this with requirements such as 

'to know the data' (District D)

and
'to know the data model structure, that is where to locate and combine 
entities to depict information' (District F).

District A summarised the position as a requirement to,

'keeping the finger on the pulse, monitoring the current state of the entire 
application'.

In response to these requirements, Information Managers were trying to

maintain some confidence in the information produced by keeping to known,

well trodden paths through the structure.

Need a person who has experience of "hospital life” rather than a pure 
computing background. Only way to handle the complexity of the database 
is to experiment. In formulating an actual query identify where the fields to 
be retrieved are and chart a course around the structure on that basis. Try to 
identify tried and trusted sources and develop from these outwards around 
the diagram' (District D Clinical Information Officer)

Where possible, for example with sufficient resources and senior management 

enthusiasm, alternative approaches to this issue were being developed. For 

example District E was building its own data model in Ingres, in an attempt 

to provide an immediate source of operational information.
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The size, structure and detail of the data model employed provided a 

significant level of structural complexity for users in all Districts from the 

sample. In order to compose a query correctly, the user is required to be 

aware of the entire data structure, the current location within it and the 

various paths through the structure to link up into a satisfactory query. This 

was identified as a fundamental accessibility problem which directly accounted 

for a reduced level of utilisation.

3.3.4.4 Interface Complexity

The aim of Region was to provide a standardised PAS implementation 

throughout all constituent Districts. Data sets were then to be uploaded onto 

the Regional DIS, providing an aggregate picture for centralised statistical and 

planing purposes. Standard ICL software was provided for query 

development: QueryMaster, and for report generation and presentation: 

ReportMaster. ReportMaster was not in use in any of the Districts in the 

sample. ReportMaster was uniformly considered 'too complicated to justify 

the learning investment' with all Districts pursuing PAS to PC file transfer to 

enable

'analysis with sensible software such as SPSS' (Information Assistant District 
F).

In the meantime, users often received raw QueryMaster output or for larger 

reports, QueryMaster output was rekeyed into a Lotus spreadsheet to provide 

basic graphical presentation.
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QueryView was a command line query generator providing a standardised 

interface to all users regardless of background, experience in computing or 

request to be made. Similar to ReportMaster, it was viewed as unnecessarily 

complicated to use, for example changing the date on a report required day, 

month, and year to be entered backwards. QueryMaster, unlike ReportMaster 

however could not be avoided if use was to be made of DIS.

No help system was provided beyond the 'difficult to follow' manuals 

supplied. Primitive editing facilities were provided, for example the main 

mechanism for deleting characters was to space bar over text. However the 

remaining text was not reformatted on the screen, resulting in a patchwork of 

text and space. No screen scrolling for QueryMaster output was available, 

with reports greater than a single screen length wrapping round over itself. 

Output over a screen length was diverted to paper output.

The user was required to enter abstract computer defined field names 

explicitly, with accurate typing, for example K-DIST-SPELL-KEY. All user 

input and systems output was in upper case, leaving the screen difficult to 

read but also impossible to distinguish commands from textual output. No 

facilities for chunking or grouping information were provided, for example no 

provision was made to successfully refine a query upon a dedicated block of 

output. Instead the user had to refine the query request as required and 

resubmit to the batch queue again.
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This combination of problems provided a formidable degree of complexity to 

be overcome before a user could derive information from the system. For 

example:

'user has to be a computing expert to get anything out of the system....not
possible to do anything quick and nasty7 (Information and Computing
Manger District G)

All Districts reported this as the key reason for reduced or complete non use 

of DIS. District B used Wordstar (IBM PC wordprocessor) as a development 

environment completely offline, providing superior interface features, for 

example full cursor control and spell checking field identifiers. District G 

actively persuaded clinicians away from ad hoc DIS querying, towards 

standard reports and paper based information systems, avoiding DIS 

'wherever possible'. However acknowledged as taking longer to answer a 

request for information, a sense of control over the process involved was felt 

to be maintained.

In District D this problem was mitigated by the Information Manager having 

a background in computer programming, similarly at District B computer 

science graduates were employed to generate queries. At District F, standard 

queries could be submitted to the batch queue, but the development of new 

QueryMaster queries was routed up through the unit structure to the 

Information Department. In all other Districts where Information Managers 

had come principally from statistics or information provision within the 

Service, Information Managers were either struggling or were diverting
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information generation to either the standard reports or paper based 

information.

For the Information Manager, the combined complexity of the user interface 

and data model structures, fuelled the already poor credibility of DIS 

information arising from the operational problems discussed above. For the 

final user, utilisation of the information resource was more a question of how 

successfully the information function was sold, generating user awareness and 

enthusiasm in what was available.

3.4 Summary

The utilisation of an information system, the amount of use an individual, 

group or organisation makes of an information system is a key variable in MIS 

research. Discussed in Chapter One, this has often been seen as the key to 

information system success. With the continuing investment in development 

and implementation of such systems the question of system utilisation takes 

on a practical significance. This is especially true of the NHS whose cost 

containment pressure can only increase over the coming years. This work has 

focused on accessibility to the information resource as a key variable in 

determining the utilisation of an information system.

Trice and Treacy provide a literature review in which utilisation is recognised 

as an intervening variable between user performance and the information 

technology. This work has suggested a second intervening variable,
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accessability to the information resource. It has been shown that accessibility 

to an information resource arises in two stages:

• between the final information user and the Information Manager and

• between the Information Manager and the information resource itself.

From the viewpoint of the final information user, accessibility to the 

information resource is provided on the basis of plain interest with no 

specialist computing skill. Given this level of available contactability, resource 

utilisation should have been uniformly high. This clearly was not the case. 

An important component of accessibility was identified - user awareness, and 

particularly the role of the information function in fostering this awareness.

Given the comparison of an information resource(DIS) to a reference library 

model, an information user may remain unaware of contained information. 

Those Districts which have provided user awareness mechanisms, for example 

computer appreciation training for all potential user staff, information 

shopping lists or information shops, have had a much higher utilisation of the 

information resource. The role of the information manager can therefore be 

analyised paralleling accessibility to the information resource:

• to promote user awareness of what information is available to be 

used and

• provide a buffer interface between the final information user and the 

information resource itself, principally to develop vague information 

requests into syntactically correct computer queries.
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The promotion of user awareness as regards the final user population has been 

identified as a contributory factor to the overall utilisation of the information 

resource. The variable of user awareness plays an important part from the 

Information Manager's viewpoint also. Little or no contextual training has 

been provided to Information Management, the training provided concentrated 

exclusively on the procedural elements in query generation rather than query 

generation and application within the organisation. In practical day to day 

terms, information management has been forced to rely heavily on background 

knowledge of the Health Services. Those managers who have not come from 

a HS background have encountered significant problems of information 

interpretation, the identification of information relevance and information 

validity checking.

For the Information Manager, utilisation has been identified as contingent 

upon accessibility, that is an aggregation of interface and data model 

complexity. A single rigid interface (regardless of user background, demands 

of the system or individual knowledge), was provided for all users. In 

addition, the data model provided was a past, fixed interpretation by a 

systems analyst (that is non user) of the information resource provided. The 

size, structure and detail of this datamodel provided a significant level of 

complexity, with the user having to be aware of the entire data structure, the 

current location and explicit routes through the structure. Those managers 

who have come from a computer science background were better equipped to 

handle these problems. Managers from a Health Service background reported
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significant difficulty, the combination of a complex data model and poor 

interaction tools provided a significant disincentive to use the information 

resource. In practical terms, the Information Manager is faced with a complex 

data model and complex access tools with which to provide the bridge to the 

user community.

The next chapter begins to tackle these compounding affects of interface and 

data model complexity. In particular, the provision of a graphically driven, 

query development environment in which the user may explicitly incorporate 

both personnel as well as organisational knowledge into the viewing and 

interrogation mechanisms of the information resource. As a basis for this 

development, the next chapter discusses the role of the interface and the 

development of a 'human factors' approach.

I
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4.0 Interface Design and Database Querying

This chapter explains what an interface is and its basic components. The role 

of the interface within an application is discussed identifying a gradual 

progression from a software overhead or afterthought to a prime module in 

software development. Different visual interface styles are presented in an 

attempt to address the accessibility problems identified from the management 

research. Computer science has developed various user models, to which 

these interface styles are invariably tied. An alternative user model is 

developed for this work, upon which interface provision in chapters Five and 

Six is based.

4.1 Introduction

The roots of commercial computing can be traced back to the early 1960's with 

the installation of large, centralised systems tailored to focus on one particular 

routine activity, for example payroll or accountancy transaction processing. 

These systems were batch fed from user departments to maximise utilisation 

(and hence return on investment) whilst maintaining the real 'users' at a 

manageable distance. The overall approach at that time was to get such 

systems installed and operational, the end user of today did not exist. Instead 

information was batched and reports requested, with the actual hands on users 

being DP staff.
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The form of interface provided for these systems reflected this usage pattern - 

command prompts, cryptic system commands and obscure error messages. 

Little in the way of 'used help was available with users relying often on out 

of date operational manuals and individual technical knowledge. Given this 

perspective the user interface function at that time may appear to have been 

bolted on as an afterthought100.

By the 1970's, many of these departmental systems had been installed in an ad 

hoc fashion as a route to short run efficiency savings, often in response to 

crisis management. From a company wide perspective such a patchwork 

approach often resulted in a general, incoherent information organisation with 

information held many times over, in different formats or media, in different 

locations or not at all. The development of database technology facilitated the 

centralisation of these diverse information sources, (through the process of 

normalisation) redundant data would no longer be kept and an overall 

information schema maintained. At the same time progress in hardware and 

communication technologies (notably the falling cost) facilitated remote user 

access lower down the organisation on a viable scale, with the real users of the 

information now being provided with hands on access.

At first interface design and development did not keep pace with the changes 

in communication accessibility and database modelling, remaining still as an 

afterthought for this new breed of user. Well written application systems 

began to turn into implementation failures as the new user community rejected
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adaptation to a programmer style interface101,102. Software engineers had 

all too often overlooked the interface as being too expensive and problematic 

to cater for, especially as this new group of users was unlikely to have any 

computing background. This led to a high cognitive workload for the ultimate 

user of the system, trying to adapt around the rigid computing framework.

This forced a change in software development methodology, away from the 

hard systems thinking where systems were developed under engineering 

principles with little or no regard for the informational content that such 

systems were transmitting103, towards a user centered design methodology 

or human factors/HCI approach104. Such a change has spawned work into 

interface design in many areas such as task analysis105,106 or formal 

tech n iq u es107, actor ro les108, cognitive process and user 

modelling109,110,111.

4.2 HCI and Human Factors

With the increasing spread of contact between user and computer based 

applications, both through the business/ work environment but also into homes 

through the use of personal computing, a new research ground spawned 

where this 'all pervasive' technology met and interacted with the human 

being. Terms such as Human Factors (HF), Human Computer Interaction (HCI) 

or Human Computer Integration(HCI)112 have been introduced in an attempt 

to label this boundary.
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HCI is built around the central idea that the interface is the application, the 

requirement and nature of interaction drive the design, serving the user not 

the system113. If the user fails to achieve what he /she wants from an 

application it is not a failure of the user but a failure of system design. To 

achieve this aim, the design of an application cannot be based around an 

assessment of the functionality required of an application, for example a 

wordprocessor is not a collection of functions that manipulate text but an 

environment in which the user can succeed in generating reports and 

documents. Traditional mathematical and task analysis approaches are 

insufficient to meet this aim, concentrating heavily on the efficiency of 

implementation. The aim is to identify what an application should do, 

concentrating on maximising usability rather than implementation efficiency.

Through the 1970's user interface provision stemmed almost exclusively from 

the computer systems engineering(CSE) domain, often falling to secondary 

importance behind actual coding of the application task itself. Today it is 

recognised that human factors/HCI is of key importance, being a combination 

of several disciplines with computer systems engineering, ergonomics and 

psychology being the key players. The discipline however extends as far as 

philosophy and sociology in the work of Bjqm Anderson114, Frank Land115 

and Mike Cooley4.

To illustrate the depth of the definition, Norman provides a detailed analogy 

with architecture. Architecture he states has both functionality within the
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Figure 13 The Origins Of Human Factors

initial design and whilst the building is in use. The building provides 

presentation facade, flexibility for different owners both current and future 

past the initial occupier, spanning ultimately into philosophy and politics of 

design. In the same manner HCI has functionality both in the initial design 

and whilst in use, both for the initial user but also through to unforseen users 

and demands of the future. Architecture and HCI provision provide beauty 

but also shape the actions and perception of applications carried on within, 

providing an overall conceptual environment in which the user can work and 

express him/herself116.

Research in HCI has grown rapidly, currently lying in a 'scrappy and 

disintegrated way'117. To summarise the position a pragmatic approach will 

be taken, splitting HCI into two interleaved aspects. Firstly the process, or 

dialogue undertaken by the user and application to achieve a task, and
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secondly the environment provided in which the dialogue takes place.

The first aspect concentrates on the user within the process, drawing work 

predominantly from psychology. Psychology provides many theories dealing 

with low level issues such as analysis of user typing error, interface 

learning118, search pattern generation and font legibility. The higher level 

issues of user cognition present more of a demand to psychology where two 

main models can be identified. Firstly the Card, Moran and Newell 

GOMS119 model that identified the user as a psychological entity120 passing 

through a staged interaction process. This work although paralleling work in 

economic problem solving, for example the rational comprehensive model, 

traces HCI through the formulation and execution of opportunities to satisfy 

a user held goal. Such a hierarchial approach has been further refined and 

extended by Carey, Stammes and Astley121 into the object oriented domain 

and by Olson and Olson into the task analysis domain122.

Of more direct application here is the issue of directness identified by Norman,
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that is a feeling of natural communication between user and application. Two 

components of directness are identified, the gulf of execution and the gulf of 

evaluation.

Directness

Gulf of Gulf of
Execution Evaluation

Figure 15 Directness in the User Interface

Firstly execution of control over the objects presented within the interface 

environment, this is best exemplified by the direct manipulation style of user 

interface with the user having direct control over objects within the interface 

itself, a feeling of 'firstpersonness'. To minimise the gulf of execution the 

aim of the interface is to remain transparent, providing an environment in 

which it appears that the user is manipulating objects from the real world. 

From the study in the previous chapter, such a gulf was detected, as users 

manipulated a poor command line interface. As a result, users tended to 

concentrate on manipulating the interface itself rather than the information
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requirement. An approach such as the NPL Electronic Paper Project123 

tackles this problem directly, aiming to shift this onus of understanding away 

from the user to the computer.

The second component of directness is the gulf of evaluation. The user and 

the system have different goals in form and context, differing in at least 

system knowledge (as it is assumed the user is not the systems designer). This 

gulf between user and system goals can be tackled either by re-expressing the 

structure of the interface environment towards user defined goals or moving 

the goals of the user closer to those of the system, for example through the use 

of training. From the study, this gulf was identified during query generation 

where the user had evaluation goals different to those of the systems analyst, 

who defined the structure in which the query was being expressed.

Beyond these theories the area of HCI presents a challenge to psychology, for 

example in the development of group decision support systems124. In 

principle the key foundations have been laid by the work of Card et al and 

Norman. In particular HCI should aim to implement a 'world of action rather 

than a language of description', releasing the user to concentrate more on the 

task to be solved rather than the tools (the interface to HCI) of the job.

The second aspect of HCI concentrates on the environment in which user 

dialogue takes place. Theory from the computing and ergonomics disciplines 

predominate with the definition of environment including both software and
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hardware. Ergonomics gives the study of person/environment concentrating 

on the physical side of interaction, for example reaching as far as seat 

construction, lighting and sound conditions, whether a mouse is better than 

a touch screen125 or whether it is easier to read from a screen rather than 

from paper126,127. The software interface provides the environment in 

which person-machine dialogue takes place. This dialogue can be viewed as 

the object of HCI provision, coupled to the user via attributes or interface 

characteristics.

4.3 The Importance and Characteristic of 
Computer Interaction

The combination of interface style and environment provides the most critical 

part of any software application. From the users perspective it is the 

application as it is all the user actually sees, the rest is meaningless128. As 

the expert systems field has shown, an excellent system on its own does not 

guarantee application use, for example burying the answer behind a 

series/tunnel of menus is not the answer to application design102,129,130.

From the users viewpoint it is possible to distinguish three possible attribute 

or characteristic groupings:

• Natural language
• Linear
• Non-linear
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4.3.1 Natural Language

Natural language has been proposed as the ultimate answer to man machine 

communications:

"The only way to entice a user (casual) to interact with a computerised 
database is to permit him free use of his native tongue” Codd131

The premise of this style is that the user will be free to state his requirements 

of an application in a familiar free form, his native language132. In this way 

the user is freed from the burden of syntax, acronyms and obscure 

prompts/messages and can specify in his own understanding what is required. 

The standard format developed would be for the user and the interface to 

enter a dialogue, with the interface eventually repeating back what is 

understood to be required. This format is useful for novice users with perhaps 

a vague notion of what they require, but may prove inefficient and frustrating 

for competent users.

The main stumbling block with this style of interface is the medium employed, 

the English language. Language is too verbose, laced with double meaning 

and ambiguity. Language is good for conversation but is inefficient for 

instruction133. Recent developments suggest a constrained form of natural 

language may be a practical goal for HCI design134.

I

4.3.2 Linear Presentation

Linear presentation usually takes the form of a command line prompt, for 

example C:> in MSDOS/PCDOS135 or QUERY> in ICL's database inquiry
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package QueryMaster136. From this prompt the user has to formulate the 

query/request to be applied. This is to be done using acronyms and strings 

of symbols that may be difficult to comprehend or may appear meaningless. 

By the very nature of the presentation provided (the hard systems 

methodology) there is very little guidance available to the user. The best that 

is available are help systems built around a calling function, for example on 

screen manual pages or keyboard help keys that can rarely provide context 

specific guidance.

This representation does not tie directly into the users conceptual 

understanding of what is happening, using only what could be described as 

half duplex user-application communication, that is only one line of the whole 

available screen space is used (as opposed to full duplex communication which 

would be using all the available screen)137. Users very quickly find difficulty 

in the use and understanding of such an interface, especially when job 

function pressure or the complexity of the application increases. For example 

when the query requested is abstract or vague, the user is required to be 

conscious of the database structure and to be able to specify explicitly in detail 

each component of the query before any part is processed.

One approach to making this basic form of interface environment more 

manageable by the user, has been to aggregate the prompt based environment 

using non-linear forms and menu structures, guiding the user through into 

predefined frames of activity. This approach is adequate for the processing of
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routine inquiries/reports that can be defined beforehand for the user. 

Following the user definition given by Carey138 this approach would satisfy 

the demands of routine processing or the mandatory staff function. For the 

more ill defined and unpredictable demands made by 

management/discretionary staff this interface becomes inadequate, leaving this 

group of users to specify instructions in raw programming code.

4.3.3 Non-Linear

The non-linear presentation aims to overcome the difficulties of the above 

linear presentation. The non linear interface style can be broken into two 

categories: two dimensional presentation or a complete WIMP (Windowing, 

Icon, Menu, Pointing-device) environment.

The two dimensional approach makes better use of the available screen space 

in providing the user with graphical forms for interfacing to an application, 

that is full duplex communications using the full communications bandwidth. 

For example, in interfacing to a database environment, QBE provides the user 

with graphical building forms in which operators, for example P for Print, 

example and constant elements may be placed to specify complex retrieval 

queries. ,

The form style of interface environment provides a template to guide user 

action. Headings provide visual prompts and the visiting order for form 

filling is determined by the user, allowing the decoupling of thought
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P A T IE N T Name DOB Address Postcode

P >31.12.26 P P

QUERY: List the Name and Full Address For All Patients Whc 
Will Be Of Retirement Age in 1991

Figure 16 QBE Query Specification

processes and query development into any order whilst keeping syntax and 

mathematical expression to a minimum139. Using this style of interface for 

end user database query, the issue of database structural complexity remains 

unaddressed - the user has to be explicitly aware of an attribute/entity 

location within the application structure. For example in applying selection 

conditions, the user is also required to be aware of the format of the data 

structure to complete retrieval successfully. As the complexity of the 

application increases, so the number and intricacy of forms required 

correspondingly rises incurring user mental load through inter form transfer.

The second approach provides for complete graphical images to be displayed 

to the user, for example icons140,141 or spatial maps showing the structure 

or format of an application. When combined with direct manipulation 

techniques this approach may give the user direct visual and conceptual 

control over an application. This environment is usually WIMP(Window, Icon, 

Menu, Pointing device) orientated, releasing the user from the keyboard except 

to input textual data. All operations in this environment have to be defined
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using a pointing device such that every object portrayed on screen is directly 

accessible. Here not only What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG) but 

also What You See Is What You Can Get Hold Of142, and change.

Such an approach to interface design may prove restrictive, either if an 

application does not readily lend itself to graphical representation or if the 

user community actively resist change, clinging onto a prior familiar 

environment. For example, an engineering job manufacturing database may 

prove difficult to depict graphically due to the nature of the product processes 

being modelled. If the structure of the database is inherently complex, a 

shortcut for the interface designer may be to develop numerous menu or 

graphical structures that may then swamp and confuse the user during 

interaction. It may be that, for example within an accountancy database 

because of the user community and tasks required, the user group may be 

better served with a less elaborate format of interface, for example remaining 

form driven. In the same manner by constraining the user to strings of 

predefined menu options and two or three mouse buttons, the interface style 

may hinder the user, for example in specifying an ad hoc request it may be 

faster for an experienced user to specify a query in raw SQL code rather than 

manipulate a complex layered menu structure.

One advantage of a menu structure that is easily overlooked, is that the user 

is constrained within definable limits of choice. The users mental planning 

load is therefore also constrained, as the number of possible decisions is
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explicitly declared. With a direct manipulation form of interface an increased 

number of user decisions are required, the interface is more open, requiring 

more planning of the user. This advantage though must be tempered by a 

slower user choice, especially when either context searching through structures 

of menus or deciding between abstract menu titles143.

The main approach to application design employing this non linear 

environment style has been the development of multiple window management 

systems. Multiple window management systems provide the user with any 

number of independently controlled graphical screen spaces or 'views'. Each 

view may then contain different aspects of the same application or 

independent applications(in a multi tasking environment). Many features 

incorporated in such systems stem from the pioneering work of the Smalltalk 

group from Palo Alto Research Centre. Features such as window 

management, use of graphic symbols (icons), direct manipulation and the 

object orientated style of programming are slowly becoming standardised.

The principal component of a multi window management system is a library 

of screen routines, for example view overlapping and control management, 

that are made available for reuse over many applications. Application 

development time is reduced through code reuse, but also as a byproduct over 

multiple applications, a standardised look and feel is generated. This reduces 

the end user learning curve when moving from application to application, for 

example all applications written for the Apple Macintosh computer conform
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Figure 17 Multi Window Management System - X Window Dump 

to the same WIMP environmental style. Examples of 'toolbox' systems include 

Microsoft Windows and Mac Toolbox for personal computers, NeWS and X 

Windows for workstation based hardware.

The next step in interface design is the provision of User Interface 

Management System (UIMS)144'145 facilities that attempt to detach 

completely the application from the interface, forming an intermediate module 

that mediates transactions from the user and the interactive application146. 

Such an approach gives possibility for several different styles of interface to 

a single application, as well as common interface provision over multiple
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Figure 18 Typical UIMS Construction

applications. The main difference between UIMS and multiple window based 

systems is the provision of a dialogue definition language built around a 

specification model, for example state transition networks147’148, context free 

grammar or event based models. /

The primary advantage of such an approach is that the application is freed 

from low level interface operation, for example insulating the application from 

mouse movements providing for separate re-configuration of both the 

application or the interface independently. On this platform a large body of 

work has been aimed at the rapid prototyping area of interface design for
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example CHISM149 or TIGER which provides a User Interface Management 

toolkit comprising 'What You See Is What You Prototype N ov/150.

The full screen communication bandwidth which these approaches exploit has 

provided for major advances away from the original command line 'use/ 

interfaces of the 1960/70's151. One of the first implementations within a truly 

graphical environment was based on metaphor152 design, mimicking on 

screen a real world environment or process, for example the MAC desktop 

style that relies on user awareness of a physical desktop.

Figure 19 Apple Mac DeskTop

Good examples of this are the hypertext applications implemented with 

HyperCard153 as the programming language within the standard Apple
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Macintosh application environment. HyperCard provides a full screen 

graphics approach, based around a card stack metaphor in which the user 

manipulates a body of information in a self determined order. Any form of 

information, for example text or graphics is arranged in chunks, placed on 

individual cards that are then aggregated together into a card stack, via 

'buttonlinks'. Buttonlinks provide a mechanism for traversing from card to 

card through the card stack viewing a single card at a time in any user defined 

order. Subsidiary links provide a mechanism giving more detail about a 

defined topic/graphical object, importing the contents of a target card directly 

into the current card.

figure 20 Apple HyperCard

Using these tools the card stack metaphor provides a simple abstraction 

mechanism as well as a methodology for traversing the information structure.
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Such a system is ideal therefore for thought construction and prototyping but 

relies heavily on keyword search algorithms for effective retrieval if the exact 

location of any piece if information is unknown154. In addition many 

applications are not suited to this construction metaphor, for example the 

above engineering or accounting applications.

Figure 21 Front Map of Apple HyperCard

Limited routing and navigation processes are available, effectively requiring 

the user to move from card to card until the correct card is located. However 

as the number of cards and ideas expand, the required tracking of each card 

becomes increasingly problematic - at best the user has to rely on a spatial 

front diagram of card arrangement. Once more than several cards are entered 

into the system, the complexity of both the organisation structure and 

routing/navigational mechanisms, for example list of keywords, provide a 

disproportionate increase in user cognitive load.
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A second example of a close metaphor application is the EBook155 or 

electronic dynamic book156. Here information can be accessed through 

several indexes following closely the encyclopedia metaphor, for example 

through table of contents, subject and author indexes, whilst always being 

backed up by a sequential search. The issue of complexity is mitigated by 

these indexes, but substantial overheads are incurred in processing and 

storage, every item of potential interest having to be multi indexed based on 

some established user model.

In designing user-application communication, consideration has not only to be 

given to the observable surface characteristics157 of the interface, but also to 

the invisible cognitive and other processes that occur when a message is 

interpreted by a human processor. A good visual presentation should 

therefore be a combination of text and pictures - a TexivisuaT presentation. 

A third example use of metaphor design is provided in comic158 construction 

and use. The use of comics as a communication medium provides this 

lexivisual presentation, combining a rich variety of what can be said coupled 

within a limited self contained means, that is vocabulary.

The most recent development in the metaphor/graphical interface HCI 

combination is Rooms from Xerox Parc159. A graphical presentation of an 

office layout is provided complete with icons depicting doorways through into 

other parts of the roomed structure. The user is encouraged to travel between 

rooms, carrying and depositing icons in his/her pockets. Tied to the object
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oriented paradigm, an icon can be anything from a file of text to a complete 

application. Splitting information and applications over the available rooms 

provides a chunking mechanism based on the office structure metaphor. 

However in travelling through the structure, mental load is incurred similar 

to that in using hypertext/Card, for example in remembering where icons 

were deposited, the current location and general navigation within the 

structure.

Still maintaining this metaphor based design, an early use of the Direct 

Manipulation environment was the development of spatial maps160,161. 

These are often suggested as an aid to database query interface design, 

providing the representation of data and semantic structures in two 

dimensional form. This allows the interface designer more flexibility in the 

use of clustering or neighbourhood designs as an implicit mechanism of 

association. Explicit arcs are available, linking associated entities whilst 

selective use of colour and highlighting provide mechanisms to attract 

attention or communicate possible action, for example shaded out menus may 

signify non availability whereas colour may represent possible actions or a 

footprint of where visited in the spatial structure162. However the issue of 

database structural complexity is still only partially addressed by this
l

approach, providing the user with spatial maps or menu structures still 

requires user familiarity with the underlying data structure.

As the size and complexity of the graphical presentation increases the effective
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use of maps is reduced163, for example the same problems as with Hypertext 

arise, for example navigation164 and 'getting lost'165. Additional problems 

of space contention in the small screen space are especially acute. For example 

as the size of the depicted structure grows, it becomes increasingly likely for 

arcs to cross and crowding of objects eventually forcing some offscreen. The 

only solution to such a clustered display is to break it up over several 

windows - a large cognitive load for users to remember where differing objects 

are located. Such a solution may also lead to other problems, such as window 

thrashing where the user has to consciously attempt to maintain an operating 

window on top of the pile.

Several forms of visual interaction style have been presented in this section in 

an effort to address the accessibility issue. Of particular interest have been the 

graphical based format of user interaction, which provide the greatest scope 

for prototype development. One of the key tools employed in interface design 

has been to incorporate at least some limited form of user profile into the 

interface construction. The main vehicle for this has been through the use of 

conceptual modelling.

4.4 User Modelling and the Changing Role of the 
Interface

During the past two decades the role of the user interface has changed little, 

bridging user and application. Interest and recognition of its importance in 

system utilisation and implementation have, however, changed out of all
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recognition, moving interface provision from an afterthought to centre stage 

in application design and development166.

In an effort to take some account of the user within the design process, work 

in this area has often involved developing precise user interface designs, 

targeted at specific canonical user models. However in developing a user 

model, individuals are all different, being a culmination of social, moral and 

political inputs. Every individual is therefore unique, being driven by 

different motivation, background and environmental considerations. The basis 

of development for any model is a process of abstraction away from reality to 

a descriptive form. This becomes problematic as writers have attempted to 

apply abstract labelling to describe specific user characteristics, based upon 

subjective group allocations. Two approaches will be presented where this has 

been applied: The first is based on providing an interface on the criteria of 

computer usage, the second is based on the task a user is required to perform 

using that interface.

Shneiderman167, when addressing this problem of user definition, allocates 

users based on computing experience, generating such classifications as novice, 

experienced and intermediate. This allocation is performed on criteria such as
I

learning time, performance, speed, error rate, subjective satisfaction and 

retention period of operations performed. Codd131 defines users in the same 

manner, a user being either casual, non-trained intermittent or skilled 

infrequent. Zloof139 identifies that these allocations are based upon fuzzy
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variables, but still goes on to define users in much the same terms as Codd 

and Shneiderman above, for example as either casual, non-programming 

professionals or application programmers.

Any interface built around such a canonical model would be necessarily 

general in nature, providing a common denominator of functionality required 

by all users within that particular group allocation. To gain the maximum 

benefit, such a descriptive user model would need to be individualised, in an 

attempt to capture individual users knowledge, skill and purpose in using the 

interface168,169. Two immediate problems present themselves with this 

approach: Firstly the problem of initial group allocation when using an 

interface, for example would a prospective user have to sit an interface test to 

determine computing competence or determine personally based on intuition? 

Secondly as users become more proficient, either by practice or interest, how 

and when would the user be switched between groups?

One solution to this is to provide an 'adaptable' interface, presenting a 'soft 

facade'170 that is updated as the user progresses in experience171,172. This 

may be adaptable on a manual or automatic basis, for example based on a 

derived user profile173. Such an approach immediately leads to problems 

such as who should do the updating, the user him/herself or a DP 

professional?174 When should the updating be carried out, for example based 

on a test or distilled from the user based on repeated user actions?175 Why 

and how should the interface be adapted between different styles or
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presentation formats?

This form of updating the interface character as the user changes in experience, 

may lead to a problem of interface stability, especially if this updating is 

performed automatically176. Such a situation where the interface is 

constantly changing in nature in response to changing user views and 

requirements or where the interface adapts automatically but not so far as the 

user would like, may well generate more user dissatisfaction and frustration 

than if a fixed format interface had been originally applied.

Carey suggests that an interface designer should be looking further than 

simply listing user characteristics, building a system that matches these as 

closely as possible. He suggests analyzing what use the applications will be 

put to, rather than concentrating on user characteristics. Labels are provided, 

such as 'mandatory' users based on a high level of requirements predictability, 

for example clerical staff or 'discretionary' users based on a correspondingly 

low level of predictability, for example management. Panko and Sprague177 

develop this same concept using abstract name types: typel and type2 users, 

to detract away from ambiguity and confusion in the descriptive titles used. 

The style of interface presentation would then be based primarily on this
I

criterion.

Date178 provides a second example of subjective definitions, allocating users 

according to system usage, for example parametric users based on routine
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interactions, analyst users based as part of job function but non-routine, and 

casual users that are not task motivated and are therefore still unpredictable.

The allocation of users to groupings based on this analysis is more objective 

than the criteria suggested by Shneiderman, in that each user will have a 

formal or informal but identifiable job specification, and hence computer 

interaction specification. This task specification that will be required of the 

user, will form the basis of the requirements made by the user of the interface, 

for example those of a doctor versus those of an accountant.

Each of these approaches has focused on a single aspect of user interaction, 

resulting in models that are relatively coarse in nature, for example definitional 

problems of a casual user built on an assumed application. This work presents 

a process model of user interaction, linking the user and the application 

through the query generation task to be accomplished.

Two key variables are identified, firstly chapter three identified a key variable 

in information resource utilisation - the complexity of the database application 

structure. Regardless of system usage, computer experience or the particular 

task at hand the user has to interact at some stage with the structure of the
I

application. Secondly the ability of the user to express query detail, for 

example selection conditions and identification of target data, especially when 

most users are unaware of what they exactly want in the first place179. This 

expression of what is required has been modelled previously, but only in
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surrogate form, for example model criteria based on computer experience or 

mandatory usage implies the user is aware in detail of what is required. 

However as contactability with non computer literate users increase, this 

ability of the user to express what is required in application terms becomes 

less likely, a consideration that should be reflected in user interface provision.

Presented here is a four component model of user interaction, specifically 

concerning interaction with a database application structure. Each component 

is part of a two dimensional matrix based on user ability to state query detail 

explicitly, that is an index of 'vagueness' set against whether the user is 

explicitly aware of the target data location within the application structure.
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Figure 22 User Model Developed

In the north west quadrant lies the user who has only a vague idea of what 

is required and of where the target data may be located within the application
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structure. This vagueness confronting the user has to be expressed into the 

domain specificity imposed by the database structural model. The role of the 

user interface is then to map this from the vague description defined in the 

user's conceptual interpretation into the specific application model. This 

functionality of the user interface can be expressed as a continuum from the 

command line environment in which the user has to carry out the mapping 

explicitly, towards the interface environment providing methods of abstraction 

and representation of conceptual schema.

In the south west quadrant lies the user who can identify what is required, but 

is unable to specify in sufficient detail the exact location of the query target list 

within the application structure. This form of user profile is increasing as 

computer appreciation rises, but where the user remains unable to handle 

explicitly the complexity of the application structure. The role of the interface 

is to provide a mechanism to express what is known by the user, building the 

location specific information as a byproduct relative to what is expressed.

In the north east quadrant lies the user with application structure expertise in 

abstract terms, perhaps acquired through past interactions, but remains unable

to specify the information request in sufficient detail. The role of the interface
/

for this user is to provide query formulation in an abstract environment, 

insulating the user from the direct application structure.

Lastly in the south east quadrant lies the user who is both aware of exactly
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what is required and where in the structure the query information lies. The 

role of the interface is based on transparency, providing the shortest path to 

query specification, minimising the barrier of the user interface mechanism.

The aim has been to capture user interaction with a complex information 

structure in a pragmatic form. The model has not concentrated on specific 

individual user characteristics, instead targeting a combination of user and 

application characteristics, mediated by the task to be performed. The model 

therefore provides an abstract design guide for the detailed design and project 

specification carried out in Chapters Five and Six.

4.5 Choice of Interface Environment

This chapter identified the importance of human factors in any application. 

HCI has been described as a two component combination, the environment 

provided and the dialogue performed. Three forms of environment were 

discussed: linear, non-linear and natural language with the forms of dialogue 

provided, for example direct manipulation and metaphor.

HCI design is often coupled to user modelling, targeting a specific design 

towards a detailed user characteristic model. In this chapter a user process 

model combining both user and application character was described, focusing 

particularly on the application structure in which the task has to take place. 

The choice of interface environment for this work has reflected this developed 

model focusing on a two dimensional graphical environment, coupled with a
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direct manipulation dialogue. The underlying aim in this HCI construction 

has been to tackle the accessibility issues raised in chapter Three. The practical 

expression of this has been to minimise the language of description, focusing 

on a world of action metaphor. This choice of human computer interaction 

forms the basis for the prototype developed in Chapters Five and Six.
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5.0 Initial Principles and Concepts

This chapter introduces a graphically driven prototype to address the 

accessibility issues to a database information resource which were raised in 

chapter Three. In particular, the idea that the effectiveness of the user 

interface to a complex information structure can be improved by capturing and 

providing information from the semantic modelling process is introduced. 

Aids to user database query are discussed, the latest of which is the use of this 

semantic information. A prototype based on this style of user interaction is 

presented in the context of the complex data structure problem and other work 

in this area.

5.1 Background

Database technology emerged towards the end of the 1960's in response to the 

growing demand for a single organisationwide perspective of data. Coinciding 

with hardware advances enabling a shift away from sequential tape based 

processing towards random access disk storage, manipulation of large volumes 

of data within an acceptable time frame became possible. /

With the new technology came a new perception of data. The previous flat
i

file approach provided a simple way to access and store data. Data was 

arranged into tables with each row corresponding to a record and each table 

a file. This led to duplication both within a table, for example through 

repeated groups and between files, for example the same data repeated for
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different applications. To enable the most efficient use by the application, a 

close coupling of code to the file structure was required. In doing so, the 

development and change of either an application or file structure was slow, for 

example, ad hoc request generation required additional or rewritten 

application code. In summary the overall view of stored data is composed of 

multiple but individual application programs making this approach good for 

routine day to day transaction processing which uses a predefined part of the 

overall data structure, but unworkable for generalised, usually one off, 

requests incorporating the overall structure.

The database paradigm allows separation of this close coupling, through the 

provision of a single 'conceptual file' maintained by special purpose 

software180. This conceptual file is composed of many physical files, 

descriptions and indexes often referred to, in total as the database. The 

intermediary function of maintaining this structure is performed by a 

management system(DBMS) providing a form of data independence, insulating 

the user from possible change in the physical storage structure. This approach 

provides an opportunity to model conceptual understanding of the structure, 

isolating it from the physical implementation detail. The expense of providing 

such functionality is performance, cost, rigidity and potential inconsistency.

5.2 Conceptual Modelling

Considerable research interest was generated by the publication in 1978 of the 

ANSI/SPARC181 three level data modelling hierarchy. Illustrated in Figure
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23 this paradigm provides multiple external or user views, a conceptual or 

logical model of the complete database and an internal or physical storage 

model.

At the top level, the external user 

models are presented. These 

provide a subset of the overall 

conceptual model as viewed by a 

p articu lar user group or 

application. This view is provided 

either directly via a query 

generator or indirectly via an 

appl icat ion program with 

embedded query calls. The 

conceptual model provides the complete representation of the information 

content from which these external models are derived. An external model is 

therefore an abstraction or projection further away from the complete 

conceptual model, directed at a particular application.

The conceptual model provides the bridge between the user and the database 

designer or modeller. The term conceptual model can be split into two 

sections: the generalised conceptual model and a DBMS specific data model. The 

data modeller constructs the generalised conceptual model by investigation 

and interpretation of the surrounding real world environment, using tools such

External Models

l

Conceptual Model

l

Internal Data Model

l

Database
Figure 23 ANSI/SPARC Three Level Data 
Model Diagram
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as data diagrams, inventories and data dictionaries. It is rich in real world 

semantic detail, often being expressed in a graphical notation, for example 

Bachmann diagrams, regarding the data structure or ER diagrams for the 

derivation of an enterprise schema.182

Chen gives the most common and still influential approach to conceptual 

modelling - the Entity-Relationship Methodology(ERM). The ERM offers a 

three component classification of real world objects: entities are 'things which 

can be distinctly identified', a relationship is 'an association among entities' 

referenced by degree (one to one, one to many and many to many) and 

attributes or 'values' are 'objects which serve to characterise either a 

relationship or an entity'. In so doing a broad generalisation is provided 

whilst retaining a mapping to the more specific database schema.

At this stage in the modelling process, this rich semantic information must be 

mapped into a more constrained DBMS specific conceptual model. Such a 

mapping usually takes the form of a data description language(DDL) in which 

it is difficult to express much of the semantic information derived from the 

more wide data investigation and analysis stages of the modelling process. 

Usually such a mapping is limited to the expression of normalised relations, 

for example in relational and network models relations between entities are 

assumed to be one to many with one to one and many to many relationships 

treated as special cases. Much semantic based information is therefore lost in 

this conversion process of squeezing the rich real world semantics into the
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rigid DDL, information that would prove vital to the user interpretation and 

manipulation of the information contained within the database application.

The DBMS specific conceptual model forms the basis for both the further 

design and construction of the internal database model, as well as providing 

an overall framework in which the user has to formulate and specify requests 

for information. Three classical183 specific models exist: the network, 

relational and hierarchial. These will not be discussed in detail here, see 

Tsichritzis and Lochovsky184 for further discussion.

5.3 User Aids to Database Interrogation 
and Interpretation

The purpose of an interface (as discussed in Chapter Four), is to successfully 

bridge both the gulf of execution and evaluation which separate the user and 

application, maximising directness112 by drawing the user into the system as 

close as possible. Aids to this interaction process can be traced through three 

stages, paralleling development in database technology185,186. Initially at 

stage one the networked and hierarchial systems were prevalent, offering the 

first complete packaged approaches to the database paradigm. Based 

predominantly on record manipulation, the two key players in the field were 

IDMS (CODASYL)187 and IMS (IBM)188. User interaction was within a 

procedural command line environment. The user was required to manipulate 

the logical structure directly, specifying requests in one attempt within an 

environment with little help or feedback mechanisms, for example the ICL
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PAS introduced in Chapter Three. The role of intermediaries developed 

quickly to soften the harsh computer environment from the comparatively 

novice user, for example the development of an Information Department in all 

Districts discussed in Chapter Three.

During the 1980's these systems were largely surpassed by relational systems. 

For these second generation systems, the main advance was through increasing 

semantic content, the real world was not always hierarchial or networked in 

nature but a mixture of the two that could now be reflected in the data model 

itself. From the user viewpoint, two forms of interface style developed. 

Initially the use of forms dominated database querying and manipulation. 

This is still the case in the personal computer market today, for example 

REFLEX(Borland) and HELEX(Odessa Co) for the Apple MAC, or 

DBASE(Ashton-Tate) and INGRES(Ingres) in the IBM PC environments. Full 

two dimensional use was made of the screen, but the functionality provided 

followed closely a linear path, often remaining predominantly textual in 

nature, for example browsing systems such as the Dynabook Project. Database 

accessibility improved considerably, for example the initial and best known 

query environment supporting two dimensional visual representation was 

QBE189. CUPID190 provided the same functionality as QBE, but is based on 

an iconic approach rather than the tabular approach of QBE. TIMBRE191 was 

perhaps the most advanced interface environment at that time offering 

window based browsing over the relational model.
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The increasing spread of workstation and main frame graphics capability- 

facilitated development of the non procedural direct manipulation interface 

style of user interaction, for example Rooms192. Initially this style of work 

remained closely tied to the underlying logical model of the database 

structure. However during the 1980's, increasing use was made of Entity 

Relationship(ER) diagrams for schema definition or database query. Provided 

with only limited graphical capability these systems began to move away from 

the rigid computer based interpretation of the database structure, towards a 

more semantic interpretation. Chan and Lochovsky193 provided the first 

attempt at introducing graphical Entity Relationship diagrams as a basic 

design function to database modelling definition. The advantage of full screen 

representation of an abstract model for query specification or database query 

was beginning to be recognised. However this was implemented with weak 

direct manipulation and functional decomposition, the full potential of the 

graphical interface remained unemployed. GAMBIT194 focused on strong 

functional decomposition, but again remained coupled to a weak direct 

manipulation environment, buttressed however by extensive textual guidance.

GUIDE195 was the first application to specifically focus on the control and

manipulation of the graph view. It was quickly realised that as the semantic
/

diagram increased in size, such a graph became impractical to search 

manually. GUIDE provided a menu structured system, based on a subject 

hierarchy coupled to individual screen nodes being allocated an 'importance 

factor' ranking. An inbuilt presentation abstraction mechanism was therefore
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provided, with the user able to express the degree of detail required for each 

query. Detail ranking was applied by the systems designer, but which may be 

at variance with any particular user interpretation. However at the very least, 

GUIDE recognised graphical structure presentation and manipulation as of 

prime importance to encouraging schema browsing and overall user help in 

query specification.

During the late 1980's and 1990's there has been movement towards third 

generation database systems, away from business based applications that have 

so far dominated database development. Coupled with this is a new approach 

to user interaction style, focusing towards user interaction with the conceptual 

structure of the overall database, rather than towards its confined logical 

structure. This has the key advantage of lowering user mental load in query 

specification, 'softening up' the system.

With this new approach it has been recognised that the generalised conceptual 

model established by the systems designer represents significant user interface 

potential. Specifically there has been an attempt to link database schema 

design and database development with an environment for database query by 

the final end user.

SKI196 was the first interactive schema development environment based on 

a large and possibly confusing data model - Sembase. SKI is composed of a 

panel style interface with system objects represented by various symbols.
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Based on a highly structured view of the schema, SKI provides close panel 

control with several methods for deriving partial views of the complete graph. 

Similar in approach to GUIDE, SKI focuses upon the user definition of initial 

construction points of the query from which an incremental graph of data 

relationships is built. SKI however cannot provide a global view of data in the 

structure.

ISIS (Interface for a Semantic System)197 can support a global view of data, 

supporting two schema viewing levels, an inheritance forest view and a data 

view. ISIS provides a sophisticated mouse based editor environment combining 

database construction, browsing and query specification based on the Semantic 

Data Model (SDM)198. As in SKI, query specification is performed through 

subclassing or grouping classes from the inheritance forest into a third view - 

the predicate worksheet. The final product is a new class generated and 

installed into the inheritance forest. Such an approach of separating the 

overall from an additional component suits handling complex schema well, but 

its use of patterned icon representation is confusing.

SNAP199, unlike SKI or ISIS, is based on an extensive semantic model 

(IFO)200 providing schema representation for flexible rearrangement based on 

fragment representations. Based on a workstation environment, the user is able 

to move, size and delete screen objects to generate a query graph in an answer 

window. Limited abstraction mechanisms are provided, principally a toggle 

mechanism for removal of sublinkages, but the user remains exposed to the
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complete structure each time to formulate a query. A principle restriction of 

SNAP is that any knowledge acquired by the user during query specification, 

for example about the structure of that local segment related to the query 

itself, is not capitalised back into the structure to aid future query specification. 

Each new query is started with a 'clean' structure.

This past work indicates that there is a general danger of heading away from 

'user participation', for example providing screen structures defined in a 

systems manner or where the user is unable to define own objects into the 

screen structure. Prima facie ISIS provides a form of user participation, 

allowing the screen structure to be manipulated directly by the user, with new 

queries added to part of the class and inheritance structure. Such 

representation remains however very close to the programmer interpretation 

of the structure, for example through 'subclassing' and linear query expression 

that may not necessarily coincide with a final user interpretation.

In addition to this problem, for each approach an underlying danger remains, 

replacing the mental load of interaction with the detailed logical structure with 

the mental load of interaction with the new semantic structure. For example 

size and complexity, but also unfamiliarity of the semantic graphs remain 

prevalent, requiring the user to take on the role of data modeller as well as 

data manipulator.
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SNAP and ISIS both provide examples of this problem: In SNAP there are 

many symbols representing a mixture of available types of object (eg printable 

and abstract) based on a complex semantic model, whilst in ISIS there are 

many forms of icon shading and hatching. A possibly confusing display 

results with many forms of symbol, some repeated, for example no distinct 

representation is maintained in SNAP.

The most recent work in this area has been QBD201. This is based on the 

entity relationship model as underlying semantic schema, providing a 

powerful recursive query function. The general approach to query formulation 

is based upon the identification of a concept from which a semantic path is 

traced to all parts of the structure of the resulting query. It is unlikely that 

real users in the real world formulate a query in this manner. However when 

complete, the results from this development process are then discarded, so 

along with SNAP the user starts with a clean slate each time. Suggested here 

is a system which provides graphical query specification within a simple 

semantic data model in any order that the user finds advantageous, for 

example incremental building on past queries. The aim is to promote user 

participation minimising the language of expression with a small set of 

symbols representing the world of action for the application. The question of 

pathing and query navigation is relegated to a final issue once the main 

determinants of the query are established.
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5.4 A New Approach

To address the issues identified in Chapter Three and using the tools and user 

model discussed in Chapter Four, presented in this thesis is Query By 

Concern(QBC). This section will introduce the ideas and key issues behind its 

inception. Chapter Six will provide full implementation detail and a worked 

example.

The aim of this effort has been to build on the work of ISIS, SNAP and QBD 

in providing the final end user with a dynamic environment in which can be 

incorporated both personal and organisational information as a basis for task 

and query formulation of the information resource. Following QBD but unlike 

ISIS or SNAP, this work is based on the Entity Relationship semantic model 

coupled with the direct manipulation style of user interface environment. The 

prototype design offers principles general to all data modelling paradigms. 

QBC as presented is however demonstrated exclusively with the network data 

model providing uniformity with the NHS DIS database structure presented 

in chapter three.

5.4.1 Key Principles Behind QBC

Several areas of weakness in the related work parallel the key issues arising 

from Chapter Three and the field study.
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Firstly the requirement for the user to specify the query within the complete 

semantic network each time, for example limited methods of abstraction were 

provided within the semantic structure, exposing the user to the complete 

structural/dynamic complexity each time (ISIS and SKI). From the field study, 

for each query formulation of DIS, the user was exposed to the complete 

structure of the database, even if parts were never used nor related to that 

District, for example for inclusion of Regional abstract data sets.

Secondly the lack of emphasis towards tailoring this semantic view towards 

a personal or organisational interpretation of which individual task 

interpretations are key components (SNAP). Similarly from the field study the 

data model provided was a fixed, past interpretation of the information 

resource, produced by a systems analyst (that is non end user).

Thirdly, different users have different perceptions of the information content 

of the data resource. Providing an environment based on a single semantic 

model does not address this issue. Different users as well as the tasks they 

perform, require different semantic models accessible through the same 

interface environment, for example a notion of information context is 

required202.

Lastly SNAP, QBD and SIG203 provide an emphasis towards one off query 

formulation rather than providing an environment in which this semantic 

model develops in parallel with user interpretation. QueryMaster provided
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a single, rigid user interface environment with no facility for successive query 

refinement.

This work has aimed to address these issues in a practical manner, particularly 

those issues identified from the practical work. An environment specifically 

aimed at providing not only user and organisation based interpretation, but 

also localised task based interpretation of the semantic database structure is 

provided. In this manner, a dynamic semantic structure, maintained onscreen, 

which will parallel user changes in interpretation of the structure of 

information held is aimed for.

QBC provides a dynamic interpretation of the information structure within the 

database in which personal, organisational and task based information are 

aggregated. ISIS is in theory the closest to this work, providing additional 

class structure for each query generated that is then linked into the semantic 

structure. SNAP and QBD both provide a query specification engine, but 

provide no ongoing development of semantic interpretatioh of the information 

within the application. The work here is aimed at building an environment 

which will parallel user development of knowledge about the system, 

something which no previous approach has explicitly attempted.

I

The basis of this argument is that each user approaches a computer system 

with an expectation coupled to an internal mental model. This model has then 

to be explicitly defined and converted into the conceptual model provided by
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the system for each user query (the gulf of evaluation discussed in Chapter 

Four). The user mental model will also change with each approach to the 

information system, being based on a personal interpretation within a personal 

environment. External situational variables will also change with each request. 

These can never be predicted or quantified in any meaningful way before the 

user interaction, especially either because the accumulated knowledge of the 

previous request has now been added into the user's own knowledge library, 

the circumstances may have changed or because the user now has a detailed 

interpretation of another area of the structure.

Such a mental model can be split into two distinct areas:

• A base interpretation of what the information system as a complete entity 

can provide the user, for example "patient information". This view is based 

on a mixture of personal interpretation, rumour, user background and past 

interaction history with the information system. Such an interpretation 

provides the general backdrop into which more detailed local level views can 

be placed in context.

• A local, detailed level of interpretation of the task, based on particular 

detailed user knowledge of the particular task to be handled. Such a task may
I

involve different "areas of interest" within the database that can be grouped 

into user areas of "concern". Such a user model may vary from a detailed 

appreciation for what is required, to a vague notion of an area of interest that 

the user wishes to specify.
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The first task of any interaction with a computer based information system is 

to integrate these two areas of knowledge into a mental model of the current 

state of what the system has to offer for the current task. This mental model 

has then to be interpreted by the user into the conceptual model as specified 

by the systems programmer. This interpretation has then to be expressed in 

a computer programming language ready for submission to the database 

internal model.

Figure 24 Typical User Interaction With A Database Information System

To reduce the mental load of these conversion processes, this work is to 

provide a user interpretation environment in which what is required for the 

current task is specified explicitly in terms of an interpretation of the 

information system at the current time. This personal interpretation is to be 

built up over a period of time from a base world interpretation, provided on 

first contact with the system. This base may be provided on the basis of job 

function, access permissions or a standard interpretation, but acts only as a
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starting point. As the user interacts with the information system, for example 

by specifying information requests, the user grows in awareness of the 

information system itself, but also the information contained within it. The 

current request is specified in terms of the user's current interpretation and 

understanding of the information within the system at that moment. This 

interpretation knowledge is often buried and lost to an internal library of 

macros and possible documentation, but forms a vital part of the conversion 

process outlined above. Such knowledge should be capitalised into the system 

to aid future interpretation.

With the addition of each subsequent task, the interpretative status of the user 

will change in two ways. Firstly knowledge about the system itself will 

increase, for example detailed information will be gained about a particular 

section of the available structure, increasing the familiarity about the structure 

of the information itself. Secondly an increased awareness of the knowledge 

held within the system itself will have been achieved. The user will have a 

better understanding of what is available in that topic area and what can be 

asked for again. It is considered in his work that the task of the interface is 

to represent and incorporate this knowledge into the overall user 

interpretation.

The aim is to make the structure that is to represent the semantic content of 

the database application sufficiently abstract to facilitate this, that is by using 

the generalised conceptual model captured from the systems designer as the
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base start up view. By so doing, the user can now manipulate this 

representation in terms of the processes described above, both initially at an 

abstract level and subsequently at a more detailed level for query specification. 

The prototype will therefore need to meet the following requirements:

• The capture and manipulation of the database semantic (generalised and 

specific conceptual) models from the systems designer with DDL code 

generated as a byproduct.

• The presentation of a generalised conceptual model to any end user as a 

base start up view upon which localised personal interpretation is built.

• The provision of an environment structure encouraging the saving, 

reuse/capitalisation of user tasks and interpretations of specific structure areas 

in a graphical context.

• The provision of graphical based tools for the end user to tailor the semantic 

structure towards user, organisational and a task oriented interpretation.

To achieve these intentions, the application should be considered in two 

closely linked halves: the systems designers perspective in which the semantic 

and DDL code are specified, and the query development and interpretation 

environment for the end user.
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5.4.2 Systems Designer Structure

The emphasis in this environment will be to provide three closely coupled 

views in which the system modeller is to express the database structure in 

graphical terms. The three views are:

• Generalised view access in which a high level of abstraction is 

provided based on what clusters or groups of entities and relationships 

mean within the application setting. Clusters or 'areas of interest' 

provide a mechanism for grouping together those entities which 

'naturally occur together within the application domain. An 

environment is provided in which the modeller can develop the 

generalised conceptual model.

• Specific view access in which entities and relationships are directly 

expressed in a graphical format. This view provides the graphical 

representation of the specific conceptual model with implicit mapping 

to the generalised view.

• Direct access via a code browser in which raw DDL code is provided 

as a byproduct of the graphical specifications made in other views.

Splitting the views in this manner will provide the maximum flexibility to the 

data modeller, providing either a top down or bottom up modelling approach. 

For example the top down approach would allow working from the 

generalised view dealing in abstractions to the detailed DBMS view, whereas 

the bottom up approach would allow working from the DBMS specific view 

to the complete abstraction summary. Output to the code view would be
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generated automatically, based on the graphical actions of the database 

designer within the other two views, not within the generalised view. The aim 

of the generalised view is to provide a modelling tool to the data modeller that 

will then be directly relayed onto the final end user as an interpretative base 

point in query formulation. Comments, descriptions and notes will be 

provided at any level, provided in the code view for internal system design, 

at either the generalised or DBMS specific views for the end user design.

The generalised view allows the modeller to specify in abstract terms the 

interrelationships between clusters/areas of interest of entities, attributes and 

links in a semantic fashion, without explicit regard to the constraints of a 

mapping data description language. The whole screen is available to the 

modeller as a workbench to describe the application to be modelled. The 

modeller will be provided with graphical tools for specifying screen objects as 

required, entities, attributes and relations, and for manipulating their 

presentation, for example moving, hiding and shaping. Once achieved it is the 

modellers task to map this into the DBMS specific view, and subsequently into 

the DDL code view. The main advantage in taking this approach is that, the 

complete generalised view will form the basis of the final end user 

interpretation of the database. The final end user would then specify a request 

in terms of the interpretation of this generalised view and the modeller 

mapping will be generated automatically by the application.
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The DBMS specific view provides DBMS representation of the conceptual 

information portrayed in the generalised view. This view forms the actual 

mapping to the DDL for the code view. Here the data modeller has to develop 

entities, attributes and intermediary links. The aim with this view is for the 

data modeller to develop a DBMS specific model in a graphical format that 

will then form the second stage bf the end user interface. The modeller will 

be provided with graphical tools for specifying screen objects - entities, 

attributes and linkages and for manipulating their presentation, for example 

moving, hiding and shaping. The consequences of these actions will be 

produced in skeleton DDL in the code view.

The code view is provided as a browser over the skeleton code derived from 

the modeller's actions in the DBMS specific view. The syntax of the DDL 

grammar can be disaggregated down into elements and properties. Providing 

a browsing function is superior over a simple form fill approach in that most 

elements are repeated groups with many properties, flags and switches. 

Browsing through a standard structure enables fast and effective location and 

manipulation of the code being generated. Such a view is required to 

reinforce to the modeller that satisfactory code is being generated, allowing in 

addition fine tuning, especially where the graphical operations can only 

provide part of the detail required of the DDL. The graphical operations could 

be expanded to perform all/most of the DDL specification but it is very likely 

that this would overload the functionality of the graphical medium. 

Additionally, computer based personnel may prefer to specify some parts in
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direct code rather than the perceived slower WIMPS environment. This 

approach combines both, the modeller can follow any personal methodology 

required or style of interaction to complete the mapping process.

The overall design approach is therefore tailorable directly to the personal 

preferences of the modeller, whilst as a byproduct more semantic information 

is relayed onto the end user as an interpretative aid to query specification. 

Other possible approaches of straight browsing or simple form filling do not 

provide the capture of the generalised view for the end user interpretation, an 

essential key to the improved interpretative ability of that interface design.

5.4.3 End User Structure

The emphasis here has been to build the prototype structure around the form 

of mental user interaction identified previously. Two closely linked levels of 

interaction are provided. A base start up view provides general interpretation 

of the structure of the data held within the application and a 'concern7 view 

provides the incremental information related specifically to a task or refined 

group of interest areas.

The base view is the generalised conceptual view captured from the systems 

designer. This will act only as a startup/initial contact interpretation for the 

user with the system on the basis that this conceptual model provides 

historical interpretation provided by the systems modeller (who may know 

little about the information content or the tasks to which the information is to
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be put of the database structure being modelled). Such a view if taken in 

isolation will be historic in nature, providing a third party to the database 

querying process. The aim here is to provide this as a base upon which the 

user builds, rather like the progression from the formal to informal 

organisation chart. The formal chart provides the basis for interpretation of 

an organisation structure, rather than by starting with trial and error to 

establish a personal interpretation of the organisation structure.

The user is provided with this conceptual model and the graphical tools with 

which to tailor this towards an overall personal interpretation of the structure 

of the information resource, for example move, hiding and shaping. The view 

is abstract in nature, providing the opportunity for user interaction in a vague 

manner, selecting areas of interest in broad terms that the query may cover.

Many task based systems require the user to be able to specify the complete 

query in one session, an approach close to the GOMS model119. It is however 

unlikely for the user to have all the required information to hand to provide 

a complete specification, graphical or not. A more likely process as identified 

in Chapter Three, is for the user to aggregate information about a particular 

problem together reaching a point at which enough detail is available to 

submit the query.

This work provides the notion of a concern204, a separate confined problem 

domain, specified from within the base structure itself. This is initially
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specified in terms of the areas of interest that relate to the query plus other 

additional information as available to the user. A concern may exist 

beforehand and/or after a query is generated. Its purpose is not exclusively 

query generation. It may act as a holder or restatement of several areas of 

interest, providing a mechanism for aggregating together areas of interest into 

a new area of interest. Following ISIS, a new subject in the menu structure is 

created. However if used for query specification, a concern provides the 

mechanism to specify a query within the context of the overall semantic 

interpretation of the application.

On opening up a concern, the selected areas of interest are translated into the 

corresponding areas within the specific conceptual model, aggregated together 

and loaded into the newly opened view. New links are added by QBC as 

required to maintain the semantic correctness of the data model. This 

provides a subschema of the areas of interest the query is to cover. The user 

is provided with graphical tools to tailor this subschema towards a personal 

interpretation of either the task at hand or into any alternative graphical 

interpretation. This subschema represents a localised interpretation against 

which a query may be specified or simple refinements of part of the base 

structure, tailoring the base view for future use and possible query. In this 

manner the additional knowledge derived in generating a query is added 

back/capitalised in context into the base structure rather than being lost to an 

obscure macro library.
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5.5 Graphical Properties of the Work:

There are four main properties of this work warranting further discussion: the 

general and semantic level graphical display principles used, the use of 

concerns, the maintenance of a path/navigation for query processing and 

screen object basics. Each will be considered here in turn.

5.5.1 General and Semantic Detail

At a general level, a basic overall view structuring policy has been adhered to. 

There are several examples of this: a common way of managing overlapping 

windows is followed, of placement and construction of menu options, the 

initial choice between menus and buttons and the confinement of menu 

options to common functionality across views. Work from psychology and 

HCI has identified the use of modes to be confusing, incurring additional 

mental load upon the user. Postfix processing in a direct manipulation 

environment has been successfully used to avoid this, for example screen 

objects are firstly identified, with the operation to be performed requested 

postfix. In addition, to maximise the benefits of the direct manipulation 

interface style, off screen structures that would be out of reach of the user 

have been minimised.

At a more specific level, the basis of the work has been user interaction and 

expression of semantic structure within a graphical context. From a theoretical 

position the Entity Relationship paradigm provides a simple and yet powerful
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formalism that can be mapped into any logical data model. At the same time 

it remains conceptually simple enough to be expressed graphically, enabling 

end user development of semantic interpretation.

Work has been done to extend this paradigm to include a wider semantic base, 

including type and existence characteristics205,206 and most recently further 

integrity constraints207. The work discussed here has not attempted to 

include such extensions, as from the user's perspective it is often unnecessary 

and confusing, both directly for the end user and indirectly for the display. 

It may be of benefit to the systems modeller, providing a richer modelling 

environment, but for the end user it has been omitted. A further example is 

provided in the representation of link relationships for the end user. These are 

provided on the basis that further descriptive characteristics (for example 

existence and degree) would clutter and confuse the display, causing confusion 

with more symbols to comprehend and successfully manipulate. A binary 

representation has been adhered to, concentrating on the simple existence or 

non existence of a relationship208.

5.5.2 Graphical User Concerns

For the end user to specify a query, the main form of interaction is through the 

development of a concern. Part of the menu functionality required is to be 

able to combine past concerns, possibly with additional areas of interest. This 

combination is performed on a graphical basis, aggregating the corresponding 

specific model areas associated with each abstract object selected.
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In performing this process, a particularly graphical approach has been taken. 

Each abstract area of interest holds a collection of base list objects from the 

specific conceptual view that are to be mapped into the new concern. 

Considerable work from the graphics field has been undertaken in this area 

of graph construction, for example algorithms to minimise screen clashing and 

line crossing. Rather than reimplement parts of this work, the approach taken 

here has been to capitalise on the screen placement information already 

captured within the application from the systems designer. The base list 

associated with each area of interest is regarded as a tile with any links exiting 

the tile considered adjustable. Objects that appear in more than one tile weld 

the parent tiles together into a single moveable tile.

The tiles are then placed on the view and 'bubbled' towards the origin. This 

provides a simple but effective approach to view construction maintaining as 

far as possible the spatial arrangement of the semantic structure as specified 

by the systems designer. Once the user is satisfied with the pictorial 

representation of the concern, this localised interpretation can then be 

integrated with the overall user interpretation of the information resource by 

collapsing the concern to a single screen object and inclusion in the base view 

as any other screen entity.

The key problem with this approach is the decision of which links to display 

to provide a complete semantic picture of the chosen concerns and areas of 

interest. In theory there is a link from every node to every other node.
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Providing all such links individually would swamp the graphical display and 

the user, minimising the value of presentation. Two key ways of filtering 

these links are used. Firstly only those links from border nodes are considered 

adjustable. Border nodes are those nodes that have an attached link passing 

to a node outside the current tile. Secondly the links themselves are expressed 

for the graphical representation in terms of the generalised conceptual model, 

that is the areas of interest through which they pass. This reduces the number 

of links required, aggregating those links that pass though the same conceptual 

path into a single link.

5.5.3 Pathing/Navigation

In providing an environment in which the user manipulates screen objects 

directly within the Entity Relationship paradigm, there is scope for the capture 

of selection detail specification into the individual screen objects themselves. 

Processing the overall query may then be performed on an incremental basis, 

as the user interacts with screen objects (for example as in ISIS and SNAP). 

Integrity checking can be performed at the local level as each selection 

specification is implemented, providing scope for an immediate local 

contextual error response. A complete integrity check will be required postfix 

once the user is satisfied with the pictorial representation of the query.

A key difficulty with using the semantic data structure as perceived by the 

loser for query formulation, is the necessary maintenance of a satisfactory path 

for the query to follow through the logical data structure. Different paths
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through the logical structure may generate different information through 

incremental database operations. To approach this problem, a simple user rule 

has been imposed: keep all screen objects linked on screen that are to form 

part of the query. In doing so, this will preserve some semantic value in the 

structure (for example they should be linked because they form part of the 

same concern query at least) and provide an indication to the application of 

the path to be followed. This problem arises in particular during generation 

of a concern by the application and when this concern is processed into a 

query. To build a concern each selected area of interest is linked with 

reference to existing links in the specific data model. These links are 

aggregated where possible and to maintain semantic presentation, are depicted 

in terms of the conceptual model. Each macrolink therefore holds a mapping 

to the specific data model, information which is required when the concern is 

processed into a query.

One of the primary aims of the work has been to provide a graphical approach 

to query specification, insulating the user from interaction with the logical 

structure of the database. However with any graphical structure, it is very 

likely to have multiple paths connecting nodes, introducing the possibility of 

variant information retrieval. For this problem, unless some form of artificial 

intelligence (AI) is introduced into the processing, some form of user 

intervention is required to identify the semantically correct path in terms of the 

real world request. This may be performed textually but following the general 

philosophy of this work, the graphical approach has been implemented. If a
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choice is required, the user is requested to identify screen objects via which the 

query should be routed rather than the complete path, removing the need for 

each possible path to be redrawn. Presenting each possible path separately 

would incur confusion and a mental load, drawing the possibilities out of 

context of the general structure.

5.5.4 Screen Object Principles

All items that are presented to the user are to be screen objects. These are 

objects that occur 'naturall/ within the application domain. They will 

therefore include complete concerns (whether collapsed or expanded), entities, 

attributes and relationships (from the Entity Relationship model) as well as 

any screen buttons or menus. A group of fundamental operations is to be 

provided for every screen object, to be individually interpreted by the screen 

object itself (polymorphism). These operations provide that every screen object

is to be:

Selectable Operations are to be performed post fix on screen objects 
already selected

Movable Around the screen to provide spatial association and user 
presentation control

Removable From the screen completely

Replaceable Recovering from a buffer any removed screen object

Aggregatable Aggregate several screen objects into a single 
representation

Changeable Title or screen appearance
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Expandable Interrogated to establish contents (attributes or concerns)
or selection conditions applied or internal objects of an 
aggregated object.

Linkable Any object can be linked to any other object within the
screen structure

Explainable Each object carries an explanation of its purpose initially
entered by the systems developer. This is then available 
to the user to be tailored towards personal or task based 
interpretation. Figure 4 provides an example explain view.

"igure 26 Explain View Example

In addition to the basic screen objects principally provided by the ER model, 

two forms of user defined object are provided. In future work this may be 

expanded to include complete data sets209 as well as other forms of data, for 

example orienteering towards Hypermedia graphical and sound objects210. 

The two additional objects are text and link objects. A text object provides a
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screen object into which descriptions or notes may be directly stored and 

placed onto any semantic view, linked directly to an existing screen object. A 

link object provides the ability to infer tailored relationships between any 

screen object which may or may not immediately exist within the logical 

database structure. This is a powerful mechanism for the tailoring of semantic 

structure towards a personal organisational or task based interpretation.

5.6 Summary

This chapter has aimed to justify the use of the abstract conceptual model as 

a basis for user interaction and database query development. The 

development of user aids to database query is traced thought three parallel 

stages to that of the database technology. The third/current stage focuses 

upon the semantic data model as a basis for user interaction. Previous work 

in this area is discussed, from which several areas of weakness are identified, 

particularly the lack of dynamic semantic model change towards personal, 

organisational and task based characteristics and the minimal 

abstraction/aggregation mechanisms employed exposing the user to the 

complete complexity of the semantic structure for each query interaction. A 

prototype, QBC was introduced and discussed in the light of this previous 

work concentrating in particular on the use of concerns and areas of interests 

to describe the semantic structure. The next chapter, chapter Six will discuss 

this prototype and its implementation in more depth.
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6.0 Introduction

This chapter will present the detailed design of the developed prototype 

system. The basic programming paradigm is established together with the 

choice of programming environment. A detailed analysis of what has been 

achieved is presented together with a summary of progress towards the issue 

of accessibility and the prototype requirements set out in Chapter Five.

6.1 Choice of Programming Paradigm

Over the past four or five decades command grammars for instructing 

computers have evolved through many dialects, often paralleling 

developments in hardware advances, for example processing power. 

Progressing from assembly language, PL1, BASIC and others through to high 

level languages such as Pascal or C, each has had to conform to the same 

organisational paradigm, providing an emphasis on the flow of control 

through the application. As an example, the programming languages 

provided for the first generation of computer hardware were essentially 

machine code based, with primitive control structures amounting to branching 

or the GOTO syntax. As computer languages have become more powerful, a 

greater degree of procedural abstraction has been provided, developing more 

complex control structures such as IF THEN ELSE or REPEAT UNTIL.

With higher levels of software aggregation, the number of tasks to be 

programmed and numbers of staff involved increased dramatically, requiring
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for the sake of practicality a structured logical approach to systems design and 

coding. The most common approach employed is known as 'structured 

programming', the 'top down approach' or as 'functional decomposition'.

The functional decomposition paradigm provides a well ordered route to 

handling the complexity of a software project. The aim is to decompose the 

structure of an application into smaller and subsequently more manageable 

robust units. Each unit is allocated a single discrete task, calling other units 

as appropriate. The root to the resulting tree structure provides the pathing 

mechanism or 'main program' for the application. The structure of the 

application is built around the single main calling procedure that ultimately 

concentrates on the function of the application. The data structure is of 

secondary importance remaining purely passive, being either lumped together 

as global to the application or passed around the control structure as required.

In this manner it is assumed that the application can be adequately described 

by the main central calling procedure. Such a rigid approach does not lend 

towards either the reusability of code or the evolutionary design of software. 

It is more likely that the types of data available to the application structure 

remain static whilst the demands placed on the application of the data will 

increase, perhaps even during the code development cycle. It has even been 

suggested that it provides a short term tradeoff in developing software 

speedily against the long term expense of rigidity and lack of reusability.211
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Such an approach is often seen as 'natural', but on closer inspection may be 

viewed as artificial, awkward and conceptually difficult to follow212. The key 

reason for this is that the application is built around the logic and architecture 

of the computer, rather than around the logic and architecture of the real life 

problem.

An alternative to this top down approach evolved during the 1970's, stemming 

from simulation theory. The roots of what is now termed object oriented 

programming can be traced to the Xerox PARC research labs and Smalltalk- 

72213. Through the combination of Simula-67, turtle graphics and what is 

now termed the 'Direct Manipulation' style of user interface (as was 

previously discussed in Chapter Four), the first object oriented software 

environment was created214,215. Since then many variant environments have 

grown up, for example Objective-C216, Eiffel211, Actor and many revisions of 

the Smalltalk environment itself, now reaching Smalltalk-80 Release 4217.

6.1.1 The Object Oriented Paradigm

The emphasis behind this approach is data abstraction, rather than the 

procedural abstraction provided by the top down methodology. No linear 

streams of code are provided for execution, instead the 'main program' 

concept is replaced by the paradigm of objects communicating via message 

passing. In this bottom up approach, rather than concentrating on the 

functionality an object is supposed to ensure for the application, the object 

itself is the focus of the developer's attention.
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6.1.1.1 Objects, Classes and Messages:

Each object is a self contained complete package of information with a 

description of its manipulation. An object is composed of two parts: a public 

and a private part. The public part is the objects interface to the outside world 

or to other objects in the application. The private part is composed of a 

combination of data and methods that are executable in response to messages 

received from the public part. Access to the private part can only be by this 

mechanism, with objects able to send out further messages to both itself and 

other objects in the system as a means to instigate the required action. For an 

object to do anything within the system, an explicit message must be 

broadcast, to which the receiving object must have a correlating method. The 

underlying basis is the IF-THEN structure, IF this message matches an 

expected message type, THEN execute the associated routine, otherwise do 

nothing. The syntax is therefore defined by the receiving object, not the 

sender.

All objects are arranged into classes. The concept of a class provides definition 

and grouping, acting as a static template description for storage of common 

data and method definitions for a group of objects. Every object is therefore 

an instance of a class. However it is possible to define classes that leave the 

implementation of certain methods undefined, these are termed abstract 

classes. Such a class can then provide a necessarily vague framework in which 

subclasses can refine the implementation to suit localised implementation. 

Such mechanisms provide for two important attributes of the object oriented
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paradigm: reusability and inheritance.

6.1.1.2 Reusability and Inheritance:

Classes are arranged in a tree structure 

with the root class providing functionality 

for all objects within the structure. Any 

object inherits the attributes/messages of 

its owner class but also of the parent 

classes within the class hierarchy. Similarly 

children objects of the current object inherit 

the parent object and class attributes.

Functionality is provided by the local object 

being able to add to or override methods 

provided by default in the parent class, a technique referred to as subclassing. 

Any message received by an object is first checked against the current class for 

a match. If this is unsuccessful the messages inherited from the parent class 

are examined for a corresponding match, recursively to the top of the class 

hierarchy. If no match is found, the message is not understood by the system 

and a corresponding error produced. So in Figure Twenty Seven instance of 

MyController will respond to any of the methods available in 

StdSystemController, MouseMenuController, Controller or Object but still have the 

facility to subclass a method, for example the handling of menu options 

subclassed from the default implementation in MouseMenuController.

Object

Controller

MouseMenuController

StdSystemController

MyController

Figure 27 I n h e r i t a n c e  
Hierarchy for Class 
MyController
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In developing an application, the aim is to look at the data first, not what is 

done to the data211. Objects and the corresponding messages that pass between 

them are identified to provide the functionality of the application. In 

programming terms, the aim therefore is to define classes and objects placed 

as high up the tree as possible. For example: A class Person may be defined 

in Figure Twenty Eight.

From the Person class these objects would understand the message "whoAml" 

or "numOfQualifications". However to gain any functionality for the 

application, different instances have to react in individual ways. For example 

the application when responding to the numOfQualifications should be able 

to react in a different way if asking a Porter or an instance of Doctor. This can 

be implemented at the local class level, overriding the inherited message from 

the class Person. Within the class Porter, the corresponding method for 

numOfQualifications may be to respond with the number of years in the job. 

For the other objects, no new messages are required as they are inherited from 

the class Person by default.
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6.1.1.3 Factoring and Polymorphism:

The object oriented paradigm provides a high level of code factoring via the 

inheritance mechanism. Factoring is the ability to provide code in a single 

location whilst maintaining reusability down through all subclasses and object 

instances. To maximise factoring, the programmer's aim is to place objects 

and methods as high in the class structure as possible, so that such classes and 

objects then become available to all sub classes and object instances via the 

inheritance mechanism.

In the functional decomposition paradigm, factoring is a byproduct of the 

decomposition technique. The notion is that by decomposing the 

implementation into smaller units, these units can be reused throughout the 

application. A limiting factor to the success of factorisation is the rigidity of 

the intermodule parameter passing mechanism, for example parameters have 

to be type formatted.

Polymorphism is used to denote where the same message can be broadcast to 

different objects in an application with each object responding in an individual 

manner, based on the local and inherited class structure. For the functional 

approach to programming, this rigidity in parameter passing restricts 

polymorphism to a very limited level, whereas in the object oriented 

paradigm, the interpretation of a message depends on the receiving object. For 

example, the message PRINT may be in the vocabulary of many objects: icons, 

windows and graphical objects may all respond to the message but in a range
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of different manners. When coupled with inheritance and factoring 

mechanisms, polymorphism can be described as high in the object oriented 

paradigm.

The key difference between these two paradigms is the focus of attention on 

what the data is, rather than on what should happen to it. The functional 

decomposition paradigm provides a high degree of functional abstraction with 

correspondingly little data abstraction. The object oriented paradigm provides 

data abstraction through object encapsulation and class structuring, and 

functional abstraction through message passing. Object orientation provides 

powerful facilities for code inheritance, encapsulation, message passing and 

polymorphism. Application development is focused around an incrementalist 

approach, building on class libraries of proven functionality rather than 

reinventing the wheel for each application, for example input/output or screen 

management routines. Application development in such an environment is 

therefore more closely linked to the real world problem, providing a flexible 

development method. For these reasons in particular, it has formed the 

software development platform for this project.

6.1.2 Object Orientation in a Graphical 
Environment

Data abstraction is a key provision in the object oriented paradigm. This is 

provided on the basis of data encapsulation and data hiding. For example a 

car driver need not know about the existence of the car engine, the only
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information/protocol that is required is "when pedal A is pressed the car 

travels forward in relation to the pressure applied". Thus all the information 

relating to the car engine is encapsulated within the engine object with the 

complexity and detail masked behind a strict interface protocol. This approach 

is adequate providing the user never needs to access directly a particular part 

of the engine, for example the gear box. This problem is highlighted if we 

provide a different user profile, for example a car mechanic. Here the car 

object could be described as a 'part-hierarchy', comprising sub objects, such as 

fuel, transmission and ignition system objects.

Direct manipulation is based on the provision that the structure of the 

application remains visible and directly accessible, whereas the object oriented 

paradigm requires an object to hide away its internal structure, presenting only 

a protocol to the outside application. There appears therefore, to be a conflict 

between the direct accessibility, for example with the direct manipulation style 

of interface design and the object orientation paradigm of data encapsulation 

and hiding218. Direct manipulation manipulates, in principle, the application 

structure providing direct access to any part, for example as a car mechanic 

or car driver. Each level of object within the part hierarchy must be accessible 

to maintain direct accessibility for different user profiles. If this is not so, any 

interface developed will be unable to exploit the direct manipulation 

environment to its full capability. Absolute information hiding within the part 

hierarchy structure is therefore incompatible with the direct manipulation style 

of interface design.
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In this work a principle of data hiding is suggested based on various levels of 

data aggregation. Information hiding would then become contingent upon the 

user and task to be performed, for example maintenance on the ignition 

system of the engine by the mechanic or by the car driver. What information 

remains hidden and what is exposed via the functionality of the interface 

design would then be decided by the user, based on the task to be performed.

6.2 Choice Of Programming Environment

An initial project was developed on a PC IBM compatible to investigate the 

characteristics required for the final prototype environment. The development 

platform was Prospero Pascal219 coupled to GEM (Graphics Environment 

Manager)220 providing a standard library user interface toolkit (a Resource 

Construction Set)221, for example slider and menu bars within a mouse 

driven environment. The project identified several limitations, not only of the 

hardware, for example speed, screen presentation and resolution, but 

particularly the underlying software development paradigm (and hence

application structure). The development vehicle (Prospero Pascal) was a
/

procedural language, providing a high level of procedural abstraction. 

Consequently this offered only limited scope for the development of user 

interaction design, with the environment heavily built around a single 

menubar main calling program.

GEM provided a pseudo direct manipulation environment, manipulating a 

screen rendering of the record structures hidden within the application. The
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screen images manipulated were created in addition to the internal data 

structures, adding to the complexity and size of the code design. The routines 

provided were of a low level (by comparison to object oriented approaches), 

for example screen management was explicitly required of the systems 

designer. Only very simple mechanisms of code reuse were provided, 

principally include files from the graphics library, resulting in very large 

volumes of code for even trivial applications. Such an environment deflected 

activity away from the focus of the project: user interface design to a complex 

information structure.

With the experience derived from this project a list of initial requirements of 

any development environment were drawn up. These included the following:

• Code reuse and incremental addition to a base of code already 

available to the application developer, particularly to avoid 

redeveloping the wheel each time, for example screen management 

tools

• High level routines coupled to the data on which they operate.

• Direct manipulation environment with full screen accessibility and 

pop up menu functionality
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• Combined internal and graphical representation of data structures 

developed, minimising rendering problems

• Integrated development environment providing modular stepwise 

code development, that is not developed within an editor and then 

separately compiled and linked before execution

• Hardware consistent with a development of a large project and full 

screen direct manipulation, for example screen size and resolution

Two alternate development environments were available at the time, a 

combination of C source code programming coupled with the X Window
I

Interface Development Library or application development in Smalltalk-80222, 

a fully object oriented graphically driven environment.

Developing within the C environment provided the tried and tested path, with 

support, documentation and many source libraries available within the 

University. Resting upon a procedural language, the application would 

necessarily be structured within the functional decomposition paradigm, 

limiting the application design to a main calling program. The X toolkit223 

provides such a standardised interface protocol, based on a server/client 

model relationship. Several layers of code abstraction are provided from low 

level libraries of specific function operations to a high level 'widgef library of 

aggregated routines. Taking this approach, X does not provide any particular
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user interface style. Instead X supports many interface styles rather than a 

single interface look and feel224, for example as compared to the GEM, Mac 

and Sun graphical libraries. A flexible set of 'primitive' level window 

operations provide device independence and functional reuse up through the 

layers of functional abstraction225.

Smalltalk-80 provided an alternative approach to not only the development 

environment but also the underlying programming paradigm for the 

application itself. Smalltalk is a remarkably influential system that uses the 

object oriented paradigm most uniformly and completely226. Everything is 

an object, from an integer to a class description, with the concept of a main 

program replaced by objects and message passing.

Smalltalk provides more than just a language but a complete integrated 

development environment, providing an object oriented kernel, complete 

programming paradigm, and an object oriented user interface management 

system227. A complete library of high level tools and data structures is 

available for the systems developer to generate applications in a graphical 

integrated environment. A complete application toolkit is provided228, for 

example an extensive series of graphical structures are already in place:
i

overlapping windows, memory management and menu screen management. 

The philosophy of the application developer is to evolve additional 

incremental data structures harnessing what has been provided before, 

"standing on each others shoulders rather than each others toes". Many
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hundreds of classes and objects exist so that the task of the application 

programmer is to evolve additional data structures harnessing what has been 

provided before. Default interface handling mechanisms are provided which 

when coupled with the Model View Controller (MVC) paradigm provides for 

a powerful manipulative graphical interface environment.

The key problem with the Smalltalk approach is a direct result of its very 

appeal. Inheriting functionality necessarily requires a knowledge of location 

and structure of what is being inherited. The base Smalltalk-80 image 

provides approximately 68,000 objects that are all at the disposal of the 

application developer. A key problem in developing applications within such 

an environment where inheritance and subclassing form the central role to 

application development, is the very size of the image itself. This presents the 

application developer with a significant learning curve, besides mastering the 

underlying object oriented paradigm.

In summary, the top down paradigm is based on the functional decomposition 

of the application with the control vested in a 'main program'. The available 

development environments, particularly the C language coupled with the X 

Windows routine library provide a high degree of functional/procedural 

abstraction for the development of interface applications. Such environments 

are strongly vested in the structured programming paradigm, with each 

application requiring a 'main program', a memory manager, polling loops and 

a screen manager. Development work in such an environment requires the
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reinvention of these aspects for each application and artificial tailoring of the 

real world problem to the computer oriented architecture.

The object oriented paradigm follows a bottom up philosophy, based on what 

the data is rather than what happens to the data. The primary development 

environment is Smalltalk-80 which captures the object oriented paradigm most 

completely. Such a model follows the more 'natural' role of messages and 

objects in user real world actions. Smalltalk-80 provides powerful facilities for 

object inheritance, memory management, message control and polymorphism 

so that development work in such an environment is focused around an 

incrementalist approach, building on an extensive library of proven 

functionality. Application development in such an environment is therefore 

more closely linked to the real world problem, flexible in construction and 

based completely in an object driven environment. This project has therefore 

been developed entirely within the Smalltalk-80 environment, with the 

examples that follow taken from this environment.

More recently Interviews plus C++ have become available, coupling graphical 

functionality and window management to an extended C kernel229. The 

main base of C++ remains procedural in nature, for example one of the design 

guidelines was to have C code upwardly compatible with C++. Object 

oriented functionality has been made available as an extension, for example 

through function call overloading. This remains unable to provide a 

satisfactory alternative to Smalltalk-80, providing a coerced implementation of
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the object oriented paradigm230 within a fragmented development 

environment (eg: linking, compiling editing etc). Smalltalk-80 remains the 

object oriented language to emulate, providing the cleanest, most complete 

implementation of the object oriented paradigm available231.

6.3 Prototype Structure

Having finalised upon the Smalltalk-80 development environment, 

incorporating the object oriented paradigm for application design and 

development, this section will present the general design philosophy adopted 

and the final structure of the prototype developed.

6.3.1 Overall Design Philosophy

Smalltalk provides a unique integrated software development environment 

Many development tools are provided within the graphical object oriented 

environment, for example browsers and inspectors, with stepwise 

interpretation rather than separate compile and execute approach to command 

discharge232. This project has attempted to exploit this platform, in particular 

the object oriented graphical environment to its fullest extent, incorporating 

particular object oriented data structures where possible, for example nontyped
i

dictionaries.

As with any programming exercise this project evolved iteratively through 

several design stages:
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• Identify the key objects within the application domain, developing an 

internal class representation

• Group these objects into placement location hierarchy within the existing 

class structure

• Identify the required functionality of each object class. Develop the methods 

required to depict this. Determine which of these require 

inheritance/subclassing and alter the class structure accordingly.

• Build dependency mechanisms as dynamic relationships between objects 

within the application.

One key challenge with Smalltalk programming is the required manipulation 

and interpretation of the size and complexity of the available class library. In 

developing any application the principle development method is through 

either the creation and attachment of new object class structures through this 

structure or the addition of methods to existing objects already located within 

the structure. New object classes can be added at any point in the structure, 

inheriting functionality from its parental hierarchy, whereas new methods 

provide new functionality directly to that object class as well as all child 

classes. Regarding software development, the latter approach of adding 

additional methods throughout the structure increases dramatically the 

complexity for the application developer in differentiation of the original 

image code from the additional application. An additional problem with 

application methods scattered throughout the structure is the backup and 

storage of the application during development, as well as on completion for
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the storage and porting to other Smalltalk-80 images.

The approach taken in this work has been to exclusively subclass structural 

development leaving the initial Smalltalk-80 image 'clean'. The newly 

developed classes are grouped into several categories related to the 

application, providing convenient development control and storage. The 

additional class structure provided is shown in Figure Twenty Nine.

Systems Developer

DisplayObjects 

EnvironmentWorld MVC 

Explain MVC 

CodeView MVC 

AbstractView MVC

User World

Concern MVC 

Answer MVC 

ExplodedView MVC 

UserWorld MVC

Figure 29 Application Class Structure

A second aim was to take advantage of the wealth of object oriented structures 

available in the base image. In procedural programming data structures are 

closely typed, providing uniformity and single pass compilation, for example 

an array of integer, file of type record. In an object oriented environment this 

restriction is removed, providing the application programmer with more scope 

to match the data structures to those of the real world. For example a 

collection may contain any multiple of any object, similarly a dictionary may
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reference any form of object. Many proponents of procedural languages 

suggest typed variables for program execution, providing more knowledge 

and hence control over the structure.233 However the key issue here is the 

rigidity involved, for example a collection of objects should not be 

conceptually limited to a particular type, for example the contents of a 

container such as a drawer in a desk do not conform to a single 'type7.

6.3.2 Structure and Dependency Mechanisms

The key to providing the direct manipulation style of interface is the provision 

of a WYSIWYG environment234. This term however implies one side or half 

duplex communication between the user and the application. The target 

approach taken here has been similar to that of Took and WYSIWY...can get 

hold of and fiddle with. This implies not only the visual representation of 

what structure is available, but also the manipulation of its presentation and 

organisation of what it represents. To maximise this potential (thereby 

increasing the sense of user ownership felt by the user over the system) an aim 

in structuring the application has been to minimise off screen structures, 

focusing the structures around screen representation.

Screen presentation is achieved by the use of a displayList object that acts as a 

holder for objects to be displayed on the screen. A displayList provides the 

concept of screen location and updating functionality via the 

model/view/controller (MVC) mechanism.
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Smalltalk provides a particular design strategy for the representation of 

objects, their display and control mechanisms. Such a three way factoring, 

termed the model view controller(MVC) paradigm, provides a strong modular 

approach to the user interface design function235. Three separate classes are 

provided for handling user interaction operations which when coupled with 

basic subclassing provide for screen object manipulation, for example 

pluggable windows.

Pluggability is a key form of object reusability/inheritance that is used in both 

MVC and menu structures236. For example, Figure Thirty shows the 

SelectionlnListViezv structure, providing a complete view selection mechanism 

requiring only a menu string to be displayed and a string of corresponding 

messages to send to a designated model.

Three classes are required within Smalltalk to depict this modularity. A model 

class provides the specific central structure that has to be displayed within the 

view. Any object can serve as a model such that this may be as simple as an 

integer or as complex as a displayList acting as a holder for many other screen 

objects. The view classes handle the representation of the model upon the 

view. The model therefore has to be capable of answering basic requests of
I

any view, for example printOn and storeOn. (default implementation is 

provided in Object for all objects). Views can be complex objects in 

themselves containing any number of subviews within a single superview, for 

example the superview StdSystemView, but primarily each view provides
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SelectionlnListView class ~
Methods for: 'instance creation'

on: anObject 
printltems: flagl 
oneltem: flag2 
aspect: aspectMsg 
change: changeMsg 
list: listMsg 
menu: menuMsg 
initialSelectin: sel

Create a pluggable listView viewing anObject.

• printltems is set to establish form of message to send to anObject, if set to true the 
object is message os defaulted to printStings otherwise it is treated as a text like 
object already, ie: sending the messages #contents and #text.
• aspectMsg is sent to read the value of the current selection
• changeMsg is sent to inform anObject of a new selection
• listMsg is sent to read the current available list to be displayed
• menuMsg is sent to read the yellowButtonMenu associated with this view
• sel is sent to read the selection which is to be initially set as default.

Figure 30 ListlnSelectionView method structure

protocol to establish how the model is to be displayed. It is the responsibility 

of the view to coordinate the MVC triad, holding private data that provides 

the bridge to the model and controller, for example the displaylist view holds 

reference to the model displayList and its controller through instance variables 

held in the superclass, stdListController.

A controller is required for each MVC triad to coordinate the user interaction 

with the model object via its view with a pointing device. The controller 

provides reference to the schedule of controllers (or controlManager) for co

ordination with all the other active controllers for views currently active on the 

screen, for example awaiting a mouse event. From the users perspective, the 

key use of the controller is the provision of mouse/menu interaction
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subclassed from the mouseMenuuController class. For example 

SelectionlnListControiler provides standard pluggable instance variables for 

menu button operation with default inherited menu operations.

Object

View Controller AnswerObj
i i

StdSystemView MouseMenuController
i i

AnswerBaseView StdSystemControlleri
AnswerBaseController

Figure 31 MVC Inheritance Hierarchy

A key component of Smalltalk that facilitates the MVC relationship is that of 

dependency237. Dependency provides a key mechanism of forming dynamic 

associations between objects within a structure that is in addition to explicit 

pointer based relationships, for example it forms a key component of screen 

object representation within the MVC framework. An example within this 

application is between an entity and its connecting link/relationship. A 

method of association was required by which a change in an entity/ for 

example a movement about the screen, would generate a movement in any 

screen connected links. However not all changes in the screen representation
I

of an object would require the screen links to update, for example to change 

a label. A combination of a dependency mechanism coupled with 

polymorphically defined updating of the dependent objects was used to 

provide this functionality.
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Here a link is dependent upon each of its ends so that the changed message 

is passed with a label indicating the type of change that has occurred. Each 

object in the dependency collection of the object, for example including the 

display list itself, receives the update message so that each may independently 

decide an interpretation and action required. The link would then ask the 

sender of the update for its new location, recalculating its end points for a 

redraw operation. If the update message indicates that for example the object 

has been renamed, then the dependent links may choose to ignore the 

message, whereas the displaylist would still be required to update.
•r

6.3.3 Conclusion

Smalltalk maintains a rich coupling between the object oriented paradigm and 

the display device, providing a wealth of structures and methods for 

manipulating the user display device. The approach of this work has been to 

use these tools to their fullest extent, providing additional data structures not 

found in the functional decomposition environment.
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6.4 Overall Data Structure of the Application

The classes provided within the application can be split into two categories: 

the basic core objects that are used throughout the application, for example 

entities, links and attributes that are primarily used to depict knowledge 

structures whether for the systems designer or the user; and object groupings 

that are primarily used to render the basic core objects onto the view, for 

example displayLists, areas of interest and concerns. Each principal object will 

be discussed here identifying inherited behaviour as well as key methods 

provided.

6.4.1 An Entity

This is a basic component for the representation of the semantic structure, 

providing a graphical representation of an entity within Chen's Entity- 

Relationship paradigm182. Spatial rendering of an entity is provided by 

inheritance of display characteristics from the displayLabel class and placement 

into a display List structure. The entity class provides localised behaviour 

through subclassing, particularly concerning the attributes associated with an 

entity, for example the #Hide message to an entity requires local interpretation 

for the removal of the attributes displayed in addition to the entity itself.

However for example when an entity is moved through a view, any 

connecting linkages should be updated, preferably dynamically following the 

entity as it moves. Similarly if the entity is removed from the screen, any
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connecting linkages should be removed also. This is achieved by maintaining 

a dependency relationship between the entity and any linkages that are 

associated with it. When an entity changes in some manner all the connecting 

linkages are informed of the change reacting accordingly, usually by asking the 

entity for more information for example its new screen location.

6.4.2 An Attribute

Each entity provides the basic framework for the aggregation of associated 

attributes into a single conceptual unit. An attribute object provides the 

conceptual representation of an attribute in the Entity-Relationship Model. 

Such a graphical representation can be manipulated as any other screen object 

inheriting abstract behaviour from the DisplayObject class.

Subclassing provides for the addition of a selection condition against this 

attribute, this is held within an instance variable. An attribute is displayed 

connected to its entity by an 'attributeLink'. The associated entity has a direct 

reference to this attribute, for example opening and closing (exposing and 

hiding the attributes of an entity) providing direct updating for example when 

moving. The attributeLink is dependent on both the entity and the attribute 

receiving the update message.
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6.4.3 Linkage

The remaining key component within the Entity-Relationship paradigm is the 

relationship. The link object is provided to depict relationships between any 

screen object. User defined linkages are available in which a macro path or 

series of mappings into the specific view are recorded. During query 

processing, these linkages provide a navigation through the specific view of 

the structure. For example, Figure Thirty Three shows K-Patient as an entity, 

NHS-Number as an attribute and K-Pats-Dets-Log as a linkage. The same 

information is displayed textually in the code browser alongside.

Each link holds a reference to both the attached entities, a link cannot have 

only one end. Regarding the systems designer side and data modelling 

expression, the first entity selected from which the link 'flows' may represent 

the singular form of relationship with the target entity representing the 'many' 

form of relationship. From Chapter Five it is assumed that this information 

is of little benefit to the user, effectively confusing the display. It has therefore 

been omitted from the user side completely. A similar approach has been 

adopted with the specification of the linkage nature (whether Fixed, 

Mandatory or Optional). Arguably this information provides little for the user 

at the expense of potential screen clutter and confusion. It has also been 

omitted.

A link object is composed of three parts, a main body or label that inherits 

from displayLabel and two linkLinkages that are subclassed line objects.
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Figure 33 Entity, Relationship and Attribute Objects Identified

Subclassing provides for a local interpretation of this structure, for example the 

move-update dependency requires the linkage body to move, generating two 

redraw messages for the linkLinkage. These redraw messages are subclassed 

to provide a local implementation of redrawing endpoints. An additional 

presentation problem related to this issue has been the determination of the 

endpoint of a link as its connected entity moves. Assuming the end point of 

an entity is its origin, this would provide for poor presentation with links
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crossing the owner label to reach the origin. The implemented solution allows 

the link to trace around the label border as either the label itself moves or the 

other end of the linkage.

6.4.4 Description 
Object

This object provides the ability for 

textual input onto the semantic 

model tying into any object using a 

link pointer. Any form of textual 

information can be entered, from 

the description of what an object 

represents to memory joggers or 

notes about particular courses of 

action available at that point. In the 

future, other forms of object could

Object
X

Model
X

DisplayListltem
x

Displayltem 
x

DisplayLabel

DisplayObject
I

Entity 

Attribute 

Description

t
Linkage

be incorporated here, not only text Figure 34 Class Hierarchy For Core
Objects

but voice or pictorial objects,

building a wider complete picture of the concern at hand. Subclassing from 

stringHolderView and StringHolderController, this object provides a wrap around 

text block fitted into a user specified area on the map.

The objects described so far are all the basic core objects that are used 

throughout the application. Each is a form of screen object, inheriting
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functionality from the DisplayObject class. The class structure is shown in 

Figure Thirty Four.

6.4.5 Area Of Interest:

An area of interest is a screen object whose main task is to provide a mapping 

between the general and specific conceptual models within the systems side 

of the application. It provides a representation within the generalised view of 

a captured group of entities from the specific view. Such groupings are 

initially defined by the systems designer but in the final end user side of the 

application these are available for refining or as a basis for the creation of 

additional areas of interest which allow a close tie to personal and task based 

interpretation. The principle is that such a grouping should be comprised of 

objects which 'naturally' fall or occur together within the users application 

domain.

The abstract object class provides a visual representation of the area of interest

within the abstract conceptual view. For example Figure Thirty Five indicates
/

the grouping of entities (boxed) that make up the abstract object patient details 

(highlighted).

/

Subclassed from the DisplayObject class this object provides all the basic screen 

movement operations with refined methods for screen movement and copying, 

principally to handle the grouping from the specific model.
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Figure 35 Relationship Between Area of Interest and Specific Conceptual View 
Defined.

The grouping of the specific objects is encapsulated within the abstract object 

as an instance variable. Any specific level object may appear in any number 

of abstract entities, that is: have any number of parent abstract objects. Such 

a provision mirrors the real life situation of objects occurring in different 

interest domains, for which special provision has to be made when opening 

up a concern. (See Chapter Five)
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6.4.6 A Concern

This is the primary end user tool enabling the aggregation together of 

information objects, abstracting away from the base structure into a 

constrained problem domain. In this way a concern provides the aggregation 

of information into a spatial environment enabling the user to concentrate 

upon a small and confined subset of the complete application structure. This 

is reinforced through the physical separation of the chosen areas of interest 

into a new, separate view with its own menu functionality.

Once opened the user can manipulate this graphical structure, for example 

moving, hiding, renaming, adding linkages and descriptions with the aim of 

tailoring the representation towards a combination of personal and task based 

interpretation.

Any number of concerns may be open at a time and one concern can be 

revised from, or added to another. For example if there is already a concern 

covering part of the request the user may wish to aggregate that concern 

directly with additional areas of interest or with other previously identified 

concerns, to generate the required graphical presentation. A logical extension, 

which has not been implemented, would be to allow the user to copy, cut and 

paste between concerns.

When collapsed, the concern MVC (via the view object that holds reference to 

its model and controller) is loaded into an instance variable within a button
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Figure 36 Simultaneous Concerns Open

object and added to the original base list. This enables the information within

the concern to be capitalised into the abstract base list for future use aiding 

overall interpretation of the information held within the application. 

Simultaneously a degree of separated abstraction is maintained.

6.4.7 Mother Object:

The mother object provides coordination between the abstract and base views
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within the system designers side of the application. Particularly this object 

handles the generation of areas of interest, capturing the mapping between the 

abstract and specific conceptual views from the systems designer. It provides 

the internal link between an individual area of interest within the generalised 

view and a group of specific entities in the specific view handling screen 

presentation. For example selection of the abstract area of interest requires the 

corresponding group of specific entities within the specific view to be boxed. 

The mother object gives manipulation of a buffer object enabling specific 

entities to be created without an immediate direct reference to an area of 

interest. Subsequently the mother object provides for these buffered objects 

to be grafted onto or between areas of interest.

6.4.8 An InBetween Object

This object provides the internal link between the base list and the code view 

in this system side of the application. The code view and the base list provide 

two views of the same model - the displayList. However the model contains 

several different object instances whereas the code view is only required to 

handle the textual description of entities, attributes and their relationships. An 

object to manage this relationship is required, termed an inbetween object. 

This object manages interaction of the textual and graphical displays, for 

example when creating an object via the textual display the graphical display 

has to be updated and vice versa.
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6.5 Systems Developers Side of the Application

6.5.1 Overall Description

Three views are provided with the principal aim of capturing the mapping 

between the abstract and the specific conceptual views providing data 

description language (DDL) code as a byproduct. The views provided follow 

this arrangement closely, supplying spatial representation of the abstract and 

specific (or base) conceptual views with a code view for textual browsing of 

the specific data structure.

The main user3 interaction is to be with the abstract and base views, building 

a graphical representation of each corresponding model for the application. 

This can be approached in several ways: by initially building the base view 

and mapping this information into the abstract view as a secondary process 

(bottom up), by taking a more top down approach identifying the abstract 

objects within the application and mapping these into the base view, or more 

likely a combination of these two approaches. During this process there is 

large scope for error checking of semantic and logical correctness of the 

structures being developed. The prototype provides only simple graphical 

checking, for example ensuring that all entities are attached within the base 

list, (unattached entities are simply discarded) and for missing linkages 

between abstract entities. It is therefore possible for the data modeller to 

develop an abstract conceptual view without any linkages at all, relying on the

a User in this section refers to the systems developer
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Figure 37 System Developers Overall Presentation

system to fill them in as a secondary process. Figure Thirty Seven represents 

the typical layout presented for the systems developer who is in the process 

of specifying part of the ICL DIS database (as presented in Chapter Three). 

All the views inherit standard Smalltalk window functionality from the MVC 

triad classes standardSystemController and standardSystemViezv. The inBetween 

class provides the relationship between base view interaction and the
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respective browsers in the code view. Similarly the mother class provides the 

relationship between the abstract and base views, particularly regarding the 

manipulation of areas of interest.

6.5.2 Abstract User View: Description and Aims

The abstract view provides representation of the abstract conceptual view 

derived from the ANSI/SPARC data modelling process181. This will form the 

base start up view for the end user environment which the user may tailor or 

add to, providing an interpretation of the information structure. In its 

completed state, this view is assumed to be the base interpretation of the 

information structure from the system modeller's perspective, for example all 

labels are in system terms rather than final end user terms.
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6.5.2.1 Internal Structure

This view is subclassed from the superclass pair standardSytemController and 

standardSystemView, providing inherited window management via a bluebutton 

menu, for example window movement, sizing and framing with pluggable 

yellow and red button menu structures. The model is the displayList, an 

orderedCollection holding the various screen objects to be displayed.

6.5.2.2 Menu Functionality

Three mouse buttons are provided, the protocol for each being inherited from 

the mouseMenuController structure. The red(left) button following Smalltalk 

convention is provided as a point and select device. In this view only one 

object can be selected at a time which is then stored in the view object itself. 

If another object is selected (or no object at all) the current selection is 

deselected, that is inverted and the new object inverted in its place. Such an 

inversion provides an update broadcast to any dependencies from which the 

Mother object updates the boxed selections in the base list. The yellow 

(middle) and blue (right) menu buttons each provide a pop up menu on The 

display. The functionality of each is defined below.

Yellow Button (Pluggable - subclassed locally)

Make Abstract Entity Generate an abstract entity object that will
represent an area of interest in the specific 
view.

Link Generate a linkage from this selected object
to the next object that is clicked over.
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 ̂figure 39 Abstract View Presentation

Hide Remove the selected objects from the
displayList to a buffer for possible recovery.

Recover Recover the last object from the buffer and
redisplay back on the view
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Rename Give a new name to the selected screen 
objects.

Move Move the selected objects together at the 
cursor dragging them until any mouse 
button click.

Description Build a description object

Blue Button (Inherited from MouseMenuController)

New Label Provide a new label for this view.

Under Push this view to the bottom of the stack of 
views on the display.

Move Drag the view to another location on the 
screen maintaining proportions.

Frame Alter the size and shape of the view.

Collapse Collapse the view to an icon based on the 
given view label.

Close Remove view and contents from the screen.

6.5.3 Base View - Description and Aims

The base view gives a graphical representation of the specific conceptual 

model. This view will form the basic structure into which all user abstractions 

and representations will be mapped, for example concerns and areas of 

interest.
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6.5.3.1 Internal Structure

Like the abstract view, this view is subclassed from the superclass pair 

standardSytemController and standardSystemView providing inherited window 

management via a blue button menu, for example window movement, sizing 

and framing with pluggable yellow and red button menu structures. The 

model is the displayList, an orderedCollection holding the various screen objects 

to be displayed.

6.5.3.2 Menu Functionality

As with the Abstract view, the menu functionality is provided over the three 

mouse buttons: red(left) follows Smalltalk convention operating as a selection 

device, yellow(centre) and blue(right) provide pop up menus as follows.

Yellow Button (Pluggable - subclassed locally)

Clear Selection Clear the selection.

Make -> An Attribute Create an attribute at the mouse click
position.

-> A Link Create a link starting at the last selected
object finishing on object with next mouse 
click.

-> A Parent Create an entity at the mouse click position.

Open Up Display the attributes relating to an entity.

Close Down Remove from the display the attributes
associated with the selected entity.

Move Move the selected objects together at the
cursor dragging them until any mouse 
button is clicked.
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Figure 40 Specific View Representation

Hide Remove the selected objects from .the
display List to a buffer for possible recovery.

Recover Recover the last object from the buffer and
redisplay back on the view.

Rename Give a new name to the selected screen
objects.

Graft Add the selection in base list to the selected
area of interest definition. If no area of 
interest is selected then graft the selection in 
the base list onto the buffer removing all 
other association.
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** Save ** Save the views generated to disk. Output
DDL code to a separate file.

Description Build a description object.

Help -> Instructions Provide a list of direct available instructions
from here

-> Explain Provide a general descriptive help for this
point.

Blue Button (Inherited from MouseMenuController)

(see Section 6.5.2.2)

6.5.4 Detailed Code View: Description and Aims

This view provides a textual browser environment over the data description 

code that is generated as a byproduct from the user activities within the 

specific view. The code view is a complex arrangement of subviews (MVC's) 

arranged into three groups: RECORD, SET and ATTRIBUTE.

The RECORD view provides a text browser over the entities within the specific 

view. Entities are selected via system or user name within a selectionlnListViezv 

MVC. The description view which is dependent on this selection is then 

updated. Each entity holds a description instance variable that provides the 

textual input for the Help/Explain function.

Each view has an individual controller menu allowing update of any displayed 

item. An option within the main selectionlnListView browser enables the user
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rigure 41 Code Browser View

to create an entity from within the DDL environment from which the system 

derives a default representation on the specific view.
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The ATTRIBUTE browser is similar in construction and operation to the 

RECORD browser above, except that the main selectionlnList model is 

dependent upon the selection made in the RECORD browser. Only when an 

entity is selected will the associated attribute list become available as a model 

to the main selectioninlist for this browser. Only when this occurs will the other 

dependent views be updated. Again each of these views takes an instance 

variable as its model, for example attribute type, size or description.

The SET browser provides a browsing function over the relationship links held 

within the specific view. The construction and operation is very similar to that 

of the RECORD and ATTRIBUTE browsers described above, but an additional 

view is provided, indicating the owner and member of the linkage.

6.5.4.1 Internal Structure:

The code browser is an aggregation of three similar browser structures 

organised into a standardSystemView and controller pair providing standard 

blue button window management, for example closing, moving etc.
/

Each browser is composed of five model /view/controller triads, each with its 

own pluggable menu structure. Each browser is essentially the same so only 

one will be analyised for internal structure here - the ATRIBUTE browser. 

Each area of the view requires a MVC triad to subclass yellow button 

functionality.
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The seven MVC triads required are as follows:

• There are two title views, each is a string of text with no controller - no 

yellow menu button is available

• The main selectionlnlistviezv is itself two MVC combinations requiring 

two lists from the overall browser model, a list for selection and a 

second list for target answer. Each is derived by interrogating the 

overall model that replies with two ordered collections, a collection of 

system names and a corresponding list of user names from which the 

list browser is constructed.

• Three stringHolder MVC's each of which take an instance variable from 

the browser model as their model which is then directly updated.

6.5.4.2 Menu Functionality

Three mouse buttons are provided, the protocol for each being inherited from 

the mouseMenuController structure. The red(left) button following Smalltalk 

convention is provided as a point and select device depending on the view. 

For example, within the text view the red button acts as a pointing device, 

locating the text cursor, whereas in other views, for example the 

selectionlnListViezv, the red button acts as a selection device. The blue button 

operation is inherited from mouseMenuController with the yellow button 

operation subclassed providing a pluggable view for each MVC triad. Only 

the RECORD browser is described overleaf:
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RECORD

Description View

Cancel All Entered Text 

Repeat Operation Again 

Undo Last Operation

Copy

Cut

Paste

Accept

SysNameView

Add Record 

Paste Back Record 

Rename Record 

Remove Record

UserNameView

(as DescriptionView above)

Remove all typed in this view so far.

Repeat last operation, eg: replacement

Undo the last menu operation 
performed

Copy highlighted text to buffer

Remove highlighted text to buffer

Empty contents of buffer to cursor 
location

Store entered contents to model

Generate an entity 

Reinstate removed buffer contents 

Rename the entity selected 

Remove an entity to the buffer

6.5.5 Summary

This approach has provided a direct manipulation environment whose aim is 

to capture in a graphical form, the mapping between the generalised and the 

specific conceptual models during the data modelling process. The DDL code 

required for database construction is provided as a byproduct within a fully
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browser driven environment for fine scale tuning. The modeller is given scope 

to work from the abstract to the specific, from the specific to the abstract, from 

the code level to the specific or as is more likely a combination of these.

From this process the abstract view will provide the initial base interpretation 

of the information held within the application structure. The specific model 

developed will provide the lowest level interpretation into which all the user 

aggregation mechanisms, areas of interest and concerns will be mapped and 

subsequently translated into database specific query code.

6.6 User Side of the Application

In this section the structure of the application relating to the end user is 

presented by means of building on the health authority DIS data model 

example provided in the previous section. Three main components are 

introduced, the base view, a concern view and the query processing system.

6.6.1 Overall Description

Two views form the main component of this section. The first is the base view, 

the generalised conceptual model representation from the systems designers 

specification. The system modellers interpretation provides a basic start up 

interpretation of the information in the structure, similar to an organisation 

chart. An organisation chart is fixed in time, based on a static interpretation 

by another person of what in theory is available. This is the principal reason
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for this view acting only as an initial contact with the system, a base that is 

added to as the user progresses building concerns and issuing queries just as 

an organisation chart is developed from the formal to the informal, through 

experience.

The user is free to update this base view in any way, either through directly 

manipulating the base display or through the development of queries and 

concerns (described in more detail in sections 6.6.4). This degree of freedom 

is provided within a controlled access structure based on user access to only 

those areas of interest displayed. Areas of interest in which the user is not 

allowed access are simply not displayed.

6.6.2 Base View

6.6.2.1 Description and Aims

This view provides an overall graphical presentation of the structure of 

information within the application. The contents of this view originate from 

the systems side of the application, the abstract view based on the generalised 

conceptual model. The origin of the view acts however only as an initial 

starting point for the users interpretation of the information structure held 

within the application. As queries are expressed and the screen presentation 

altered, this view will develop into a personalised interpretation of the 

information system within the application.
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To enable this, the user is provided will full screen control over all the screen 

objects provided, for example move, hide, rename as well as scope to create 

new screen objects, for example descriptions and linkages. These tools provide 

for the tailoring of the view towards an individual job function, for example 

presentation of areas of interest may be based upon access permissions as well 

as providing scope for tailoring the view towards the user's own 

interpretation, for example recombining the areas of interest into additional 

areas of interest (see section 6.6.3), altering object representation or expressing 

information linkages between screen objects from a user, rather than a system 

perspective.

6.6.2.2 Internal Structure

As with all the base views within the application, this view inherits directly 

from the standardSystemController and standardSystemView MVC pair. The 

yellow button menu is subclassed (plugged) for this structure providing 

localised menu functionality. The model for this view is a displayList, copied 

from the systems side of the application via disk storage with dependency 

stripped. This representation is provided as an initial startup view only, for 

example that provided in Figure Forty Two is taken from Figure Thirty Nine.

6.6.2.3 Menu Structure

Three mouse buttons are provided, the protocol for each being inherited from 

the mouseMenuController structure. The red(left) button following Smalltalk
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Figure 42 Initial QBC StartUp Presentation

convention is provided as a point and select device. In this view any number 

of objects can be selected at a time, being held in an orderedCollection instance 

variable in the view. The controller asks the view for the complete collection, 

processing them sequentially with the menu option selected.
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Yellow Button (Pluggable - subclassed locally)

Clear Selection Clear the selection made.

Move Move the selected objects together at the 
cursor dragging them until any mouse 
button is clicked.

Rename Give a new name to the selected screen 
objects.

Hide Remove the selected objects from the 
displayList to a buffer for possible recovery.

Link Create a link starting at the last selected 
object finishing on object with next mouse 
click

Description Build a description object in area defined by 
user.

Open Concern Generate a concern view from the areas of 
interest selected.

Help -> Instructions Provide a list of directly available 
instructions applicable from this point.

-> Explain Provide an explain view for selected object, 
showing internal descriptions which can be 
modified directly by the user.

The blue button functionality is inherited from the standardSystemController 

providing overall window management and is not repeated here.

6.6.3 Concern View

6.6.3.1 Description and Aims

The purpose of the concern view is to aggregate together all the information 

a user has about a particular domain into a graphically defined problem 

domain. This is done by the user generating a concern from the base list,
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specifically identifying those areas of interest that the real life concern may 

involve. To aid this discussion of concern and query specification, an example 

query of ICL DIS introduced in Chapter Three will be developed. This is a 

real world request as suggested by the District Information Manager in District 

D requiring the date of birth of all patients who died of heart disease 

categorised by consultant. The first stage in such a request is for the user to 

identify the main areas of interest held in the database which could be used 

to fulfil the request. These areas are selected from the base list, giving: 

Patient-Details 

Consultant-Episode

From this input, the application derives a concern view that is located on the 

display by the user. Within this newly opened view each area of interest is 

redisplayed in terms of the specific conceptual view represented, revised for 

screen clashes and relocated towards the view origin (top left comer). To 

provide a complete semantic map, the selected areas of interest are linked in 

terms of the available paths in the specific conceptual view based on the 

border nodes of each area of interest45. Each border is asked for its trunk 

pathings to every other border in the concern. For each unique path a macro 

linkage in installed into the concern. These are labelled for the user in abstract 

terms, that is: regarding the areas of interest they pass through. In addition 

multiple links which may have different paths but pass through the same

b Further detail of the process linking together areas of interest in a 
concern was discussed in detail in Chapter Five.
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areas of interest are grouped together into the same link object. This reduces 

the number of links to be displayed, as well as providing a representation in 

terms the user is more likely to be familiar with. The initial concern view is 

presented in Figure Forty Three below.

Figure 43 Concern for Example Query
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Screen presentation is vital to user satisfaction and application utilisation. This 

area requires still further work to ensure that an acceptable screen presentation 

algorithm is built, for example to minimise line and screen object clashing.

A suggested approach would be to provide the screen structure in an initial 

oval shape from which the user must structure a coherent picture238. 

However such an approach requires user interaction and thought processes for 

each concern opened up, a possible disincentive to use. The implementation 

here has been biased towards the systems designers graphical layout in the 

base view, with each abstract entity capturing the spatial layout of its 

associated base objects.

With the concern open, the main task for the user is to tidy up this view, 

building a specific task based interpretation of the request. Objects can be 

added into the structure by the user to aid interpretation, for example 

description objects may be added providing text linked by pointer to any other 

screen object.

A second kind of screen object that may be added by the user, building a more 

complete interpretation is a macrolink, allowing the user to generate 

relationships between any two screen objects. In specifying the macrolink, the 

application captures a mapping of the possible paths through the generalised 

model but is constrained to only those areas of interest selected for the 

concern. Here it is assumed that links and possible paths outside the selected
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areas of interest are outside the scope of the problem domain and are therefore 

ignored. Such a situation is provided in Figure Forty Five. Here a user 

defined link is being used to simplify a concern structure removing 

unnecessary detail(left), bringing the presentation closer to a personal 

interpretation(right).

A development of this approach would have been to provide a further class 

of screen object by which the user could now start to develop personalised 

data set objects, ultimately building a localised database into the interface 

environment directly239.

The approach taken here has been to give the user tools to manipulate the 

local problem domain, with the aim of providing a user visual interpretation 

of the information structure within the application for the particular task at 

hand. For example a refined version of the concern for the patient throughput 

analysis may be as seen in Figure Forty Six. From this stage the user may 

proceed to specify a query as discussed in Section 6.6.4 or collapse the concern, 

integrating this into the base view. /

6.6.3.2 Internal Structure

An opened concern is built from three views: a shell view, a text view and the 

display Lis tView, each being a MVC triad. The shell view is subclassed from 

standardSystemController providing a localised blue button menu, the 

display List View is subclassed from selectListController providing localised yellow
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Figure 44 MacroLinkage and Description Boxes

menu functionality and the textViezv inherits from stringController providing a 

textual model based input with defined menu functionality. The model for the 

displayListView is an aggregation of displayLists from each area of interest.
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Figure 45 Tidied Up Concern

/

6.6.3.3 Menu Functionality

Three mouse buttons are provided, the protocol for each being inherited from 

the mouseMenuController structure. The red(left) button following Smalltalk 

convention is provided as a point and select device depending on the view, for 

example within the text view as a pointing device locating the text cursor, 

whereas in the main view acting as a selection device. The blue and yellow
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button operations are 'plugged' with local definition and are described here.

Yellow Button (Plugged with local definition)

Clear Selection Clear the current selection.

Move Move the selected objects together at the 
cursor dragging them until any mouse 
button is clicked. Move

Rename Give a new name to the selected screen 
objects.

Link Create a link starting at the last selected 
object finishing on object with next mouse 
click.

Hide Remove the selected objects from the 
displayList to a buffer for possible recovery.

Open Up Display the attributes relating to an entity.

Close Down Remove from the display the attributes 
associated with the selected entity.

Aggregate Aggregate together the selected entities into 
a single screen representation.

Apply Condition Apply a condition/instruction to an entity 
or attribute

Description Build a description object in area defined by 
user.

Submit Concern 
To Dbase

Process a concern as a database query.

Help -> Instructions 
-> Explain

Provide a list of direct available instructions. 
Provide an explain view for selected object, 
showing internal descriptions which can be 
modified directly by the user.

Blue button functionality is concerned with manipulation of the view as a 

whole. This has been subclassed to allow the view to be stored into a button
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object within the base list for further use. The functionality provided is as 

follows:

Move

Frame 

Under

Collapse to Selected Concern 

Collapse to New Concern

6.6.4 Query Processing

6.6.4.1 Description and Aims

The aim of the application has been to enable the user to specify a request for 

information within an environment tailored, not only to an overall personal 

interpretation of the information structure, but also specifically related to the 

task at hand. The concern provides this environment. In this section we 

describe how a query is specified within a concern and eventually submitted 

to the database.

To represent a query, the aim is for the user to express requests onto 

individual entities or attributes that are subsequently processed once the user 

is satisfied with the built representation. The output from this process will be 

a query ready for processing into a final syntax ready for database submission.

Drag the view to another location on 
the screen maintaining proportions.

Alter the size and shape of the view.

Push this view to the bottom of the 
stack of views on the display.

Collapse this concern leaving the 
same representation in the base view.

Collapse this concern to a new 
representation in the base view.
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To express a request onto a given attribute the menu operation 'Apply

Condition' provides access to an instance variable in the object against which

the user may enter selection text, either directly for example if an experienced

user, or by following the menu operations available240. For the query patient

analysis query specified in 6.6.3, the following conditions are to be applied:

Entity Attribute Setting

K-Diagnosis Diagnosis = 'Heart Disease'
K-Patient-Diagnosis Consultant-Code SORT-BY
K-Patient Date-Of-Birth PRINT

For example setting the condition that the query output be sorted and ordered 

by the Consultant-Code would be achieved as follows: (using the menu 

structure, alternately it is possible to type directly the selection condition) 

Submitting the query to the database option from the yellow button, processes 

the displayList in the current concern, forming a path between those objects 

with selection conditions applied. In doing so, duplicate paths may arise for 

two reasons. Firstly there may be duplicate paths presented on the screen 

through the developed concern. If this is the case, then a graphical choice has 

to be made by the user indicating the preferred path. For example, Figure 

Forty Seven shows there are two paths available connecting those objects with 

selection conditions applied (boxed presentation). A graphical choice is 

required to ensure the correct navigation is performed through the data 

structure. The possible paths are presented within the concern, preserving 

context rather than extracted out into a separate and therefore isolated view.
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Figure 46 Setting a Selection Condition

Each additional link applied connecting areas of interest or the additional user 

defined macroLinks hold a macro path in terms of the abstract model. This 

path is therefore expressed regarding areas of interest in which there may be 

multiple paths when mapped to the base model. If a required path includes 

such a subpath then the link has to be opened up and a required path 

stipulated. A user choice is required from the available possibilities. These are 

redrawn as shown in Figure Forty Six from which the user identifies key 

entities that the path must include.
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Figure 47 User Participation is Required When Have Multiple Paths

Once the pathing has been defined (if necessary) each object with a condition 

is processed and the query produce. From this point the output is ready for 

processing into any required query language syntax.
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Figure 48 User Interaction Required for MacroLinkages

6.6.5 Summary

This side of the application has aimed to provide an environment in which the 

user can manipulate the presented semantic structure to suit the final end 

user's own interpretation of the information held within the application. This 

environment has two key components: the base and concern views. The base 

view allows overall graphical interpretation of the information within the 

structure. This is primarily at an abstract level consisting of areas of interest,
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Figure 49 Query Output Complete

relationships between these areas, past concerns and user defined areas of 

interest.

/

The concern component provides a mechanism by which the user can generate 

personal areas of interest, as well as generate queries of the data base itself. 

Personal areas of interest are provided by manipulating a selection of areas of 

interest within a single concern and storing as a surrogate area of interest.
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Alternatively the concern is used as a mechanism to aggregate together all the 

information a user has about a particular problem domain into an enclosed 

graphically defined domain. Doing so builds up a personalised but also task 

oriented environment in which the user may express a query. Such a concern 

can then be stored back onto the base list, capitalising knowledge within that 

particular area of the information structure for further interpretation.

6.7 Overall Summary

The aims of the prototype set in Chapter Five relate to the general provision 

of an interpretative environment in which the individual user may incorporate 

both personal, organisational and task based information into the viewing and 

interrogation mechanisms of the information resource. This chapter has 

provided a detailed description of the implementation of the prototype and 

principles in an attempt to meet these goals.

Several other systems have attempted to provide a user interface built upon

some form of semantic model, usually stipulated by the user at some
/ '

point197,241'199. This approach has linked the query specification and 

interpretation of information within the information structure back to the 

specification of that structure, providing a complete approach to database 

implementation where the user is not required to explicitly specify the 

semantic model, only the incremental changes. The key backbone of the 

application design has been implemented. All the menu functionality is 

provided but there remains areas to be refined and enhanced further, for
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example little error checking is provided.

What has been achieved is a prototype linking both the systems designer and 

the end user. The systems designer is provided with a graphically driven 

environment from which the mapping between the generalised and the specific 

is captured and used as a basis for end user interaction. DDL code is 

generated as a byproduct. The abstract conceptual view forms the basis for 

the end user environment acting as an initial starting point for interpretation 

of the information held within the application structure. Upon this is built a 

personal interpretation of specific areas of information or tasks which are then 

capitalised back into the system to aid future interpretation.
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7.0 Conclusion

The role of computing technology within the organisation has filtered through 

the shop floor into routine office functions, and now most recently into the 

core of the organisation: central management decision support. Through this 

development, bureaucratic reporting processes have been reassessed and 

transformed into sources of organisational advantage. The organisation has 

invested considerable resources into this process, pursuing perhaps an 

unquantifiable benefit: improved decision making.

Like any other asset in the organisation, the maintenance and provision (often 

termed Information Resource Management) of this asset has to be justified in 

terms of its effectiveness and efficiency. Using these criteria as a means of 

judging the success of the information resource however remains problematic, 

especially the determination of value based output, for example improved 

decision making. Several authors have suggested the surrogate measure of 

utilisation, but this remains a complex variable to evaluate. This work has

concentrated on one aspect of utilisation that is increasing in importance: user
/

accessibility.

The convergence of increased processing power, mass storage technology and 

physical accessibility to diversified sources of information, has facilitated 

generation of increasingly large and detailed organisationwide applications. 

A concurrent effect as the price of this technology has fallen into individual 

line management budgeting, has been the type of staff that are coming into
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contact with these computer based applications has diversified, rapidly 

encompassing non computer literate personnel. These opposing components 

of utilisation can only intensify as the technology progresses, meeting through 

the process of user accessibility.

To investigate this issue, a field study was carried out within one Region of 

the National Health Service at District Health Authority level. The historical 

role of information provision within the Service has been analyised to the 

present, moving from a centralised, bureaucratic overhead to a localised source 

of management information. Under increasing cost pressure, the utilisation of 

these information systems is coming under increasing scrutiny, not least 

because they can often be perceived as diverting resources away from patient 

care. The study was carried out in the Summer of 1989, investigating 

utilisation, but particularly the role of accessibility to this resource.

Each District has developed an intermediary role for information provision, 

cushioning the final user from the information resource by an extra stage of 

interaction. Two stages of accessibility were therefore identified from the 

study. The fist stage identified was between the user, for example clinician or 

UGM and the intermediary function. The key variable of user awareness was 

identified, especially when comparison was drawn with the reference library 

model where the user had no open shelf browsing facility. The mechanisms 

in use to promote user awareness varied considerably, a strong correlation was 

identified between those Districts who actively promoted the information
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function, that is either through wide provision of training in information 

availability and use or in making information directly available, for example 

through information shops, browsers etc and overall utilisation of the 

information resource.

The variable of user awareness plays an important part from the Information 

Manager's viewpoint also. Little or no contextual training has been provided 

to Information Management (the intermediary), the training provided 

concentrated exclusively on the procedural elements in query generation, 

rather than query generation and application within the organisation. In 

practical day to day terms, information management has been forced to rely 

heavily on background knowledge of the Health Services. Those managers 

who have not come from a HS background have encountered significant 

problems of information interpretation, the identification of information 

relevance and information validity checking.

For the Information Manager, utilisation has been identified as contingent 

upon accessibility, that is an aggregation of interface and data model 

complexity. A single rigid interface (regardless of user background, demands 

of the system or individual knowledge), was provided for all users. In addition 

the data model provided was a past, fixed interpretation by a systems analyst 

of the information resource provided. The size, structure and detail of this 

datamodel provided a significant level of complexity, with the user having to 

be aware of the entire data structure, the current location and explicit routes
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through the structure to build an effective query. Those managers who have 

come from a computer science background were better equipped to handle 

these problems. Managers from a Health Service background reported 

significant difficulty, the combination of a complex data model and poor 

interaction tools provided a significant disincentive to use the information 

resource. In practical terms, the Information Manager was faced with a 

complex data model and complex access tools with which to provide the 

bridge to the user community.

The interface environment of an application is the application from the user's 

perspective. The interface provides all of the application that the user actually 

sees and is aware of. However provision of this user interface has often been 

regarded as an afterthought from the computer science engineering discipline. 

At its best, the user was assumed to be a quantifiable component like any 

other module within the application. Through the 1980's the multidisciplinary 

field of Human Factors has developed, promoting user centred rather than 

system centred human computer interaction.

To address the two key issues raised from the field study, a Human Factors 

approach has been combined with components from the data modelling 

process, promoting interpretation and user control of the application. The 

basis of the prototype is that effectiveness of the user interface to a complex 

information resource can be improved through the capture and user provision 

of the generalised conceptual model as a basis for interpretation.
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The aim here was to provide an interpretative environment in which the user 

can impose his/her own personal interpretation of the information content of 

the resource. This would be built up by combination of organisational 

knowledge, general information, task related information and past interactions 

within a completely graphical WIMPS 'WYSIWY can get hold of and fiddle 

with' environment.

To meet this challenge, a prototype called Query By Concern(QBC) was built. 

QBC provides a graphical interpretative environment, built upon the 

generalised conceptual model as captured in graphical format from the 

systems modelling stage in the information resource specification and design. 

QBC is composed of two parts: systems modeller and end user parts. For the 

systems modeller, the generalised and specific conceptual models1 are 

graphically developed with the logical data model generated in code form as 

a by product. For the second part, the end user builds up an interpretation of 

the information resource based on the generalised conceptual model, captured 

in a graphical form from the systems modeller.

The aim is for the user to fashion his/her own graphical interpretation, taking 

this only as the base start up interpretation. This is achieved principally 

through the development of 'concerns7. A concern provides a graphical 

problem domain in which the user can express a localised interpretation of a 

particular part (or of the whole) of the semantic structure, using graphical 

tools such as move, hide and rename. The user can then express a query
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within this personal and task tailored interpretation of the information 

resource. This concern may then be integrated into the overall graphical 

interpretation of the semantic content of the database.

In this manner an interpretative environment has been developed whereby 

each user can interpret the information resource both in terms of his/her 

overall perspective of the system at a macro level but also at a micro or 

individual concern level. Within this component, several approaches to 

programming methodology and style of interface environment have been 

considered. The underlying basis is for a strong object orientated environment 

closely linking the code, data structures and the user application design into 

a functioning prototype. From the user design perspective, several approaches 

to the user interaction style have been identified, with the direct manipulation 

in a graphical based environment approach adopted. The prototype, 

developed in Smalltalk-80 has combined this direct manipulation user 

environment style with the object orientated paradigm. The network 

paradigm of DIS has formed the example basis of both the prototype 

development and thesis presentation. Following the modularity available in 

object oriented software development, equal opportunity exists for the 

development of the relational and hierarchial data models within the 

prototype.

The work demonstrates how an interface designed and developed from the 

users perspective can go a long way in helping to overcome the complexity
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issue in accessing a complex information resource. In overall terms the 

contribution made by this work has been to tackle the user interface bridge in 

an applied manner. The developed prototype demonstrates how the 

generalised conceptual interpretation of the information structure, which is 

available as an unused aspect of the data modelling process, can be linked 

with the end user environment to provide a platform for successful user 

interpretation of the database

7.1 Enhancements to the Prototype

Clearly QBC is far from ideal. Many improvements could be made to both the 

structure of the prototype and the user interface environment. Smalltalk-80 

provides a basic user interface toolkit which was used as a development 

platform rather than as an experimental basis developing new unique 

graphical structures. The graphical presentation of the interface therefore 

remains comparatively simple, as the work focused on the interaction style, 

rather than presentation outcome. As a result, much work remains in this area 

for QBC, for example when opening up a concern a more effective algorithm 

to minimise screen clashing of displayed objects is needed. Another example 

is the whole area of colour and its use to highlight importance, provide 

arrangement to a structure, and indicate status within the environment.
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Within the prototype itself, further implementation of some remaining menu 

functionality is required:

• HELP menu option has not been implemented although each object carries 

instance variables for such information

• AGGREGATE menu option has been implemented but further development 

work remains

• UNDO option is provided but not implemented

• CUT/COPY/PASTE is a logical next step in implementation, providing for 

the cut/copy/pasting of graphical screen objects both within a concern and 

between concerns. However problems of model integrity remain to be 

addressed for this issue.

• ICONS are provided depicting core categories of people, places(buildings) 

and reports. An initial aim was to provide these as a further layer of 

abstraction for concern building. Further development is required to 

implement this requirement.

• scope remains to develop the data modelling tools available to the systems 

modeller, for example explicit identification of record primary keys in a 

graphical manner.
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One of the key presentation issues left unaddressed by ISIS, SNAP and QBD, 

which is also left partly unaddressed by this work, is the problem of graphical 

presentation size and subsequent overspill onto additional screens. The best 

that is available is the use of slider bars, but which remain unsatisfactory, 

providing an unacceptable increase in mental load for the user as the structure 

disappears off the working screen. This issue is addressed only indirectly 

through the development by the user of successive graphical aggregations, 

which however require increasing user specification and experience to achieve. 

This important issue therefore remains unaddressed.

Through the thesis, the prototype has been presented using the DIS networked 

data model. The prototype has been developed in a highly modular fashion, 

requiring only module substitution to provide either the hierarchial or 

relational modelling paradigm. With sufficient time, these modules would 

have been developed and presented.

7.2 Future Directions

It is only in recent years that the important role of the user interface and 

provision of HCI have been recognised in successful application development. 

This work has aimed to further this process in a field which is expanding 

rapidly. Swift advances have been made in the development of hypermedia 

and multimedia systems, building progressively larger, complete sources of 

information which include high resolution pictures, graphics and sound. 

Ultimately these approaches will encounter similar problems of structural
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complexity discussed in this work. For example, the already well established 

'getting lost' problem is just the beginning, as new forms of information and 

media are integrated into increasingly complex information bases.

With any form of HCI, at some point the user is still required to labour at the 

interpretation, that is the gulf of evaluation, for example building or 

maintaining the interpretative environment. Human Factors on its own is 

therefore not the complete answer to the question of accessibility and 

utilisation. Another area within computer science itself, may hold the key: 

expert systems.

Expert systems can be combined with human factors in two ways. The first 

application of expert systems would be as part of the user interface 

environment, assisting the user to express a query, for example combined with 

natural language interface design. Secondly, expert systems may be provided 

as a tool to assist evaluation of the data output from a database query, for 

example in terms of maintaining the context of the data retrieved, and its 

conversion to information.

Using these tools, regardless of how user friendly and 'intelligent' an interface 

environment to an application may become, computer science has always 

assumed that such systems are effectively installed in a social vacuum. This 

is not the case, with any system installation provoking organisation, political 

and social issues. The development of Human factors is an encouraging sign
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towards an applied perspective of application design, drawing the integration 

of multiple disciplines together towards the aim of a 'successful' organisation 

resource. For the future therefore, encouraging computer science away from 

the Model T premise of application production is vital, especially ■ as new 

demands and challenges are made of the information resource, for example the 

development of group decision support systems242.
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APPENDIX ONE

Background and Interrelationship of PAS and DIS

PAS was introduced to solve several practical management problems:

• the patient index was usually located in one place, the medical records 

department. All other departments had to physically go there and borrow 

records as required. This led to bottle necks and delays especially if several 

departments requested the same patient details at the same time.

• Often a patient's records are stored in another location, or worse if scattered 

over several functions or maybe even another hospital. This does now allow 

for effective updating of information and takes time to transfer to the 

requesting department.

• Cards are handwritten, often under great pressure leading to mistakes and 

problems of handwriting illegibility.

• Clerical mistakes occur - cards are misfiled, and transcription errors arise as 

detailed information is repeatedly copied.

• Several copies of the same information are maintained within the system, 

leading to problems of inconsistency when one is updated.

• Departments compiled and managed their own information indexing 

systems, so the total information about a patient may be scattered throughout 

the hospital or at worst the District.
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• Public expectation changed: no longer did the public wish to repeatedly give 

the same information to what was perceived as a single Service, rather the 

information should be given just once. Also the public began to expect better 

organisation and management, for example of outpatient clinics it was 

expected that the clinic would be ready to receive them at a ceratin time, 

rather than having to wait excessive periods of time.

• In addition information for planning and management was needed from this 

information resource at both national, Regional, District and unit level.

The Region in the study standardised on the ICL PAS product. Other Regions 

have taken products from a multitude of suppliers, however the basic 

components of the system remain the same. The ICL PAS was supplied in a 

series of modules, designed to be mounted side by side on the same hardware 

processor. Modules could be taken on in any order at any time, except for the 

first base module which was mandatory.
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Patient Master 
Index

i
[Outpatients] (inpatients] (Waiting List]

Figure 1 PAS Internal Configuration

As presented in Figure Fifty, the modules comprising PAS are:

Patient M aster Index(PM I)

This module contains the patient master index and the health care contacts 

register. The PMI holds record for each patient containing personal

information such as name, date of birth, sex, and GP. The Health Care
_ /

Contacts Register is made up of the Hospital Contacts Register and the GP

register. Each of these subsidiary registers hold personal information relating

the either the consultant or the GP as required.

The PMI forms the hub of PAS, for this reason it is mandatory and always the 

first module to be implemented.
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Inpatients M odule

This module holds administrative information arising from a patients stay in 

a hospital, for example wards stayed on. This forms the central component for 

the routine management of the hospital. Standard reports are available giving 

bed and ward state information. Throughput statistics are also available 

forming the basis for HAA returns.

Outpatients M odule

This module manages the outpatient clinic functions. In particular 

appointment information is managed, providing a booking management 

system. Clinics can now be effectively rearranged and letters produced 

automatically. Each clinic is built up around a set of rules, for example two 

patients every hour then one an hour in the afternoon.

W aiting List Module

Prior to this module each consultant maintained their own waiting list in their 

own fashion. This provided little reliable information for management and 

consultants alike, for example as many patients were entered on several lists. 

This module provides a single non disputable source of managed waiting list 

information.
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District Information Service

Alongside PAS is mounted DIS. DIS provides a historical activity profile of 

the District, being fed from PAS via daily tape updates. PAS and DIS are 

mounted on the same processor but accessed by different user groups. For 

example admissions staff admit patients onto PAS producing IPREC forms at 

the admissions desk, medical records staff enter the final diagnostic codes and 

Information Management produce ad hoc management reports from DIS.

MRO
Discharge

MRO
Clinical Coding

Tape Update

PAS

IPREC 
Admissions

lll^ DIS

Code Error 
Reports

ReportMaster

QueryMaster

Standard Reports Standard Reports
Clinic Bookings Korner Returns
Bed States Error Reports

Figure 2 PAS DIS Inter-relationship

DIS is an IDMS ICL database product produced in collaboration with the IRC.

There are three key components to the data model

• ward stay This relates to all activity between the patient and

the hospital during a single period on a single 

ward. If a patient is transferred to another ward or 

hospital a new ward stay is started.
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consultant episode This relates to all activity between the patient and 

the hospital during a single period with a single 

consultant. Just as in transferring wards, if the 

patient is transferred to another consultant, another 

consultant episode is started.

• District Spell This relates to all activity between the patient and

the District during a patients stay within the 

District. Just as with ward stay and consultant 

episode, if the patient is transferred to another 

District then a new District Spell is started.

The aim of this approach to modelling patient interaction has been to provide 

a detailed account of patient activity from a Regional rather than District 

perspective. The datamodel was developed towards the goal of Regional 

information integration with each District providing feeder information.
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APPENDIX TWO

District Profiles

The aim of this appendix is to provide a more detailed profile of the Region 

as a whole and for each individual District which participated in the study. 

This is presented primarily in diagrammatic form covering three key 

components:

• population characteristics

• resourcing characteristics

• organisations structures employed

Population Characteristics

One of the key determinants of health care demand is population size and 

structure. In general terms an increase in the size and age of the population 

results in increased demand for health care. The total population of the 

Region has stayed at approximately 3.6 million since 1978 but has experienced 

a significant change in structure. The Region is the sixth most populous in 

England but has one of the largest proportions of elderly people. Between 

1978 and 1983 the under 15 age group has declined in all Districts within the 

Region, whereas the 75 plus age group has increased by 12% across the Region 

as a whole.
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Resourcing

One of the principle constraints on health care provision is that of resourcing. 

Since 1976 a standardised resource allocation has been applied across Districts 

tieing resource allocation to its demographic population profile. In 1990 this 

formulae was abandoned in favour of a resourcing per capita of resident 

population. A summary of the Regional allocation is given in Figure Fifty 

Four.

RAWP Target Positions
35-,

30-

25-

20-
s?
c 15-
8
fca. 10-
«CJ
« 5-
1-

0-

-5-

-10-

-15-

(Source: Regional Information Profile 1986)

I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I r

G C D A E  B F
District

Legend

1986/7 Actual Alloc 

1993/4 Projected All

Figure 5 RAWP Formulae Target and Allocation Comparison

A key component of resourcing for health care is capital allocations made by 

each District. Each District is free to allocate capital investment as required 

within guidelines established as part of the five year planning process. As a 

whole the Region spent 12.3% (£9.4 million) on capital hard and software 

expenditure in 1986/7. This has been budgeted to remain at this level of 

commitment until the end of the current strategic planning period in 1994.
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Capital Allocations 1986/7

G C D A E
District

B F

Figure 6 Capital Allocations 1986/7

Local Level Activity and Organisation

The Region provided 9062 bed days in 1986/7, a fall of 11.5% since 1982. One 

proxy measurement for the utilisation of this resource is activity, that is death 

and discharge rates as a measure of patient throughput. This is summarised 

in Figure Fifty Six showing throughput per District. Despite the fall in bed 

numbers, discharge rates have increased by 5.2% over the same period.

Each District has been able to develop its own organisational structures to 

maintain this delivery of health care. Concentrating on the information 

function exclusively, this can be seen to vary considerably between Districts. 

The remainder of this Appendix presents detailed organisation charts for each 

District visited in the study carried out in Chapter Three.
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Discharge & Deaths By District
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2 5 0 0 0 -

20000-

1 5 0 0 0 -

10000-

5 0 0 0 -

I

0 -̂

(Source: Regional Information Profile 1986)
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Figure 7 Throughput Rates Per District

District A

D irecto r of In form ation  S e rv ic e s  /  R e so u rce  M a n a g e m e n t
I____

I
District

I
District

I
District

Information Technology Librarian
Manager Manager ----------1 1

I Assistant Assistant
Deputy Assistant Librarian Information
Information Information Librarian
Officer Technology 1

Manager Librarian Librarian
I Assistant Assistant

Assistant Computing
Information Officer
Officer

Figure 8  D is tr ic t  A  In fo rm a tio n  O rg a n isa tio n  C h art
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District B

D irecto r o f F in an ce  D irec to r of P u b lic  H ea lth
I I

District Computing Officer District Information Officer

_  Microbiological Unit Informaiton Priority Health
& Labs & Acute Services Services

Information Officer
_  Hardware 

Support

-  Programming (6)

Figure 9 District B Information Organisation Chart

District C

D irecto r o f F in an ce
__________________ 1_i

District Computing Manager
1

l
District Information Manager

l
1 1

Operations Senior 
Head Programmer

i i

1 1

Clinical Information 
Information Assistant Assistant

1 1
Operators (2) Programmers (2)

/

Figure 10 D is tr ic t  C  In fo rm a tio n  O rg a n isa tio n  C h a n
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District D

D irecto r of F in a n c e  &  In form ation
I

District Information & Technology Manager

i--------------- L~  i
Computing Operations Officer Clinical Information Officer

I t I I
General Operator Trainee Assistant
Support 
Officer

Figure 11 District D Information Organisation Chart

District E

D irector of P u b lic  H ealth
I

District Information Services Manager
----------------------- Personal Assistant

District Information Officer
I

Senior Information 
Assistant

Information Assistant 
Clerical Officer

District Computing Manager

Senior Programmer 

Programmers (2)

Operations
Supervisor

I
Operations 
Assistant (2)

I
Trainee
Operators

Figure 1 2  D is tr ic t  E  In fo rm atio n  O rg a n isa tio n  C h art
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District F

Information
M a n a g e m e n t B oard  - * -------- steering

Group

Unit Managment 
Structure

Information 
Assistant 
(as required)

Information
Services
Development
Officer

Clinical
Information
Officer

I
Assistant

District
Computing
Manager

Hardware 
& Support 
Staff (5)

Figure 13 District E Information Organisation Chart

District G

D irecto r o f F in an ce
I

District Computing & Information Manager

I------------ 1----------------- 1
Information Assistant/Secretary Computing Manager

Operator

Figure 14 D is tr ic t  G  In fo rm a tio n  O rg a n isa tio n  C h art
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APPENDIX THREE

Real Life Information Request

This was a Teal life' request made of the Information Manager in District D.

Provide a report indicating the age and geographic spread of all patients who 

died of cardia-vascular failure analyised by consultant.

This was then converted into the following:

LIST K-NAME-AND-ADDRESS.SURNAME

K-N AME-AND-ADDRESS.POSTCODE 

SORTED-BY K-PATIENT-DIAG.CONSULTANT-CODE

FOR K-DIAGNOSIS.STD-DIAGNOSIS-CODE = 48V

THRU K-DIAGS-IDENT

K-DIAG-GIVEN 

K-CON-CARE-SPELL 

K-PAT-DET-SPELL
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APPENDIX FOUR

Short Questionnaire Used In Field Study
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Short Questionnaire:

I would be grateful if you would be kind enough to complete this 
questionnaire. I am a research student at The University Of Kent in Canterbury 
trying to analyse the workings and results of the Komer Reports and 
Information flows within this District. This survey will form an important part 
of that research and I would be grateful if you would find time to complete 
this today.

Any information that you give will be kept in the STRICTEST CONFIDENCE 
and will only be seen by me. I would be grateful if you would NOT put your 
name on the form to maintain this confidentiality.

Please could you ensure that you complete all of the questions and answer 
them as fully as possible. I invite you to feel free to scribble any comments or 
answers on the form to express yourself more fully. At the end could you 
check that all of the questions have been answered and then fold the paper, 
staple if possible and return it to me.

If you have any queries or questions please free to ask.

Many thanks in advance.

1



Instructions:

Some questions have a scale of possible answers, ranging from one extreme on 
the left to another extreme on the right.

Example:

In your opinion, what is the weather like today?

Poor 1 2 3 4 5  6 7 ( 8 ) 9  10 Good

Please circle a number to show your answer, for example circle 1 if the weather 
is poor, 10 if it is good and 5 if it is fair etc.

The other questions require you to write in your comments or answer. If for 
any reason you don't know, just write don't know.

Example:

In your opinion does the weather change in relation to whether there is an Y  
in the month? i / . (

2 Please Turn O ver



How long have you been working with computers?

Years:

How was this experience gained? For each job please indicate the job title and 
description of the experience gained: (if none write NONE)

Job Title Description

How long have you worked within the NHS?

Years:

How long have you worked in NHS information provision/storage? 
(whether computer based or not)

Years:

How long have you worked with PAS (Patient Administration System) and its 
given interface?

0: No Contact Years:

3 Please Turn Over



W hat training did you receive for the use of PAS?

Out of this training, approximately what proportion of time was devoted to:

PAS Operation/Interrogation eg. Query Master & Report Master: %

Contextual training, eg. the role of PAS, information use in the HS: %

General computer knowledge and skills: %

100 %

How effective was this training in each of these areas?

PAS Operation:___________________________________________________

Effective 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  Ineffective

Contextual Training:_______________________ _______________________

Effective 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  Ineffective

General Computer Knowledge_____________________________________

Effective 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  Ineffective

4 Please Turn Over



How would you rate your confidence in PAS in terms of the following: 
(Please indicate a comment where necessary)

RELIABILIT
Y Little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 Complete

Confidence Confidence

Comment:

USABILITY

Comment:

Little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  Complete 
Confidence Confidence

COMPLETE
NESS

Comment:

Little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 Complete
Confidence Confidence

D A T A
ACCURACY

Comment:

Little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 Complete
Confidence Confidence

5 Please Turn O ver



To w hat extent does your work depend on PAS?

Essential 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10

How would you rate the level of pressure of your job?

Low 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 High

How do you feel that you are coping with the current workload?

Insufficiently 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  8 9 1 0  Sufficiently

Finally if there is anything else that you would like to express or add to the 
above answers, please feel free to write below.

Many thanks,

6
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#
Admission
Religion

AC A/menun CdhoSo BAP . BapeM
auo Buddhid C/E . Church ol England

C.Q Church olOod CH - Quieted eiphian
CH SC - Clmeaan S oe de l c n . Church ol ImUnd

CVS Church ol Soodend <vw • Church ol Weleo
HtN Hindu JEW ■ Jewieh
JWIT Jehovet Wlneee M ETH • Method iM
MO RM . Mormon MUS e M iaim
M C Noncorrformel NONE e None
OF Other Free Church — O RTH ■ Orthodoe

OTW Other PB - Plymoup B reiheren
PEN ”  « Penleooetai ~  '  *' PRES • Preebyl arten
OUAK Quaker R-C . Roman CeihoSo
RAST R u u lM u SALV • SeNaion Army

SUCH S.kh . URC - Uneed Relormed

UN Unitahan

Admission Method

h  - Elective Weeing UM

12 • Elective Booked
12 • Electrd Ptmned
21 • Emergency- A S E  Dept Indielrld
22 - Emergency - GP
22 - Emergency Bedbureeu
24 - Emergency- ConiulanIoulptdentdnio
25 «  Emergency • Consular* domaia/y vieil 
21 -  Emergency- Other meant
31 -  Maternity • Antepartum
32 a Maiarnty • Postnaid
• I a O ff)«  • Patienta Irom institution In another dHtrid 
•2 a Other • Baby bom in a hoepael In the dittaci 
13 -  Baby born on the w*y lo the hospital

Coda 31 a* 32 may arty ba used kx Iemale«. Coda I I  may anty ba used I  the a d rá iio « mu 
a 5i. 52 04 13 Coda 13 may only ba uaed I  lha adrneaion dale * fie dala ol M A »  Code 63 
may on>y ba uaad I  tba a dm et«* data a  «ta aama aa or ona day after the data ol birth.

Admission Source

IS -  Utual ta^danoa 
2S • Temporary resMene*
30 .  Penal aaiabkabma*
4 S - Special hoepaal 
Si -  NH3 hoepaaJ • General ward/ A A E 
S3 -  NH3 hoaoaaJ • Maiemrfy word 

‘ 5 3 « NHS hoapeel- MenlaAy 4 / Handloapped ward 
. 10 ».local authority aooamodaJon/Foster care . . .

79 -  No pr««s>ua add/eee • Bam ■» / on way la hoepeai 
_  1 9 -  Other ________ _________ . . . .  _ .................

Cod «a 31 la S3 a/a only uaad wah adrrwiioo method SI.
Coda 79 la only uaad wah adrraaaun methods S2 and I I

Admin Category . . . . . . . . .  .. . ..

| -  NH3. _  ____ _____ _  3  -  Private. 3 .  Ameniy
Car. oi Oatamon
0 -  No« lormaty daiatnad .  . . .
1 «  FormaSy daiened undar 1903 Heath Ad  P i 2
2 • FormaAy detained undar 1 903 Haaah A d  P t 3 or oihar ad.

Intended Management

1 .  Wos/sial stay"of m ieaal one" night.”  —  —  • • —
2 • No ovemigN auy . . .  _ • . . .  .  ... . . . . . .
3 • Planned sequence oi adm*alona al m laaal ona night
4 «  Ragù la/ admesun lor a sequence oi daya whan paliara raum i homo tor ramaindar o124
hourv _  ,  _  . . .  . .  . . .
I  «  Regular adm et«* lor a aaquanoa al nig Na whan pa le d  roluma homo lor ramamdar o124 
hour». • .  •
5 -  Baby bom in / on lha way to hospital.

D ischarge ~ — •

• Discharge Method • —  —

* 1 -  Oecha/ged on maoioat advice —
2 • 0 »  charged by »#4 or ralaifwa
3 «  Oncha/gad by mental haallh review »SjunaL
4 -  uaad. _
5 • SoUoom.

Destination

IS • Uauai residence 
29 «  Tarrpora/y raid  anon.
39 «  Panal esiaotshmed. coiai or pohoa aianon.
49* Spoetai hoapaai.
SI -  NHS hoapaal outside 4e*td • Canoni w ud
S3 -  NWS hoapaal o u »ala du*d  - M eem iy or naonata« ward.
S3 • NHS hoapaal ouaala dia*id • Man«aly S / Maniaty handicappad ward 
•9 -  Loot/ authority res dental aooomodaaon.
79-O aad.

Specialty Codas
Surgical 5eedaldea

100 General eurgery 500

101 Urology 501 Obetetnca lor patents
usmghospaai bed or

110 Trauma A Orthopaedic« dslrvery laoiM*.

120 ENT 502 Qyna ecology

130 Opthalmology
140 Oral »urgery
141 Rectora he Dent »try 6Q0 Qanfl/fllr/aaia .
142 Paedlaen OenlMlry
143 Orthodontic« • 10 Matemfy /unction

150 Neuroe urgery 620 Other Sian maternity

160 Pleat to Surgery
170 Cardiodiorado Surgery
171 PeedUeio Surgery
160 Aocident S Emergency
190 Anaetthetice

Medical specialties ‘ Oe/rred codes

300

t1i

1 record type 2 1 -2 2
301 Gastroenterology should record
302 Endrocnnotogy 500 as 501
303 Hawneidogy (Cínica/) 600 as 610
304 Cinica/ Physiology
303 Cinica/ Pha/maootogy 1 episode order .  1 i
310 Audiolog icaJ Meòcne Admit method 31 (> 32
311 Cínica/ Genetea should record
320 Cardiology

Dermsrology
500 as 501

330 600 as 610
340 Thoraao Mediane
350 Iriectous Oweasee 1 episode order 1 t
360 Gerato-Urmary Mediane First ward -  Matemay
361 Nephrology should record
370 Medica/ Oncology 500 as 501
3/1 Nuctea/Madone eo0 as610
400 Neurology
401 CíncaJ Neuro-Physiology Al other instance«
410 Rheumatology must tecord
420 Pae<katnce 500 as 502
421 Paedialnc Neurology 500 as 520
430 Genaihc Mediane

E s rs h ia in t P a th o lo g y

700 Mental Handicap 620 General Pathology
710 Menial line«» 621 Blood Tians/usion
711 Quid 3 A do le soar» Psychiatry 622 Chernes/ Pathology
712 Forense Psychiairy 623 Haemeiotogy • •
712 P»ychothe<apy 624 Hieicpaihdogy

•00 Radtodtorapy 630 Immunopaihokigy

• 10 Radetogy 631 Medical Mioobidolgy
632 Neuropatiology

900 -  Community Medicine • .
901 Oooupaenal Medeine 
SPACES Other maiemey event

Legal Status Transler
Lagal Status
01 kilormal • (CM. of OeL -  0) ” . — -  -  • —  -  —

Formafy dattiad undar Marnai Maaah Ad Part I . (Cai ol Oal. -  I)

02 -  Sad ion 3 ' "  '** 0 3 .  Section 3 “
04 -  Saaion 4 OS -  Section S (2)
05 -  Saa on 3 (4)

Formaty detained undar Mantal Hearth A d  Part IS. '* —  --------  — —
(Cat. ol D a i -  3 lor a! remaning aacaona |

.07 «  Section 33 _________ __
09 -  Sad on 37X/41 

.  11 -  Section 3? (4 ) .
13- S a d  ion 44 
1 3 - Saaion 47/49 
17 -  S edan 4AM 9

.  Nate: 37X esdudee aadion 37 (4)

.  Formaty detained under Pan X:

19 .  Saaion 133 2 0 - Section 133

21 -  Other s e a o n _____ _ . . . . ___ _____

Formaiy detained under:

30 Previous legislation
31 Criminal procedure (Inaanity) A d  1984
32 Other aoa

Mental Category 1 .

I  • Morad linees 2 -  Psychcpsuhic diaordar
3 • Modal irTpaamord 4 -  Saved marnai inpaarmod
I  -  Oper» i -N d k n o e n
• « N d  appiedila

_________ 01 -  Sacdon 34
1 0 . Section 37X 

. . .  .  12 • Section 34 .
14 -  Section4S
IS-Sacoon 47 _
15 -  Section 44

IS • Oher dudmo non NWS hoeoaai. nuremo homo.

PATIENT AND ATP D E TA ILS

Patient Number

L-r-u-r.
Surname

Sex Date of Birth

□  r r ^ z .
M -  Male 
F  -  Female 
I -  Indeterminate

Postcode

G.P.

Address

N.H .S. Number

_ i ____ i____ i____ i____ i i

Forenames

_ i ____ i____ i____ i____ i__ —i_i_i—i—i—i—
— i____ i___ i— i— i—

- j ____ i____i— i—

Post Town_______________

I . 1 . . . . I  I I . »  i Z j

Marital Status□ Religion

»■■■>■■■ I I ■ ■ ■ ■■■■•■ I S P E LL NU M B ER

A D M ISSIO N  D ETAILS
H O S P ITA L  _

A D M ISSIO N D A TE __________

\ . y . . y . . I
] n n

W A R D  --------------------------------------------------------------------------  [

C O N S U L T A N T _____________________________________

S P E C IA L T Y  _______________________________________

Admissbn
Source

CD

Admission
Method

CD

Admin. Cat. of 
Category Detention

□  □

Intended
Mgmt.

□
Waiting List Date Age on

Admission

I , ■/ , , ■ /, .□  G Z
D IS C H A R G E  DETAILS Date of Discharge

r ,~ 7 ~ ~ 7 G ~l
Discharge Method Destination

□  CZI
TR A N S FE R  TO  DETAILS

Start Date Start Time Consultant Code Specialty Code Ward

/ . ./. .

, / ,
,
, ,A . ./. .

/ .
. ./.
, / ,
■ .A

Hospital

P A T I E N T  C A T E G O R Y  T R A N S F E R
Start Data Admin. Category

i □
LEGAL STATUS.TRANSFER

Start Date

■ « / »  «

, , / .  .

. . / .  . / ,  ,
/ .  .

End Date

/ . .

: .v: :
/ . .

Mental Category



APPENDIX SIX

DIS Datamodel Query View Diagram
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TEM
PLEM

AN
LIBRARY

Q U E R Y  V I E W  E jp V W T 2
K-fATgN7-.NAMT

K-STCLSrCClAl-Tr

rro-SFT c-coo i 
jTD-SFEC-NaMX

• CHA 1 
CHA 13

c-LDCAL-xrta

/ \ ______________
JUSTE OALTY

STEC1ALTY -C004 
SPECIALTY-N AMI 
SFEOaLTY-ABBR 
SUERAREG-SEXV

♦ • 

a

CHA 1 
CHA 23 
CHA 1 
CHA 2

A23E-RECORD

RECION-CODE CHA i
DISTRICT -CODE 
riimnrT-7*Fi i

[NT
CHA

l
19

LINIT -NUMBER CHA 10
SEX CHA l
DATI-OF-RIKTH CHA 1
NHS-NUMBE* CHA 13
MARTI AL-STATUS CHA 1
RELIGION CHA 4
POSTCODE CHA 7
K-GF-CODE CHA 7
DHA-OFREStDENCI CHA J
ADMXSSION-DaTE c a t 10
DISOURGE-DaTE c a t 10
ADMISSION-SOURCE CHA 2
ADMISSION-METHOD CHA
ADMIN-CATEGORY CHA 1
DISCHARGE-METHOD CHA 1
SITE-ID ENT-CODE CHA 1
STAY-STA-DATE c a t 10
STAY-END-OATE c a t 10
w ard -number CHA )
w ard c lass CHA 7
w isSTa Y-STa-DATE c a t 10
WtSSTAY-END-DATE c a t 10
R^D-ST AY-BED-DAYS o n J

K-OUT-RBC-FORM

REC-TYTE-NO .  o n  :
SURNaME-IND CHA 1
FORENAME-IND CHA 1
ADDRESS-tND CHA 1
RELIGION-IND CHA 1
NHS-NO-IND CHA 1
ADD-DATA-START INT 2

K-JLEPORT-FRINItO

RETORT-CD ENT O U  10
DATE-FJUNT-RUN CEN 10
REPOKT-FARAMS CHA »
DISTRICT-CODE • INT 2
STT&-[DENT-CODE • o u  :
PRINTER-ID CHA 1
TERMINaL-NO INT 4

K-WAJLD-ABBR

DESTRI CT-CDDE r  i n i  i
HOSErTAL-ABBR CHA 4
WARD-ABBR • •  a i A j

K-OrmOCEDUR£

o r - m n x  <
Of-NOXODB i
O f-ju rra  (
n o v r -C D D t  
O fjo im c a  
o f-d esc-s h o r t
OF-DEJC
j e x -a b s o l u t i
JEXSCiUTINY
elzct- adm-c k e c c
DURATION-CHECK
RARfi-Of-CMECX
u w w i » a a a c  
mjx-ace-c h e o : 
sfec-func-oceck
OrtJUTJON -STATta
SUSFEND-IND

O U  I 
OiA 4 
CHA I  
CHA 3 
CHA I • 
CHA »1  
CHA Ml 
CHA I 
CHA I 
CHA I 
INT 3 
CHA I 
CHA J ; 
CHA 2 I 
CHA I

tU O C M ^ o rn o cs

DIAG-PREEIX # •  CHA 1
DUG-NO-CODt # •  O U  4
DUG-SUFFtX • *  CHA 1
ITD-OUG-CODI O U  3
DUG-SOURCE O U  1
DUG-OESC-SHORT O U  33
DUO-OUC O U  40
DtAG-ITH-DIO-MAX O U  1
DUG-STH-DiG-MW O U  1
DUG-TYTE CHA 1
DUG-OUALXODE-I O U  4
DUG-DUAL-CODM O U  4
DUC-DUAL-CODE-1 CHA 41
DUG-0UAL-C0D6-4 O U  41
DUG-OUALCODM O U  4
DUG-DUAL-CODB-4 O U  4
DUG-DUAL-CO DC-7 CHA 4
DUG-DUAL-CODB-4 O U  4
SEX-ABSOLUTf • CHA f
SEX-SCRUTINY • CHA 1|
FRIMARY-CHECX O U  11
ELECT-ADM-CHECX • O U  1‘
DORATI ON-CHECX • INT S
RARE-DEATH-CHECK O U  1
RARl-DlSEASBOa O U  1
UAX-AGt-CKt • O U  2
MXN-a GE-CHX • O U  1
SFtC-FUNC-OaCX • O U  1
SU3 PENSI ON-IND a u  i

KSTTLOP-PKOC

IT M f
s t o o p  -n o -c o d  t  
j t d -o p -s u p ra

•  CHA | 
«  CHA 4
•  CHA 1

s u r v e y -code
3 UR VET-VERSION
ftncs-usE
nZXD-DDS-NAM£-t
FIELD-N *HE-1
FIELD-LENGTH-1
VaLIDATION-RULE-I
ADD-DUF-PIELD-l.l
ADD-DUF-nEUVI-l
A D D -D tsr-n n in j-i
ADO-OlSP-PTELD-*-l
ADD-DlSP-riELD-J-l
ADD-DlIF-Fin-D-i-l
ADD-OlSF-riELD-7-l
ADD-OUF-nrU^A-l

pna-D- DOS-N AMX-30
f u l d -name- »
FIELD-LENGTH-IO 
VALIDATION-* ULE-M 
ADD-DIST FELTHI-a 
ADD-DISP-FIZLD-1-2D 
AD D-D ISP-FIELD-3-20
ADD-DISF-PULD-LID
ADD-OOF-FIELD-S-» 
AD D-O ISP-FIELD-4-20 
ADD-DI5P-FIH-D-7-20
ACO-DUF-rrEU^t-30

SYSTEM-ID ENTITY *  a u 31 FCO DE-REGI ON 13 o u r
KF1-SYSTEM-TYPE o u 1 PCODB- REGION 14 CHA i
REGION-CODE • o u 1 FCO DE-REGI ON 13 CHA i
DISTRICT-CODE • INT 1 PCODE-DISTRICT! a u J
PCOQE-REGIONI O U FCO D 6-0 [STRICT! o u 3
FCODE-REGIONI CHA 1 PCODB-DISTRICO o u 3
FCODE-REQOfO O U 11 FCODE-OIST3UCT4 o u J
FCODE-REQON4 OU FCO DE-DISTRICTS a u 3
FCODE-REGION! O U l FCODE-DLSTR1CT4 O U 3
FCODE-REGlONi OU 1 FCODE-DLSTRJCT7 CHA 3
FCODE-REGION7 CHA r FCO DE-D [STRICT! CHA 3
FCODE-RE CTONI O U l: FCODDDtSTRI CT» CHA 3
PCODE-REGJON4 CHA 1 FCODE-DLSTRICnO CHA 3
FCODDREG1ONI0 CHA t LAST-KA-SP-NO INT 7
FCODDREGIONU O U 1 LAST-XBNDY-SP-NO INT T
FCODE-REGJON12 G U 1 LaST-INFUT-BATOÌ INT 4

\
JDSURV-VERSOK3

7
E-SURVEY

K-STD-DIAGNOSIS

JTD- O UO-PRETTX J O U  1
j-D-OUG-NOXOOE CHA l
STO-DU&-SUFFDC • CHA :

I J T M W V t n

su*vrr.ACTrvmr
sur v t y -code
3 UR v'Tr. n AMI 
INTTUTOR-naM I  
AC DR-LOT-I 
ACDR-LT4I-I 
ADDR-LINl-l 
AD DR-UNI-• 
COLLI CTMTTHOD 
USER-CODE

CHA I 
CHA S 
CHA 40 
CHA 40 
CHA 13 
O U  13 
CHA 13 
CHA 13 
CHA I 
O U  1

A

X JU R V -O U TP U A  I

survey-activ ity  
SURVEY-CODE
SURVEY-STA-DAT!
SUR vnr-EHD-DATT
CONSULTANT -CODE
sreciAXTY-cooe
DlAO-FRCFIX
dia  G-NO-CODE
d u g -s u f t tx
EKD-DIa C-CODE

• CHA I • 
1 CIU 4 

CTN 10 
CtH 10 

’ O U  4
1 o u  j

OIA |
a u  4
□  U 1 
a u  7

OP-PRUTX
OF-NO-CODt
o p -suffix
END-OF-PROC 
SEX-FOR-SURvrr 
MINIMUM-ACE 
MAXIMUM-AGE 
B-IMENT-NO-ALLOC 
LAST- ELEMENT-NO

K-UPDATE-SUMMARY

[NFUT-SOURCE O U l TOT-TRANS-DO. . INT 4
BATCH-NUMBER INT TUT-KLS-INS o n 4
INPUT-DATE C at 10 TOT-KL-S-DEL o n 4
DISTRICT-CODE o n 1 TOT-HLE-INS o n 4
TOT-HQSP-tNS o n i TOT-HLE DEL o n 4
TOT-H OS F-AMEND o n i TOT-DISCH-INS o n t
TOT-HOSF-OEL o n 4 TOT-DISOI-DEL INT t
TOT - W ARO- INS o n 4 TOT-CENS-AMEND INT <
TOT-WARELAMEND o n 4 TOT-FAT-AMEND INT 4
TOT-WA3U3-OEL o n 4 TOT-AMALGS INT 4
TOT-SFEC-INS o n 1 TOT-DIAG-INS INT t
TOT-SFEC-AMEND o n 4 TOT-DUG-AMZND INT 4
TOT-SPEC-DEL o n 4 TOT-DUG-DEL INT 4
TOT-CONS-[NS o n 4 TOT-OF-INS INT 4
TOT-CO KS-AMEND o n 4 TOT-OP-AMEND INT 4
TOT-CONS-OEL o n 4 TOT-OF-DEL INT 4
TOT-GF-tNS o n 4 TOT-ADDACT-AMEND INT 4
TOT-GF-AMEND dn 4 TOT.PRAC-IN3 INT 4
TOT-GF-DEL o n 4 TOT-FRAC-DEL INT 4
TOT-ADM-INS o n 4 TOT-LEQAL DEMAND INT 4
TOT-ADM-AMEND o n 4 TOT-FAT-DEL INT 4
TOT-ADM-DEL o n 4 TOT-IN-BATOl INT 4
TOT-TRANS-INS iNr 41

tOUT-*ATOi-LOO

REGION-CODE 
DISTRICT-CODE 
FAS-OU-FTP-LINK 
FAS-OlS-RUN-Orr 
FAS-OLS-FROF 
fas-use*-Name
La ST-OUT-»aTCM
QJN-COMP-LIMIT
LAST-PAT-SER-NO
LAXT-SPELL-SER-NO
DEPAULT-OF-FRFX
MAX-E3CF-STAY
DEPAULTUUTO-SUB

K-RIS-PROFTUE

QJN-COMF • LIMIT INT 3
La ST-PaT-SER-NO PIT 4
D U  AULT -Of FRFX CHA 1
H AMt • ADD*-OmON CHA 1

2 \ _
K-DLS-R1S-UNK

REGION-CODE CHA l
DIST7UCT-CODE * * INT 2
DIS-R1S-FTP-LINK CHA 1
DtS-RlS-RUN-OrT O U  1
DIS-RJS-FROF O U  10
DIS- USE*-NAME O U  3)

K -O UT-B ATOl-SUMM

BATCH-NUMBER
B ATCH -ST ART-DATE
BATCH-EXT-OATX
TOT-HOSF-INS
TOT-H OS F -AMEND
TOT-HOSPDEL
TOT-WaJLD-INS
TOT-W ARO-AMEND
TOT-WARD-DEL
TOT-SPEC-INS
TOT-SPEC-AMEND
TOT-SPEC-DEL
TOT-CONS-INS
TOT-CON S-AMENO
TOT-CONS-OEL
TOT-GF-INS
TOT-CF-AMEND
TOT-GP-OEL
TOT-ADM-[NS
TOT-ADM-AMEND
TOT-ADM-DEL
TOT-TR-ANS-INS

TOT-TRANS-DEL
TOT-HLS-INS
TOT-HLS-DEL
TOT-HLE-INS
TOT-KLE-DEL
TOT-DISCH-INS
TOT-DLSCM-DEL
TOT-CENS-AM2ND
TOT-FAT-aMEND
TOT-AMALGS
TOT-DLaC-INS
TOT-DIAG-AMEND
TOT-DUG-DEL
t o t -o f -ins
t o t -o f -AMEND
TOT-OF-DEL
TOT-aDDaCT-AMEND
TOT-FRAC-INS
TOT-FRAC-DEL
TOT-LE GaL-DEMAND
TOT-FAT-DEL

o n
o n
o n

R-OUT-DATA-BATCH

K-OLTTUT-PATA


